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Preface
(To the Urdu edition)

Praise is for Allah, the Exalted, the Great. May blessings and peace be on His Messenger, Muhammad, the noble
chosen one, on his family, his companions and those who follow his guidance—on all of them.

The idea of an abridged form of the Urdu translation of Tarbiyat-e-Aulªad aur Islam
obsessed my mind for long. The original book is in Arabic by Sheikh Abd 'Allªah Nªaseh
Alwªan May Allah be merciful to him. My aim is that this invaluable gem may find a place in
every home. Further, its brevity may prompt those who have little time to read and
understand it. Sometimes, the bulk of a book is in itself a deterrent to its merit. Today,
everyone is already busy and time is not easily at hand to devote oneself to religious
effort. Some friends and elders advocated the cause of this book so forcefully that I
committed myself to this task placing reliance in Allah. I pray to Allah, Full of Grace,
that He may make my work easy and may grace my time. May He guide me to such
brevity that while the object is fulfilled, the advantage is universal.

My dear Brother Maulªanªa Muhammad Umair exerted himself in smoothing out the
manuscript and Brother Maulªanªa Fahªimuddªin corrected it. May Allah grant a good
reward to them and to respected Shªahid Husain who managed the printing of the
book diligently! May He also reward all those who have co-operated with us in
achieving this task in any manner! May He make this work an asset for me in the
Hereafter and a cause for gaining His forgiveness! May He guide the Muslims to read
it, to act upon it, and to conduct their lives according to its directions. The blessings of
Allah be on the best of His creation, Muhammad, his family and his companions—all
of them.

This Book is divided into three parts

There are four Chapters in Part One, seven in Part Two (which deals with the
responsibilities of the guardians), and three Chapters and a Conclusion in Part Three.

This book pursues an easy approach to explain the fundamental principles of
upbringing and the manner and rules of training. It discusses the subject of upbringing
and training from every angle. The book contains guidelines to impart religious
discipline, character building, spiritual education, intellectual growth and physical
drill. It suggests ways to model the child’s personality in the right direction morally,
psychologically and socially.



This book will serve as a guideline to every guardian and head of family to raise his
children in a correct Islamic way. In it one can find excellent suggestions for building
strong foundations of the nation and valuable principles for preparing the individual.

There is no alternative but to adopt the complete and exhaustive Islamic system of
rearing and reforming. May Allah inspire the Muslims that in their thinking and creed
they make Islam their guideline, in the field of education and deeds they appoint it
their true goal and asylum, in gaining honour and glory, nobility and eminence, and
Islamic unity, they choose it as their ideal. And Allah is The Reconciler and The Helper.
Our final call is that all praise is for Allah, the Lord of the Worlds.

Muhammad Habibuªah Mukhtªar

Bin Hakim Muhammad Mukhtªar Hasan, May Allah be merciful to him.

14-8-1411 Hijri. 2-3-1991 AC



PART THREE
Chapter 12

This Part of the Book comprises three chapters.

The effective means in raising children.

The basic principles for upbringing children.

Some important proposals.



Chapter 12
The effective means in raising children

In the second part of this book, we discussed the significant responsibilities on guardians
towards raising children. These responsibilities relate to religious and moral, practical and
physical, psychological and social aspects. These are very important responsibilities for
developing the personality of the child. In the future, on seeing the fruit of their efforts,
parents will be very happy. Such parents are very fortunate, indeed.

However, it is not enough for the guardian to merely fulfil his responsibilities. Let him not
suppose that he has done his duty and no more may be expected of him. He has more to do
yet. He must strive for perfection in his ward. Indeed, a righteous and intelligent guardian is
ever engaged in imparting the most advantageous religious and moral training to his ward.
He must see that the child matures mentally and has a high degree of intelligence and is
tolerant.

What then are the most effective means to achieve this objective? In my opinion five things
have to be done.

1. Train the child through example.

2. Teach him through good habits.

3. Discipline him through preaching and counselling.

4. Supervise over him.

5. Punish him when necessary.

1. Example

In the eyes of the child, the guardian is an ideal leader and thus has a great influence on the
moulding of his personality. The child imitates him. Whether he is conscious of it or not, he
records in his mind every action of his guardian. Thus, as leader and guide he plays a very
effective role in reforming the child or ruining him. The child reflects his guardian’s character 
and is truthful, religious, trustworthy, well-mannered, courageous and innocent if the
guardian is so. If, on the hand, the guardian is a liar, untrustworthy, ill-mannered, timid and
miserly, then the child will have these qualities too.

He spontaneously picks up the virtuous characteristics of his mentor. It is thus that the
teacher, the guardian and the parents must set an example as doers of good. Allah, the



Exalted, endowed the Prophets may blessings of Allah and peace be on them with psychological, moral and
intellectual perfection so that their disciples may emulate them and aim at such impeccable
behaviour.

The Holy Prophet alone is the leader.

Allah the Exalted had appointed the Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him as a leader
and excellent example for mankind for all times. To men everywhere and always, he is a lamp
spreading light.1[1]

¶Hazrat Aishah may Allah be pleased with her has described the character of the Prophet as an
exposition of the Qur`ªan. He was the one to put into practice whatever the Qur`ªan
commands and preaches. Allah had seen over his growth development and training.2[2]

He was innocent and sinless even in the days when he was not yet appointed a prophet. His
people gave him the titles of the truthful and the trustworthy. His sagacity was put to test
when the Hajr Aswad was to be replaced in its position in the Ka‘bah. His intelligent decision 
prevented a violent controversy within his nation.

Where propagation of Islam was concerned he was restless and would not sleep peacefully
until his people responded favourably to his call. Allah revealed to him verses of the Qur`ªan
to mitigate his sorrow and sadness.3[3]

In worshipping Allah, he set a perfect example for his followers. He would prolong his prayers
at night, not worried by the swelling of his feet.4[4] Because they lacked the energy, no one
else could hope to match the amount of worship he put in.5[5] His pure heart was devoted
fully to the love of Allah the Gracious. By day and by night he was occupied in supplications to
Him. Through worship he would obtain contentment and satisfaction. It was out of love for
his followers that he often gave up some acts of worship lest they feel obliged to imitate him.
He always bowed in submission to Allah and obeyed His commands in the manner it was
expected of him.6[6]

1[1] al-A¶hzªab: 33,21, 45, 46.

2[2] Askarªi and ibn-ul-M‘ªanªi

3[3] al-Kahf, 18:6, al-Qa¶sa¶s, 28:56, Fªa¶tir, 35:8.

4[4] Bukhªarªi and Muslim.

5[5] Bukhªarªi and Muslim.

6[6] al-Muzzummil, 73:1-6, al-Isrªa`, 17:79, ad-Dahr, 76:25 & 26.



In his generosity and benevolence, he set a perfect example for his Ummah. He was
philanthropic and charitable to the extent that he was unmindful of its repercussions on
himself. He was more generous than the proverbial cool breeze. He gave away, without a
second thought, whatever was asked of him. Once, a man asked him for so many sheep as
would fill up the space between two particular mountains. He arranged for him those sheep.
On returning to his people, that man related to them the generosity of the Prophet who
donated as though he feared no poverty on himself.7[7]

His leadership in piety and abstinence was exemplary. He used to rest on a crude mat. Its
impressions were visible on his body. When it was suggested to him that the mat be replaced
with a soft mattress, he countered with the question, What am I to do with worldly comforts?
My example in this world is that of a horse-rider who rests awhile in the shade of a tree and
then continues away on his journey.

He never ate wheat bread to his full for any three successive days after his arrival in
Madinah.8[8] Once, after three days of hunger, he partook of a piece of barley bread.9[9] This
was the command of Allah to which he submitted himself.10[10] We must remember that it
was not poverty that compelled him to practice abstinence but he did it of his own accord.
The riches of the world were his for the asking. The wisdom of this abstinence may be read in
the following factors.

? It was his desire that Muslims attain a level of piety that create in them a spirit of co-
operation. It may urge them to unselfishness and lead them to spend their wealth. We know
from traditions that he did so wilfully.11[11] His aim was to grow in Muslims the characteristic
of contentment. He liked them to be strong enough not to allow themselves to be trapped in,
and consequently be destroyed by, the appealing beauties of the world. He taught them that
a religious attitude is pursued not to gain wealth or comfort but to obtain the pleasures of
Allah and His reward.12[12]

? In our showing hospitality to others, we have in him an ideal guide. He was always the first
to greet. He was fully attentive to the person with whom he conversed. When he shook
hands with someone, he was never the first to withdraw his hands. While joining a gathering

7[7] abªu ash-Shaikh.

8[8] ibn Jarªir.

9[9] A¶hmad.

10[10] ¶Tªa Hªa, 20:131.

11[11] Bayhaqªi.

12[12] Hªud, 11:29.



of persons, he would sit down wherever a sitting place was available. He always carried his
shopping himself and performed routine work himself. He accepted a slave’s invitation too. 
As to torn clothes, he patched them up; shoes, he mended; household chores, he performed.
He did not hesitate to have his meals with his servants. He took care of the needy. He would
not demur to sit on a bare floor.

? He was mild and tolerant to the extreme. Whether it was the harshness of the Bedouin that
he faced or the overwhelming triumph that he achieved, he was ever an example of
forbearance and gentleness. One Bedouin pulled at the sheet around him so violently that his
shoulders bore its impressions, but, he said not a word of reproach; rather, he saw to it that
his demands were met.13[13] We know too well that the people of Makkah had been very cruel
to him; yet, when he entered Makkah as a victor, he announced, You are, all of you, free. I
pardon you. Allah had commanded him to be merciful and forgiving.14[14]

? He set us an example of physical fitness too. Three times, he felled Rukªana, a known
wrestler. It was during the Battle of Uhud that he struck abªi bin Khalaf on his chest with a
spear that he swayed and fell from his horse from severe pain. He complained, “Had he 
merely spat on me he might have killed me”. Again, during the digging of the Trench, when a
stubborn stone stopped the spade of the diggers, he struck it and smashed it into pieces. He
preferred for his followers to be valiant.15[15] In obedience to the command of Allah, he was
ever prepared to face the enemy.16[16]

? His courage and bravery were unequalled. One night the people of Madinah were terrified
by a noise. They proceeded towards the source of the noise but they found the Messenger of
Allah may blessings of Allah and peace be on him already returning from there after investigating the
matter. He pacified them that nothing was amiss. During the Battle of Hunain, some men
were rushing here and there in panic. He allayed their fears, I am the Prophet undoubtedly,
the son of Abdul Mu¶t¶talib. Why should he not be composed and urge the Muslims to go on
fighting when Allah had directed him to be so?17[17]

The Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him was an excellent strategist and had a high
political acumen examples of which are cited often. He was always successful. It was at the
time of the Battle of Hunain that he gave the booty to the Quraish and other tribes but
nothing to the Ansªar. They were upset at not receiving the gifts. He gathered them together

13[13] Bukhªarªi and Muslim.

14[14] al-A‘rªaf, 7:199 and al-¶Hijr, 15:85.

15[15] Muslim.

16[16] an-Anfªal, 8:60.

17[17] an-Nisªa`, 4:84, at-Tawbah, 9:13.



and asked, O Ansªar! What is it that I hear? Why do you harbour suspicion? Tell me, were you
not misled and Allah guided you, hard up and He enriched you? You were enemies of one
another and He caused you to love each other. They said that they were much indebted to
Allah and His messenger. He continued, Are you not happy that, while people take away their
camels and sheep, you take with you the Messenger of Allah? By Him in Whose Hands is my
life, if there would not have been the migration, I would have been one of the Ansªar. If all
men go along one path in a valley and the Ansªar take the other path, I will go with the
Ansªar. On hearing this, they wept so much that tears washed their beards and they
announced their satisfaction with the Prophet’s distribution.

It was through wisdom and sagacity, upright character and excellent strategy that he founded
the Islamic government in Madinah. He bestowed his love and affection on the Arabian
peninsula. He led others in political wisdom because he obeyed the commands of Allah.

Endurance was one of his prominent qualities and he did not waver on his standpoint. Thus,
even when he was faced with the possibility of losing the protection of his uncle, who might
then hand him over to his enemies, he did not give up. He said, O uncle! If they were to offer
me the sun and the moon that I may cease preaching, I will persist in my mission until Allah
gives Islam universal acceptance or I die. His uncle was moved by his steadfastness and
conceded, “Go my nephew. You are free. Do what you wish. I will not surrender you to 
anyone”. Here,the Uncle recited poetry reflecting on the occasion.18[18] He was commanded
by Allah to be firm and steadfast.19[19] This is but one glimpse of his excellence, grandeur and
praiseworthy conduct — there being other innumerable examples of his excellent conduct.
Allah, the Gracious, Himself spoke of his high and noble conduct.20[20] This is why people were
attached to him and regarded him as their great leader. They realised that if they adopted his
excellent character they would succeed. Their love for him was so intense that they were
uneasy if they did not see him.21[21] This attitude led them to worry about their fate in the
hereafter but Allah let them know that they would be with him in the next world too.22[22]

The degree of their love and adoration for the Prophet knew no bounds. When they faced
death at the hands of the enemies of Islam and were offered to be spared against the
Prophet being killed, they would exclaim that they would not bear a thorn pricking him while
they sat peacefully at home.23[23] Consequently, we hear of the woman who, when informed

18[18]Islam aur Tarbiyat-e-Aulºad, v 2 pp 25.

19[19] al-Ahqªaf, 46:35 and al-Baqarah, 2:214.

20[20] al-Qalm, 68:4.

21[21] al-Baghwªi.

22[22] an-Nisªa`, 4:69.

23[23] Bayhaqªi and Zarqªanªi.



of the martyrdom of her father, brother and husband during the Battle of Uhud, kept asking
about the Messenger of Allah. On being told that he was safe, she expressed her desire to see
him. On meeting him,she said, “When you are alive all adversities are mastered easily”.24[24]

The companions may Allah be pleased with them had emulated the Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace

be on him cheerfully and lovingly. Indeed, they had observed in him an excellent example. The
books on Seerah and history contain narratives of his companions. Also, the Qur`ªan has
spoken highly of their nobility, honour and proud station in life.25[25]

That was a time when a judge would remain idle for two years at a stretch. No dispute would
be brought before him for resolution. Why should they quarrel? They were linked with
fraternal ties, and were always unselfish. They were willing to sacrifice their lives for good
cause. Their lives are examples for others to emulate. They were the best of the Ummah.
They were extremely mild, very knowledgeable, barely extravagant— endowed with superb
character. Allah the Exalted had picked them up for the propagation of Islam and as
companions of the Prophet. Therefore, let us follow their footsteps and discern their high
status. The Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him had described them as lights of
guidance and as leaders of men.26[26]

It was through their sterling character that Islam spread to large areas of the eastern and
western corners of the world. Muslim merchants and upright emissaries presented a true
picture of Islam through their character, approach, integrity, honesty and discharge of
covenants. Had these people not led a model life, multitudes would not have embraced Islam
and its merciful guidance.

Should not then Muslims of to-day realise their placing and mould themselves into examples
to be imitated? Thus, they may be instrumental in spreading Islam. An excellent character is
an important ingredient in one who imparts education and pious notions. The Holy Prophet
may blessings of Allah and peace be on him was very particular that a guardian bring forth the best in him so
that he is emulated. Thus, children will nurture in sound environment from early life.

Once a woman called her child saying, “Come, take this!” Prophet Mu¶hammad may Allah bless him

and give him peace remarked, “What is it that you wish to give him?” She replied that she wished 
to give him some dates. He told her that if she had invited him as a ploy not intending to give
him anything she would have been guilty of lying.27[27] When a person lures a child with an

24[24] ibn Ishªaq and Bayhaqªi.

25[25] al-Fat¶h, 48:29, az-Zªariyªat, 51:17-18, al-¶Hashr, 59:9, al-A¶hzªab, 33:23.

26[26] Bayhaqªi and Daylamªi.

27[27] abªu Dªawood Bayhaqªi.



offer that he does not intend to fulfil, he is said to be lying.28[28] It is tantamount to asserting
that parents must speak the truth before their children so that they pick up this habit and be
truthful always.

We also have the case of a man who gifted something to one of his sons and requested the
Prophet to be his witness. He enquired if his other children had been treated to similar gifts.
When the answer was in the negative, the Prophet declined to bear witness. He said, “Do not 
call upon me to witness oppression”.29[29] This narrative calls upon the guardian to practice
justice and fair play.

When a man saw the Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him kissing ¶Hazrat ¶Hasan and
¶Husain, he remarked that he had ten children but he had never caressed them. The Prophet
informed him that a person who is not merciful to others will not be shown any mercy. In
another version the words are, If Allah has taken away the quality of mercy from you, what
can I do?30[30] This incident emphasises the need for guardians to be merciful so that people
cite them as models of mercy. If they are not merciful, what benefit can their wards gain from
training? The Prophet was very loving to the children. Here are some incidents from his life.

There is the occasion when he was delivering a sermon. ¶Hasan and ¶Husain rushed towards
him, now stumbling, now balancing themselves. The Holy Prophet —mercy to the worlds—
descended from the pulpit, picked up his grandsons and made them sit properly. Then he
continued, Riches and children are a trial. I saw these children and could not hold myself so
that I suspended my address to you and picked them up.31[31]

At another time, he was in the prostration form during ritual prayers, ¶Husain perched on his
neck. He lengthened his prostration so as not to disturb the boy. When he was over with the
prayers, his companions asked why he had prolonged the prostration. He said, My son was
perched over me. I allowed him to satisfy himself before I arose.32[32]

He would often play with them. He would crawl on all fours and they would cuddle him. He
would place them over his back and move about announcing, the best of the camels is your
camel and the best of riders are the two of you.33[33]

28[28] A¶hmad and others.

29[29] Bukhªarªi and Muslim.

30[30] Bukhªarªi and Muslim.

31[31] Tirmizªi.

32[32] Nasªaªi and ¶Hªakim.

33[33] al-Isªabah.



It was his practice, during congregational prayers, to shorten them when he heard a child cry
lest its mother be disturbed.34[34]

When he passed by children, he invariably greeted them.35[35]

Whenever the first fruit of a produce was presented to him, he prayed for large yield and
gave the fruit to a child.36[36]

He impressed upon guardians that, in their treatment of their parents, they must set an
example for their wards. Towards this goal, he cited the example of three people who were
trapped in a cave in which they had taken shelter from a downpour. A heavy boulder,
dislodged by the torrential rain, had blocked their exit. Each of them beseeched Allah
recounting what he believed was his best deed. One of them remembered that he had stood
still night-long by his sleeping parents a cup of milk in his hands for them.37[37]

There is also the time when he was presented something to drink. After sipping of it, he
turned to the boy on his right and asked him if he may break convention and pass along the
drink to the aged people seated to his left. The boy declined saying, “I cannot prefer anything 
over what your lips have touched”.

Thus, when a child observes the best of everything in its parents, virtue will be rooted in him.
Islamic manners will be implanted in him. If parents like their children to be truthful,
trustworthy, spotless and kind, then they will have to adopt these qualities themselves. If
parents have adverse qualities, then they may not expect their children to be better.

As part of their training, teach them the life of the Prophet. We are commanded to do so.38[38]

His companions always followed this procedure. Let the children identify with the honourable
Companions who acted on the standard set by the Qur`ªan and ¶hadªith.39[39] Choose good
friends for them in school and madrasah. Their training should be in the right direction.
Setting and friends play a great influence on a child. It is very difficult to create a proper
atmosphere for one’s child in today’s tumultuous times. However, fruitful results may be had, 
if the father puts in serious efforts and efficient supervision. If, in spite of his efforts, he does

34[34] Bukhªarªi and Muslim.

35[35] Bukhªarªi and Muslim.

36[36] Muslim.

37[37] Bukhªarªi and Muslim.

38[38] ¶Tabarªanªi.

39[39] al-An‘ªam, 6:90, Bayhaqªi and Daylamªi.



not succeed, he will have the consolation of having done his best and may hope of acquittal
in the court of Allah on that basis.

The most effective way to reform and guide a child is to train him through meritorious
example and conduct. Parents may provide their children with this without difficulty. If they
model the eldest child on a virtuous character then the succeeding children will tow him.
Therefore, give full attention to the first child and put in all your efforts on his upbringing.
Then pay attention to the next in line.

Guardians must co-relate their actions according to their preaching otherwise they will be
sinning.40[40]

Before he advised his people to do something, or stop doing it, ¶Hazrat Umar may Allah be pleased

with him informed the people of his house of his intention and told them that they must be the
foremost to obey him. He warned them that if he found anyone disobeying him, he would
met out to him the sternest of punishments. Only then, did he go and command his people to
do, or cease to do, anything. Naturally, they obeyed him.

On the Day of Resurrection, severe torment will be the fate of him who does not do what he
asks others to do.41[41] The lips of such people will be split with scissors of fire and they will
suffer dishonour from the pungent odour emitting from their wounds.42[42]

Therefore, let your virtuous pattern raise the children into sunbeams of reforms and guidance
and fountains of learning.

2. Teach him through good habits.

According to the Noble Qur`ªan, a child is born on monotheism, true religion and faith in
Allah.43[43] This truth is repeated in a ¶hadªith too.44[44]

Therefore, introduce the child to the unity of Allah, cultivate in him good manners,
psychological merit and an urge to observe the rules ofShari‘ah.

40[40] as-¶Saff, 69:2-3, al-Baqarah, 2:44.

41[41] Bukhªarªi and Muslim.

42[42] A¶hmad and Bayhaqªi.

43[43] ar-Rªum, 30:30.

44[44] Bukhªarªi.



If a child is brought up on excellent Islamic training and in pious surroundings, his faith in
Allah will be strong and he will grow up on manners set by Islam. He will attain mental
discipline. The Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him has commanded us to provide
excellent Islamic training to our children.45[45] We must keep them in a sound environment
because the atmosphere around plays a potent role.46[46]

Qualities of virtue and devotion to Allah are brought out by a good surrounding. A good
setting is instrumental in developing and growing up a child on faith and manners. This
contention is borne out by the advice to the man who had committed ninety-nine murders
and was on the look out for a way to repent and seek pardon. Someone directed him to a
place where a few people had devoted themselves to the worship of Allah. The instructions
to him were “go there and devote yourself to worship and do not return to your native 
place”. He acquiesced and took to the path shown to him. However, he died before he could 
arrive at his destination. What should become of him? An argument ensued between the
angels of mercy and the angels of torment — each group claiming possession of the body.
Finally, it was agreed to find out where his body lay in relation to his point of departure and
of destination. It was found that he had traversed the halfway point towards his destination
so that the angels of mercy took possession of the body and he earned pardon and
forgiveness.

It was the policy of our righteous predecessors to choose guardians for their children in
accordance with these basic principles. They created a correct atmosphere to teach them
excellent manners and etiquette.

It is reported of ¶Hazrat Uqbah bin abªi Sufyªan that he gave wise instructions to the teacher
when entrusting to him his son. He said, “The children watch you. They will value as virtuous
and correct whatever you consider so. They will reject whatever you consider evil. Therefore,
be upright. Tell them about the scholars, the men of letters and the wise men. Teach them to
respect and fear me. See thatyou are to them a healer”.

Khalifah Mansªur asked the prisoners of Banu Umayyah what distressed them most during
their days of confinement. They said that their inability to rear their children was most
painful to them.

Ibn Sªinªa says that there must be such children in an institution who are well mannered
because children learn by watching one another.

Some people contend that man is good or bad by nature and it is not possible to alter the
unseen aspect of good or evil in him. This is nonsense. It is a wrong notion. Also, it is contrary
to the teachings of Shari‘ahand is not supported by wisdom or experience. Allah has

45[45]Tirmizªi, Abdur Razzªaq, Sa‘ªid bin Mansªur and ¶Tabarªanªi.

46[46] Bukhªarªi and Tirmizªi.



expounded to man both the paths, the right and the wrong, the path of virtue and of
vice.47[47] At the same time, He has bestowed him with intellect and free will that he may
choose on his own.48[48] His surroundings or his mates inspire him in his choice of a path. It is
for this reason, and that they may gain thereby, that Allah sent His Prophets and Messengers
to mankind.

States, universities and educational institutions aim at reforming people. We know that man
is endowed with the ability to be virtuous or evil. If he gets a good training and an ideal
atmosphere and grows amidst people of pure faith and perfect manners, he turns out to be a
true believer, noble and well mannered.

We know from experience and observation that he who lives in an immodest and unchecked
society ends up as a criminal and an intolerable rogue. If, however, he has the blessings of a
pious guardian or companion, he transforms into a devout and pious believer. It may be
likened to the ability of man, throughout history, to tame wild and savage beasts. He has
succeeded always to tame them. For instance, horses may dance, birds may play and other
beasts may do various tasks for him. When the nature of speechless brutes may be altered,
what cannot be expected of man, inclined as he is by nature to submission and
comprehension. With proper guidance, he may be trained swiftly.

In the botanical world, too, when a peasant sows the seeds in a responsive land, provides
proper manure, irrigates it well and protects it from insects, the seeds bear fruit with the
blessings of Allah. Conversely, if the seed is sown in a barren tract left untended and un-
watered, it remains unproductive and of no advantage. Man’s responsiveness is no different. 
When he is given a good company, proper supervision, watered generously with knowledge
and aided with upright deeds, he turns out virtuous ascends to heights of perfection and
grows angelic qualities. However, if he is left unbridled to face the vicissitudes of time by
himself, then he is dyed with ignorance. Bad company ruins him and he becomes evil and
fierce.

We have seen, therefore, that it is wrong to presume that man cannot be reformed. Shari‘ah
tells us that he can reform. Common sense and experience bear it out, too.

We have from Imªam Ghazªalªi may Allah have mercy on him that a child is a trust with its parents. Its
heart is a piece of pure jewel. If he is accustomed to evil and left untended, then he is
unfortunate and is destroyed. Therefore, teach him manners and give him sound training.

In reforming and teaching an individual, the guardian must keep his age in mind. The Islamic
system relies on three factors in the training and reforming of an adult. These are: following
the creed, recognising evil and change of environment.

47[47] al-Balad, 90:10.

48[48] ash-Shams, 89:7-10 and ad-Dahr, 76:3.



A believer’s link with creed is one of his valuable assets. It sustains his faith that Allah is there 
and watching. It aids him in deliberation and sensing His majesty and in fearing Him always. It
gives him a strong will power and he is determined. He does not succumb to his base desires.
Unhesitatingly, he implements the Islamic system in the exact manner prescribed by
Allah.49[49] He is upheld as the best of men. His life will be based on the injunctions of Allah
and His Messenger may blessings of Allah and peace be on him.50[50] His faith prompts him to do so
unflinchingly.51[51]

The various forms of worship lead a believer to self scrutiny. He is careful to balance the
demands of body and soul and to seek the benefits of this world and the next. He fulfils his
duties towards others and never usurps their rights. These forms of worship and notions
encompass the recital of the Qur`ªan and contemplating over it, and always regarding Allah
as supreme and majestic. They involve belief in death, accountability after death, punishment
in the grave, the revival after death and the Day of Resurrection. He fortifies his deliberation
and self analysis and controls his base desires and the more he reinforces his hold over his
passion, the better believer he becomes. He is prudent enough to set himself a standard in
every affair. His knowledge that Allah is omnipresent and omniscient keeps him on the right
path and away from debauchery.

The honourable companions adopted this way of life. We see an example of their
determination when wine was declared taboo. They smashed the vessels and emptied
leather bags that held wine. It was the same spirit that reformed the Islamic society.

These were the days when a judge sat unoccupied two years running, no lawsuit brought
before him! These people were God-fearing, mindful of the rights of others and submissive to
the commands of Allah. How could they deviate? Disputes did not arise among them.

The Noble Qur`ªan explicitly points out vice and evil and reveals falsehood so that people
may give up their evil habits and shun vice. It does point out the moral, social and spiritual
disadvantages of intoxicants,52[52] their sinful and sinister effects53[53] and the blurring of the
senses.54[54] It has termed the use of intoxicants a dirty habit and bracketed it with gambling,

49[49] al-Mªa`idah, 5:50.

50[50] al-¶Hashr, 59:7.

51[51] an-Nisªa`, 4:65.

52[52] an-Na¶hl, 16:67.

53[53] al-Baqarah, 2:219.

54[54] an-Nisªa`, 4:43.



idolatry and Satanic prompting. The Qur`ªan has repeated the moral and social damages of
consuming alcoholic beverages.55[55]

In the same manner the Qur`ªan has pointed out other social evils and shallow beliefs. These
include adultery, gambling, usury, murder, burying alive female new-borns and expropriating
the wealth of orphans.

A change of surroundings is no less significant in reforming an individual, guiding and training
him and in evolving his personality. The Prophet’s instructions to his companions to migrate 
to Madinah substantiates this statement. It was his aim to provide a perfect climate for them
to prepare themselves. They were kept away from a misled people engaged in disapproved
and shameless acts. They would have the opportunity to enforce the heavenly laws and
establish an Islamic state. An individual is easily corrected in an Islamic society. Remember
the case of the man who had committed a hundred murders. He was sent to a pious society
that he may repent.

The influence of companions on a person is axiomatic. The reformation of an individual
depends mainly on removing him from a disagreeable society that is made up of vulgar,
ignorant companions.

To summarise, a man will shun the unlawful acts if he is linked to belief. He will be well
mannered and possess excellent qualities. He will see evil plainly and so avoid it. This will give
him peace of mind. The changing of surroundings will make it easy for him to adapt himself to
a virtuous life. Guardians must pursue those very forms of reformation that Islam has
prescribed.56[56]

The Method of Reforming Children

Reformation is achieved through instructions, and familiarising.

Instruction refers to the theoretical aspect of reformation and training while familiarising a
child is giving practical shape to the training.

A child is more amenable to learning at a very early age than he is at any other time in his life.
Therefore, the guardian must show him the virtuous path at an early stage. As he begins to
understand, he must be accustomed to these things so that he grows up with better habits.
He will enjoy good fortune in this world and in the hereafter.

55[55] al-Mªa`idah, 5:90-91.

56[56] Yªusuf, 12:108.



The Messenger of Allah may blessings of Allah and peace be on him has directed us to teach our children the
kalimah (Lªa ilªaha ill Allah).57[57] This is the theoretical side.

Putting it into practice begins with the children firmly believing that there is neither a creator
nor a deity beside Allah, there is no originator nor maker other than Him. Cite to them the
examples of the flowers, the skies, the earth, the oceans, the human beings, all that they
observe through their eyes. Their belief will be strengthened. They will know that true
efficacy is through Allah alone.

Explain to them that whatever they see and hear of the world’s things have not sprung up by 
themselves but there is One Who has created them. He is Allah. There is none beside Him.

Accustom them to offer ritual prayers from age seven. When they turn ten, punish them if
they are slack in offering their prayers.58[58] Teach the essence of ritual prayers. They must
know the number of raka‘ªat and the method of prayer. Train them to offer the 
congregational prayers in mosques. Tell them what is lawful and what is unlawful. Command
them to stay away from the forbidden and the unlawful.59[59] Accustom them to obey the
commands and to act on them. Attune them to pious deeds. Draw them towards piety.
Inculcate in them the love of the Holy Prophet may Allah bless him and give him peace and his venerable
companions. Urge them to recite the Noble Qur`ªan.60[60]

Our predecessors made their children memorise the Qur`ªan and familiarised them with the
life of the Prophet. They taught them Arabic literature and its nuances. They told them about
the achievements of great people and impressed upon them the significance of jihªad.

Applaud your child at times. Utter words of praise. Award him a prize or a gift, sometimes.
Now coax and encourage him, now warn and caution him.

If a guardian pursues the Islamic method of rearing up his wards, he will see them develop on
firm Islamic principles as shown by the Qur`ªan. He will be a fair example for others to follow.

The best method of training children is to grow in them habits and teach them manners when
they are very young. It is easy to straighten a branch but difficult to soften a piece of wood.

57[57] ¶Hªakim.

58[58] ¶Hªakim and abªu Dªawood.

59[59] ibn Jarªir and ibn-ul-Munzir.

60[60]¶Tabarªanªi. .



Likewise excellent and fruitful results are had if the training is applied early under proper
supervision but very difficult to reform a grown up.61[61]

3. Lecturing and counselling.

Exhortation and counselling also play an important part in the training of children. We may
explain to them the reality of things, engage them in effective tasks, teach them manners and
significant Islamic ideas. The Qur`ªan exhorts its readers and repeats itself in its various
verses. It reproduces lectures and advice, as for instance, of ¶Hazrat Luqmªan may peace be on him

advising against polytheism, and commanding courtesy to parents, giving them their rights
and obeying them.62[62]

It quotes the Holy Prophets may peace be on them who exhort their people to contemplate. It tells
its readers that the Messenger of Allah invites them towards success and warns them of the
punishment. Remember, truth always prevails.63[63]

The Qur`ªan records the debate of ¶Hazrat Nªuh may peace be on him with his people. It states
explicitly that a man is not guided unless Allah wills so.64[64]

Exhortation and advice are effective when the soul is pure, the heart receptive and the man
sensible. The Noble Qur`ªan has repeated this truth making it clear that it is the believers
who benefit by it.65[65]

One who studies the Noble Qur`ªan will find many of its verses employ the style of
exhortation and counsel. It advises its readers to be devoted. It tells how valuable it is to
counsel others. It invites them to derive lessons from its warnings. It defines for them the
straight path and cautions them. The influence is more marked on children because they are
pure souls and innocent.

61[61]Islam aur Tarbiyat-e-Aulºad (vol. 2, pp. 57).

62[62] Luqmªan, 31:12-17.

63[63] Sabªa, 34:46-49.

64[64] Hªud, 11:32-34.

65[65] Qªaf 50:8, az-Zªariyªat 51:55, Abasa 80:3-4, Hªud 11:114, a¶t-¶Talªaq, 65:2.



Guardians must adopt the Quranic method. It is elaborated upon in the following lines.

? Softness is used with reproach to correct the child.

The influence on the hearts and thinking of children is prominent. This style is very noticeable
in the Qur`ªan. The appeal is directed to the hearts and minds in the words and speeches of
the Prophets may peace be on them. There is a separate address for children.66[66] Women are
advised in a style its own.67[67] When addressing nations as a whole, the Qur`ªan has a
particular approach.68[68] Believers are addressed in a different language.69[69] Another set of
words is used for the People of the Book.70[70] Then, when it speaks to all the people, its style
is yet different.71[71]

? Teaching by narration of events and tales.

Minds set thinking. The arguments are logical. The Noble Qur`ªan has resorted to this
procedure many times. This is very apparent when it recalls how the Messengers were
treated by their people. Allah has also related the best of tales to the Holy Prophet72[72] so
that it may serve as a lesson to his people and encourage him to be constant. We see in the
Qur`ªan innumerable narratives of the Prophets and their peoples. Some of these events the
Qur`ªan has described at different places in different ways in keeping with its incomparable
approach. At the same time, it provides its readers a moral. Thus, the account of ¶Hazrat
Mªusªa may peace be on him and Pharaoh. Every time this event is narrated, a different point is
brought out from a different angle.73[73]

? Lecturing and advice.

The Qur`ªan is replete with verses of advice and exhortation that mankind may benefit in this
world and the next. They irrigate the soul, the mind and the body. They grow in him a sense

66[66] Luqmªan, 31:13, Hªud, 11:42, Yªusuf, 12:5, al-Baqarah, 2:138.

67[67] ªAl Imrªan, 3:42,43, al-A¶hzªab, 33:32,

68[68] al-Baqarah, 2:54, al-Mªa`idah, 5:20, Ghªafir, 40:38-41, al-A¶hqªaf, 46:30, 31.

69[69] al-Baqarah, 2:153, ªAl Imrªan, 3:102, al-Anfªal :24.

70[70] ªAl Imrªan, 3:64, al-Mªa`idah, 5:15 & 68.

71[71] al-Baqarah, 2:21,22, an-Nisªa`, 3:147, al-¶Hajj, 22:1-2.

72[72] Yªusuf, 12:3, al-A‘rªaf, 7:101 & 176, Hªud, 11:120, az-Zªariyªat, 51:24, an-Nªazi‘ªat, 79:15, al-
Burooj, 85:17-18.

73[73] al-A’rªaf, 7:104-107, an-Nªazi‘ªat, 79:15-26.



of humility. His inner self is stirred and pushed into action. There is in these verses a cure for
all illnesses, a proposal to prevent physical ailments and spiritual sicknesses. There are verses
cautioning against polytheism,74[74] and verses describing virtuous people.75[75] We find the
order to worship Allah, to shun polytheism, to show courtesy to parents and neighbours, and
not to be miserly.76[76] The Qur`ªan also describes piety and pious people.77[77] It commends
good conduct towards parents and giving relatives their rights. The Qur`ªan berates wasteful
expenditure and stinginess. It prohibits parents killing their children and practising adultery.
It condemns murder. It scorns at usurping the property of orphans and looks down upon
arrogant behaviour. It commands us to give full measure.78[78] We find in the Qur`ªan many
other counsels, exhortations, guidelines, and injunctions (do’s and don’ts). The different 
methods that the Qur`ªan uses to guide its readers are:

By use of Arabic letters that emphasise or asseverate (solemn declaration or oath), e.g.,
lªam li tªakeed,79[79]

By an interrogative form,80[80]

By appeal to intelligence,81[81]

By pointing to the universality of Islam and its all-encompassing nature,82[82]

Through mention of rules ofShari‘ah, (like being fair in passing judgement),83[83]

By advocating mutual consultation,84[84]

By indicating the equality of man.85[85]

74[74] Luqmªan, 31:13.

75[75] al-Furqªan, 25:23-77.

76[76] an-Nisªa`, 4:36-39.

77[77] al-Baqarah, 2:177.

78[78] al-Isrªa`, 17:23-38.

79[79] ar-Ra‘d, 13:3 & 4, Yªunus, 10:67, Qªaf, 50:37.

80[80] Toor, 52:30-43.

81[81] al-Baqarah, 2:164, al-Anbiyªa, 21:22, at-Toor, 52:35, az-Zªariyªat, 51:20-21.

82[82] al-Baqarah, 2:177, an-Na¶hl, 16:89, al-An‘ªam, 6:38.

83[83] an-Nisªa`, 4:58.

84[84] ªAl Imrªan, 3:159, ash-Shªurªa, 42:38.

85[85] al-¶Hujurªat, 49:13.



Each method plays a different influence on the mind. Each creates a particular sensation in
the heart. The Messenger of Allah was very particular about giving counsel. He taught the
guardians and the inviters to Islam to sermonise and to advise. He said that every individual
must assume leadership and guide the people to the path of Allah. Some of the instructions
of the Messenger of Allah may blessings of Allah and peace be on him in this regard are reproduced below.

Religion is being good to Allah, His Book, His Messenger and the leaders and the general body
of Muslims.86[86] Every Muslim is expected to encourage (fellow Muslims).87[87]

A person, who invites others to virtue, receives a reward equal to that received by the one
who responds to his invitation.88[88] An individual who invites others to piety gets a reward
similar to the reward gained by him who acts on it.89[89] If an individual is instrumental in
reforming one person, he has done better than he would have done by acquiring red camels.

The Prophet’s style of sermonising was varied.90[90]

? The anecdote approach.

We see this approach in the story of the leper, the bald man, and the blind.91[91] The story of a
man who had borrowed money from an Israelite but could not find a means of conveyance to
repay the loan personally. He put the money in a piece of wood and included a message with
the money. Allah caused it to arrive at the creditor’s destination in a miraculous manner.92[92]

The case of ¶Hazrat Hªajrah and ¶Hazrat Ismªa‘ªil may peace be on both of them. On a command of
Allah, ¶Hazrat Ibrªahªim may peace be on him had left the two of them near the well of Zam Zam
and prayed to Allah.93[93] Not only did Allah protect them but He also caused sympathetic

86[86] Muslim.

87[87] Bukhªarªi and Muslim.

88[88] Muslim.

89[89] Muslim.

90[90] Bukhªarªi and Muslim.

91[91] Bukhªarªi and Muslim.

92[92] Bukhªarªi.

93[93] Ibrªahªim, 14:37.



people to come there and give them company. Later, ¶Hazrat Ibrªahªim and ¶Hazrat Ismªa‘ªil 
may peace be on them both, built there the House of Allah and prayed to Him.94[94]

? The question-answer approach.

This draws the attention of the listeners to the subject and spurs them to accept advice. Thus,
he once asked, Who is a Muslim? He was told, “Allah and His Messenger know best”. He 
explained, He whose tongue and hands leave fellow Muslims secure (is a Muslim). In the
same way he spoke of a Believer and a Muhªajir.95[95] We have too the tradition that draws a
parallel between a river, flowing by one’s house in which he bathes five times a day cleansing 
himself of dirt, and the five daily ritual prayers.96[96] There is also his question, Do you know
who a pauper is? The people there gave him the answer that is commonly understood of a
pauper. He corrected them, A pauper is he who has to his credit fasts, prayers, zakªat, and
other pious deeds but he is unable to reap benefit thereof because he failed to give others
their rights; so he is empty handed!97[97]

? Commence the sermon by swearing on Allah.

The listener will fathom the significance of the talk. This is mentioned in some
A¶hªadªith.98[98]

? A little light heartiness during the speech helps.

Boredom does not set in among the listeners and an interest is maintained. We have an
example in the Holy Prophet’s telling the man who asked for a camel, We will give you the
offspring of a she-camel.99[99]

? Apply moderation in speech.

A sermon should be moderate so that listeners do not feel uneasy. The Holy Prophet may

blessings of Allah and peace be on him was careful to keep his congregational prayers, sermons and
speech of average length.100[100]

94[94] al-Baqarah, 2:127.

95[95] A¶hmad.

96[96] Muslim.

97[97] Bukhªarªi and Muslim.

98[98] Bukhªarªi and Muslim.

99[99] abªu Dªawood and Tirmizªi.



? The effective speech approach.

The speech of the Prophet brought tears to the eyes of his listeners and deeply moved their
hearts101[101] and it caused the pulpit to tremble.102[102] An orator’s speech is effective if he is 
sincere in his intention, he is humble, his inner self is clean and his soul is pure. If he is not
sincere, he will be unsuccessful.103[103] There is an ocean of a difference in offering mere lip
service and in being truly concerned about one’s mission. The wailing of a professional 
woman is not the same as the uncontrolled weeping of a distressed lady. The ritual prayers of
an trumpeter, his fasting and compulsory or voluntary acts are of no avail.104[104]

? The use of proverbs.

It was the habit of the Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him to sprinkle his sermon with
adages. He cited examples from everyday life. Such a sermon has a profound influence on the
listener and he absorbs it in his mind. For instance, he compared one who recites the Qur`ªan
to a tasteful, sweet-smelling orange. He who lags behind in the recital is like a sour, odourless
aloe.105[105] He also compared bad company to sitting at a blacksmith’s and good company to 
be with a seller of musk.

? Gesturing while sermonising.

When he lay stress on a point of significance, the Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him

used both his hands to gesticulate. Thus, when he described a Believer as a strong fortress for
a fellow Believer, he put the fingers of one hand into those of the other as if showing a
fortress.106[106] When he announced that the guardian of an orphan will be near him in
Paradise, he lifted his middle finger and the next one to show nearness.107[107] He pointed to
the tongue when he spoke of it as the most misused organ.108[108]

100[100] Muslim and abªu Dªawood.

101[101] Tirmizªi.

102[102] A¶hmad and Muslim.

103[103] ibn abªi Dunyªa and Bayhaqªi.

104[104] abªu Dªawood.

105[105] Nasªaªi.

106[106] Bukhªarªi and Muslim.

107[107] Bukhªarªi.

108[108] Tirmizªi.



? Drawing lines to explain one’s point.

The Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him once drew a square. He added a line emerging
out of it and many other lines to its left and right. Pointing to the centre, he said that the line
represented man and the square was the time of his death surrounding him. The line coming
out of the square stood for his desires. The smaller lines around were his trials and pitfalls; if
he succeeded in overcoming one of those, he was liable to succumb to the other.109[109] Once,
hedrew a line and termed it Allah’s path; he then added two other lines to its either side, and 
called them Satan’s ways. Touching the central line he said, This is the straight path that we
are commanded to walk on. To deviate from it is to separate into portions.110[110]

? Training by practising what one preaches.

This becomes a living example. We know that the Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him

taught his people the manner of performing ablution by doing it himself.111[111] It is also
stated, in a version, that he offered two raka’ªat prayers too after performing ablution. He 
then said that whoever follows this advice meticulously will have his past sins forgiven.112[112]

Likewise, he taught the ritual prayers by offering them himself.113[113]

? Every opportunity to sermonise may be seized.

It is then more advantageous and easier to explain. Once on seeing carcass of a sheep, he
asked, Who will buy it for a dirham? When no one came forward, he said, Just as this corpse
is of no value in your eyes, so too this world is of no significance in the assessment of
Allah.114[114] At one time, among the female prisoners there was a wet nurse who breast fed
any child she saw in the prison. He remarked, Will she hurl her child into the fire? When his
companions replied in the negative, he said, Allah is more merciful to His creatures than she is
to her child.115[115]

109[109] Bukhªarªi.

110[110] A¶hmad.

111[111] abªu Dªawood, Nasªaªi, ibn Mªajah.

112[112] Bukhªarªi.

113[113] Bukhªarªi.

114[114] Muslim.

115[115] Bukhªarªi and Muslim.



? Reference to a more important thing.

The Holy Prophet sometimes answered a question by putting a counter question. A Bedouin
once asked him when the Day of Resurrection would occur. He asked What preparations have
you made for it? (Preparation for it being more important than knowing when it would
occur.) The Bedouin answered, “I love Allah and His Messenger”. He gave him the glad 
tidings, You will be with him whom you love.116[116]

? Pointing out the thing that is forbidden.

Once, the Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him held a piece of silk in his right hand and
a piece of gold in the other and announced, Both are unlawful for the men of my Ummah but
permitted to the women.117[117]

The Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him chose his method of sermonising according to
the necessity of the occasion. Guardians must do accordingly. The child and the listeners will
absorb information and quickly accept it too. Remember, too, that unless a guardian acts
according to his words, his preaching will be ineffective. He must first himself put into
practice what he preaches so that others are inclined to follow him.

Parents and guardians must seize every opportunity morning and evening with their children
and use one of these methods to promote devotion and virtue among them.

4. Supervision.

Guardians must maintain a supervision over the child. They must concentrate on controlling
his creed and character. It is on them to teach him to be mentally and socially fit. They must
provide him proper physical training and knowledge. His upbringing must leave him perfect,
one who gives the rights of others, fulfils his obligations and does not lag behind in doing his
duties.

Islam calls upon guardians to keep an eye on their wards in every sphere of life.118[118] If they
are derelict in the performance of their duty, they will face the torment of Hell.119[119] Some of
the A¶hªadªith concerning this responsibility are reproduced here.

116[116] Bukhªarªi and Muslim.

117[117] abªu Dªawood, Nasªaªi, ibn Mªajah,

118[118] at-Ta¶hrªim, 66:6.

119[119] ªTªa Hªa, 20:132.



The father and mother are keepers of their house and will be questioned about their
subjects.120[120]

When they turn seven, instruct the children to offer ritual prayers. If they are careless in
offering prayers by the age of ten, they must be given a sound thrashing.121[121]

To educate a child is better than charity.122[122]

Grow in your children three things, love of the Prophet, love of his family—the ahl-ul-bait—
and the habit of recital of the Qur`ªan.123[123]

A group of people presented themselves before the Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on

him. When they had been with him for twenty days, he felt they might be inclined to return to
their homes. Therefore, he said to them, “Go to your families, teach them and command
them to be virtuous”.124[124]

The husband and wife are both responsible for the upkeep of their house. This duty extends
over the care of their children, teaching them morals, watching over their movements,
lauding their commendable deeds, and disapproving their unbecoming acts. In this way,
parents will ensure the success of their children in life.

The Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him and his Companions may Allah be pleased with them

were particular about supervision and administration.

As part of social training, the Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him had disallowed the
assembly of people on thoroughfares. The Companions pleaded that they had no alternative.
To these people, he allowed a concession provided they fulfilled the rights of the
thoroughfare. These rights are: to lower their gaze, not to inconvenience others, to respond
to a greeting, command approved acts and disallow disapproved deeds.125[125]

His manner of preventing people from doing forbidden acts is brought out in this incident.
When he saw a man wearing a golden ring, he had it removed and threw it away remarking,
“One of you wraps round his hands a ball of fire”. When he had moved away from the scene, 

120[120] Bukhªarªi and Muslim..

121[121] abªu Dªawood and Tirmizªi.

122[122] Tirmizªi.

123[123] ¶Tabarªanªi.

124[124] Bukhªarªi.

125[125] Bukhªarªi and Muslim.



someone asked the man to pick up the ring that it might profit him in some manner. He said,
“When the Messenger has thrown it away, I will never pick it up again!”126[126]

His method of training youngsters is accented in this event. ¶Hazrat Umar bin abªi Salmah
was yet a young boy. While eating food, he allowed his hands free movement all over the
dish.127[127]He advised him, “Eat with your right hand and from the food near you”.128[128]

His way of guiding elders also is worth emulating. For instance, a woman once called her
child, “Come here! I will give you this”. The Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him asked
her, “What is it that you wish to give him?” She said that she intended to give him dates. He 
said, “If you had no intention to give him anything, a lie would have been written against
your name”.129[129]

An example of his providing moral guidance is seen when a man praised another while the
Holy Prophet was there. He remarked: It is bad for you! You have cut the throat of your
companion. If you wish to praise someone and he truly deserves the praise, say while I
understand him to be like that, the facts are known to Allah alone’.130[130]

We see him providing physical training too in the case of a man drinking water while
standing. He said, “Don’t drink like a camel in one gulp. Drink in two or three breaths, call the
name of Allah before drinking and say al ¶hamdu lillªah when you have finished
drinking”.131[131]

To the archers, he said, “Practice archery, I am with you”.132[132]

His example of psychological training is seen in the incident of the man who asked him to
stand witness over his giving some gift to his son. The man had not made similar gifts to his
other children so the Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him commanded him to be fair
and just. He declined to bear witness to an unfair deal.

126[126] Riªaz-us-Swaliheen.

127[127] it is the custom to place a large dish from which a group of persons ate; individual plates
were not in vogue.

128[128] Bukhªarªi and Muslim.

129[129] abªu Dªawood and Bayhaqªi.

130[130] Bukhªarªi and Muslim.

131[131] Tirmizªi.

132[132] Bukhªarªi.



We may draw from his life examples for the preacher and how he has to be mild mannered.
Take for example the case of the Bedouin who pulled the sheet around him with such q force
that it left its marks on his body. Yet, he only smiled and said nothing to the man.133[133]

We may quote instances from his life showing his efforts to raise the standard of women and
to give them their rights.

There is the case of a woman who complained to him that her father had married her to his
nephew so that his defects remain concealed from others and added, “I don’t like him”. Our 
beloved Prophet sent a message to her father asking him to allow her freedom of choice.
Thereupon, the woman said. “I abide by the decision of my father. My only aim was to let
women know that parents do not have a full authority in this matter”.134[134]

¶Hazrat Thªabit bin Qais may Allah be pleased with him was a pious and upright man but he was ill-
looking and dark skinned. His wife pleaded before the Prophet, “ I do not find defect in 
Thªabit’s religion or character. However, I do not choose that my actions run contrary to my 
intentions, that is, I want him to divorce me”. The Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him

got her released from wedlock ties.135[135]

Once, a woman complained to him on behalf of all women. “Jihªad,” she said, “is compulsory 
on men. They earn a reward on participating in jihªad. They may attain martyrdom, too. We
look after them. What will we get?” He said, “Let allwomen know that for a woman
obedience to her husband and honouring his rights is tantamount to jihªad (and entitles her
to a reward equal to jihªad) but very few of you pursue this path.”

Supervision over youngsters is more effective than it is over elders because they have an
innate readiness, a purity of soul and innocence. It is very easy to reform them. If they are in
the care of an able guardian they reform very easily. Supervision is not limited to any one or
two spheres of a ward’s life. It embracesevery realm of his life. Supervision should be over
his actions and beliefs in all fields of his life. It is a perfect Muslim that we then see, one who
respects the rights of others.

Supervision over creed

As part of his supervision over the beliefs of a child, the guardian must keep an eye over what
is taught in schools and madrasah. He must go through the books the child reads, as well as
the magazines and other publications. The guardian must know the friends with whom he

133[133] Bukhªarªi and Muslim.
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moves and the societies and parties he patronises so that his ideologies and creed may be
protected from evil and atheistic people.

Supervision over manners

He must be checked when he tells a lie. The guardian may condemn lying, liars and hypocrites
so that he avoids them. The guardian must prepare him to be trustworthy. If he finds him
stealing, even if it be a pen or pencil, he must impress upon him the abhorrence of the act. He
must remind him that it is an unlawful act of appropriation and Allah sees everything.

The guardian must teach him too to use his tongue prudently and not abuse others or use
filthy language. The child must be taught to distance himself from evil friends. If he is
involved in blind imitation or seeks a luxurious life, the guardian must stop him. Such acts
may include vulgar songs, affectation, visiting disapproved places, gazing at females, going to
cinemas, reading lewd material.

The guardian must stop him in a very calculated manner. Now, he is mild, now stern. Now, he
warns him, now he coaxes him. Sometimes, the guardian must examine the child’s room 
suddenly and without warning so that where necessary corrective measures may be taken at
the initial stage. Supervision over girls must take predominance because they are more liable
to be misled than boys are.

Supervision over mental growth

Supervising a child’s mental development involves overseeing the speed with which he 
learns. The guardian must see that he receives the knowledge that is necessary for him to
know. Has he learnt the art of recital of the Qur`ªan? Is he aware of the rules and norms of
prayers and worship? Does he distinguish between the lawful and the unlawful? Is he in the
know of the various ghazwªat? It is the duty of the guardian that a child know everything,
worldly or religious, that is essential for one to know as also the Islamic conduct of life. The
guardian will be questioned about it. If he is learning the worldly sciences, watch over his
interest in it and his progress. See also that while he seeks knowledge that is a collective
obligation, he does not neglect the specific obligation over him. The guardian must monitor
the level of relationship his ward maintains with Islam, with Qur`ªan as a law-giver, with the
Messenger as a leader and guide, with the history of Islam as a source of honour and pride,
with its culture and preaching as a devotional duty and ardent attachment. He must watch
the child. The child must be accustomed to peruse thought provoking books. The guardian
must take him along to hear lectures and sermons. A library should be set up for him to boost
his knowledge and memory and keep him away from misleading, un-Islamic ideas and
conceptions. He should not be allowed to smoke, drink wine, use drugs, watch films and read
lewd literature.



Supervision over physical growth

This entails upon the guardian the duty to provide him proper nourishment, home and
clothes to protect him from poor health. The Islamic principles of health must be observed in
the habits of eating, drinking and sleeping. He must refrain from over-eating and eating
before time. He must drink in three breaths and must take care not to breathe into the
vessel. While sleeping, he must sleep on his right side. He must not sleep immediately after
eating. He must not eat unripe fruit. Fruit and vegetables must be washed before being
consumed. Hands must be washed before and after eating. The child must be accustomed to
exercise. He must not be allowed to lead a life of luxury. He must be kept away from
cigarettes and drugs. If he is taken ill, he must be treated immediately. This too is a
sunnah.136[136]

Supervision of psychological behaviour

The responsibility of a guardian over his child’s psychological behaviour calls upon him to 
discourage shyness in him. He must take the child to gatherings, and encourage him to be
bold and to mix with people. He must check in the child fear, timidity and panic at times of
distress. The guardian must build in the child confidence and courage. He must not scare the
child of jinns or fancied beings but must arrest the growth of fear in him. Let him not suffer
from inferiority complex. If he shows signs of this defect, rectify it in a pleasant way. If it is
from being degraded or despised, treat him well and address him in encouraging words. If it
is because he is pampered, then be very careful in correcting the defect; mix punishment and
love, strictness and softness. If it is because he is an orphan, be kind and loving to him. If it is
owing to poverty, teach him to be patient and self-confident. If it is due to jealousy, correct it
by love and equality among all children. If the child is short tempered, then endeavour to
remove its causes be they hunger or unnecessary chiding and pampering. When he is being
made a fool of, keep him away from those who play with his sentiments.

While supervising his social life, the guardian must see that the child learns to fulfil the rights
of others. If he is negligent in this regard, warn him of the consequences so that he gives
others their rights. Teach him the manners of moving with people. Let him the know the
Islamic etiquette of eating and drinking, exchanging greetings, humour, speech, sneezing,
congratulating and condoling. Teach him to hold good opinion of others. Purify him of such
obnoxious qualities as arrogance and jealousy. Tell him what is lawful and what is unlawful.
Go on warning him against illegality so that he becomes a responsible person giving others
their rights.

The supervision over his spiritual life means that he be taught to ponder and think of Allah.
He must know that He is watching and listening, and knows his apparent and shrouded
intent. Allah sees the mischief of the eyes and the secrets of the heart. There is nothing in the

136[136] A¶hmad and Nasªaªi.



heavens or the earth that is hidden from Him. This thinking is possible only when the child is
trained to have faith in Allah, His power over all things and to be submissive before Him in all
affairs. The child then will be always conscious of the fact that he is accountable to Allah in all
matters. The guardian must make him realise the majesty of Allah so that he develops the
qualities of humility, devotion and submission. He must stress upon him the need to offer
ritual prayers and recite the Qur`ªan with humility so that he enters the fold of the close
friends of Allah.137[137]

Accustom the child from an early age to offer ritual prayers. When he is seven years old
command him to do so. When he has attained a proper age and is capable of it, see that he
fasts. If he is strong enough, and monetarily able to do it, make him perform ¶Hajj. Accustom
him to offer sadaqah and charity. Imbibe in him the habit of zikr (remembrance of Allah) and
worship. Take him along to gatherings where religious knowledge is imparted. Teach him to
recite the Qur`ªan (tilªawat) and the exegesis of the Qur`ªan. Narrate to him events from the
lives of pious people. Habituate him to psychological and spiritual endeavour. Grow in him
the virtue of endorsing approved acts and disallowing disapproved deeds, of disciplining his
own base desires and combating enemies. Let him have in him the Qur`ªan and the sword,
religion and government, and devotion and politics. At the same time, teach him
recommended supplication prescribed for different occasions and times of day and night,
while sleeping and awakening, eating and drinking, entering the house and going out of it,
and journeying. Teach him also to seek Allah’s guidance when confronted with a choice in 
important affairs138[138], and supplications on sighting the moon, for prevention of illnesses,
and at the time of worry and sadness. This will create in him fear of Allah and augment
devotion. He will keep his affairs under check and will be like an angel treading on earth.

5. Punishment.

The aim behind the promulgation of the injunctions and basic rules of Shari‘ahis to grant
those basic necessities without which no man can do. These necessities are five and are
termed, The Five Necessities. They are the defence of creed, guarding oneself, shielding
honour, maintaining intellect, and safeguarding wealth.

The injunctions ofShari‘ahand its basic rules are there to see after these necessities. Severe
punishment is prescribed against violation of these injunctions and rules. These punishments
are known as ¶Hudood andTa‘zªirªat. The punishments under ¶Hudood are detailed below.

(i) The punishment against apostasy is death by killing. If a Muslim turns apostate and is
adamant on his audacity refusing to repent, he should be killed. His body will not be given

137[137] Yªunus, 10:62-63.

138[138] this is known as istikhªarah.



a bath and will not be shrouded. The funeral prayers will not be said over him and he will
not be buried in a Muslim graveyard. We are commanded to kill an apostate.139[139]

(ii) A person who kills another wilfully should be killed.140[140]

(iii) When a person commits theft not being compelled to do so by constraint or distress,
the hand of the thief is amputated.141[141]

(iv) The punishment against falsely accusing a woman (of obscenity) is eighty stripes.
Further, the testimony of such a person is no more valid in any matter.142[142]

(v) An unmarried person guilty of fornication, is flogged a hundred stripes. However, a
married person guilty of adultery is to be stoned to death.143[143]

(vi) The punishment against committing mischief in the land is killing or execution, or
amputation of a hand and a foot of opposite sides, or exiling the culprit.144[144]

(vii)A person using intoxicants is to be flogged according to his guilt forty to eighty stripes.
We know this from the Traditions. In the times of ¶Hazrat Umar may Allah be pleased with him the
Companions had unanimously ruled eighty stripes.

The Ta‘zªirªatare those punishments whose limits are not prescribed. They are applied in
such cases where no limit or atonement is defined. These punishments are awarded against
ignoring the rights of Allah or any of his creatures. The intention is to reform people, to
caution them, or to admonish them. There being no limit, the ruler is authorised to determine
the punishment. Sometimes a mere scolding would do. It may be useful, sometimes, to use
the rod. Some conduct may call for imprisonment. Certain offences may invite exiling the
lawbreaker. The penalty under Ta‘zªirªatmust not equal the punishment under ¶Hudood.
The aim of Ta‘zªirªatis that people live peacefully. The strong and the wealthy may not
wrong the weak and the poor. All may be treated equally, be they Arab or non-Arab, dark
skinned or white skinned.145[145]
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Mischief and lawlessness are rampant among nations that let off criminals without
punishment. Their people are prone to sin and take to crime easily. Presidents Kennedy and
Khrushchev and other leaders have expressed similar sentiments.146[146] This has given rise to
mischief of different kinds in Europe and the USA so that even their people are taken aback.

When the punishments prescribed by Islam were implemented, all traces of crime were
eliminated from the Islamic societies. It was very rare that one heard of anyone having
committed murder or theft or having drunk wine. This was because the state was alive to its
duties and it complied with Shari‘ahregulations in awarding punishments. A criminal knew
that he could not evade the law. When a crime is detected, and it attracts a discipline under
¶Hudood, the ruler must not overlook the crime or be negligent in awarding punishment. He
must not heed recommendations. The Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him viewed this
behaviour with much anger. He said that the earlier people were ruined because they
punished their weak or common man but set free their nobles when they were guilty.

Punishment under Ta‘zªirªatis at the discretion of the ruler. He has to consider the age,
position and standing of the accused. In some cases, an ordinary reprimand is very effective,
but, in other cases, a severe punishment is called for

The method of punishing children suggested by Islam.

We are commanded to be mild and loving to children.147[147]

The Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on himsent ¶Hazrat M‘ªaz may Allah be pleased with him to
Yemen with instructions to be soft and make things easy for the people, not to be hard on
them, to teach them, not to create hatred.148[148] In another version the words are educate
them and do not be hard on them because a mild teacher is better than one who is
severe.149[149] A child is won over by showing tenderness to him. The Holy Prophet may blessings of

Allah and peace be on him treated children with mildness and love.

The nature of the child must be considered before awarding him punishment. Children are
different from one another in intelligence and comprehension. Some are corrected by a mere
stern glance. Others need to be scolded. Yet others call for the rod to be used. The guardian
must punish the child in accordance with his misdeed. Excess severity grows cowardice and
laziness in the child. The development process of such a child stops. He becomes lazy. He is
not inclined to develop virtues, perfection and good conduct. Therefore, the guardian must

146[146] Islam aur Tarbiyat-e-Aulºad, v. 2, page 126.
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exercise care and use wisdom in awarding punishment. Punishment must be used as a last
resort.

Gradual steps may be taken while punishing. The guardian is like a healer. Just as the doctor
uses various means in treating his patients, the guardian must employ different methods to
correct his wards. The Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him used the methods given
below.

i) Correct the mistake by showing him correct procedure. ¶Hazrat Umar bin Alªi Salmah,
as a young boy, allowed his hands free movement while eating. The Prophet advised him,
“Son, take the name of Allah before commencing to eat and eat with your right hand the 
food that is nearest to you.”150[150]

ii) Correct by teaching tenderly. Once, the Holy Prophet drank something. To his right, sat
a youngster, and to his left, an aged person. He sought the youngster’s leave to let the 
aged drink first. The youngster did not agree to the proposal saying, “By Allah, I cannot 
prefer any one to your blessed leftover”.151[151] The Holy Prophet desired to teach the boy
the rights of elders and the respect due to them.

iii) Correct by pointing out the error. ¶Hazrat Fa¶dl may Allah be pleased with him happened to
glance at a woman. The Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him physically turned his face
the other way so that he may understand that what he was doing was incorrect.152[152]

iv) Correct by scolding. Once Abu Zar may Allah be pleased with him spoke harshly to someone and
called him the son of a black woman. The Messenger of Allah may blessings of Allah and peace be on him

said, “You are a man who carries the influence of the Days of Ignorance. You debased his 
mother. These, your servants are your helpers. Treat them well”.153[153]

v) Correct by severing ties with him. The Messenger of Allah may blessings of Allah and peace be on him

had disallowed the hurling of stone. (He said) one could not hunt by throwing stones or
cause damage to an enemy; but there was always a risk of hurting someone or dislodging
a tooth by hurling a stone. ¶Hazrat Abdullªah bin Mughful remembered this advice when
one of his kin tossed pebbles. He asked him to cease doing so disclosing to him the ban
imposed by the Prophet. That person, however, persisted in throwing the pebbles a
second time. ¶Hazrat Abdullªah bin Mughful said, “I told you of the words of the 
Messenger of Allah may blessings of Allah and peace be on him in this regard but you paid no heed. Go, I

150[150] Bukhªarªi and Muslim.
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will not speak to you any more”.154[154] We also know that ¶Hazrat Ka‘b bin Mªalik 
remained behind in the Ghazwah Tabook. The Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him

disallowed others to speak to him and this boycott lasted fifty days.155[155] Also, ¶Hazrat
Abdullªah bin Umar may Allah be pleased with them both while he lived, never again spoke to one of
his sons because of his apparent disregard of a ¶hadªith.156[156]

vi) Correct by using the rod. The Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him has said, When
the child is seven years old command him to offer ritual prayers but, if, at ten years age, he
does not offer prayers, give him a beating.157[157] Also, it is permitted to beat lightly those
women on whom oral warnings have no effect,158[158] but this step is to be taken when all
persuasion has failed.

vii) Correct by means of the most effective punishment. For example, the Qur`ªan has
prescribed a hundred lashes to be awarded in public to the person who commits
fornication159[159] so that others may beware. We are commanded to kill the
murderer160[160] so that peace is promoted all over.

When, after punishment, the child has reformed and his character and habits have improved,
be cheerful and good-natured to him. Let him understand that he was punished for his own
benefit so that he may be successful in his present life and in the hereafter. The Holy Prophet
may blessings of Allah and peace be on him treated ¶Hazrat Ka‘b may Allah be pleased with him in exactly this
manner.161[161]

The Islamic principle of beating.

Only after every other attempt at reforming has failed, must the guardian use the rod on the
child. However, he must not beat the child when he is in a state of extreme anger, that is
while he is not under the influence of the devil. He must hit at only such places on the body
where there is no possibility of an injury. He must spare the face, the chest or the
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stomach.162[162] He must inflict a mild punishment in the beginning, and if it bears no results
only then may he give harsher punishment. Do not beat a child who is not yet ten years old.
When it is his first mistake, allow him a chance to relent. Accept the excuse put forward by
the child. Do not unnecessarily publicise his fault. When you have to beat him, do it yourself;
do not ask your other children to do it for you, otherwise there will be ill-will among the
children. Beat only when it is imperative and only the dose that is necessary. Every thing is
perfect only if done when necessary and within correct limits.163[163]

This is the only method. The Noble Qur`ªan has stopped us in stern words at times,164[164]

warned us against the punishment of Allah at times.165[165] Also, on some occasions, it has
declared war against derelict people.166[166] We are warned now of the torment of the
hereafter,167[167] now of the punishment in this life.168[168]

If the guardian imparts religious education to the child, these directions of the Qur`ªan and
A¶hªadªith will be very helpful to him. They are very practical means of educating children.

Apply these so that you have an exemplary child. Apply them and act on them so that Allah
grows angelic qualities in the children.169[169]

162[162] abªu Dªawood.
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Chapter 13
The basic principles for upbringing children

Islamic Shari‘ahdictates some principles and methods to help grow a child’s personality
and bring him into prominence. These principles are clear and self explanatory and easy to
apply. By observing them generations are reformed.

The Qualities A Guardian Must Possess

However, let us first see the qualities a guardian must possess to be successful in training his
wards.

Sincerity. The guardian must be sincere in his intentions. He must aim to seek the pleasure of
Allah only. Islam calls upon us to be sincere in speech and deeds. It is the basis of faith. No act
is acceptable without sincerity. The command to adopt sincerity is very explicit.170[1]

Taqwªa is the most predominant quality that he must possess. Taqwªa is defined thus:

Allah may not find you where He has disallowed you to be and He may not see you missing
from the place where He has commanded you to be.

It is also described in these words:

Protect oneself from Allah’s punishment by amassing virtuous deeds and be in awe of Him in 
public and in private.

We may say about a person that he attains Taqwªa when he enjoys the following attributes.

 He exercises perpetual self accounting over himself fearing His punishment, and

 He models his public and private life so that he pursues the lawful and avoids the
unlawful.

The Noble Qur`ªan has highlighted Taqwªa and commanded us to be devout.171[2] In the
Traditions too, we find the command to adopt Taqwªa.172[3] It is a step towards
Paradise.173[4] When the guardian is devout, his wards will dye themselves in his colour.

170[1] al-Bayyinah, 98:1-5, al-Kahf, 18:110, Bukhªarªi, Muslim, abªu Dªawood, Nasªaªi.



Knowledge.

The guardian must know the Islamic principles of upbringing. He must be able to differentiate
between the lawful and the unlawful and know the basic principles of manners. He must be
aware of the administrative system of Islam and the doctrines of Shari‘ah. When he is thus
equipped with knowledge, he will be able to correctly rear the child in the Islamic style;
otherwise, what is it that an ignorant will teach another? The lantern that is without fuel will
not emit light. This is why Islam lays stress on knowledge. It has paid extraordinary attention
on intellectual growth and development. The Noble Qur`ªan and the A¶hªadªith have not
only commanded the Muslims to secure knowledge but have also disclosed the reward and
virtue gained thereof.174[5]

Tolerance and Patience.

If the guardian is tolerant and patient, he may be sure of gaining success. The child is
attracted to his teacher if he is forbearing and enduring. He responds to the guardian
spontaneously. He is clothed in decent manners and shuns indecent conduct. There are
numerous verses of the Qur`ªan and a number of A¶hªadªith that urge Muslims to be
tolerant and patient.175[6] The verses of the Qur`ªan and the different Traditions prohibit us
from being short-tempered.176[7] The person who controls his anger is truly brave.177[8] We
are asked to be soft hearted and not to spread hatred.178[9] Allah loves mild behaviour.179[10]

Mildness adorns.180[11]

171[2] ªAl-Imrªan, 3:102, al-A¶hzªab, 33:70, al-¶Hashr, 59:18, al-¶Hajj, 22:1, a¶t-¶Talªaq, 65:2,3.
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Sense of Responsibility.

It is imperative that the guardian realise that his duties call upon him to correct their faith
and character, physical and mental personality, and intellectual and social conduct. He must
impose over them an overall supervision. He must be ever engaged in guiding and reforming
them. His negligence will push them towards evil and ill conduct; it is difficult to reform them
thereafter. The Qur`ªan and the A¶hªadªith have placed the responsibility of upbringing on
the parents and guardian.181[12] Slackness in fulfilling this duty is to invite the displeasure of
Allah and torment in Hell.

While we are on the subject of sense of responsibility, it will not be incongruous to briefly
mention the various conspiracies hatched to impair the creed and character of the Muslim
Ummah. These schemes are the work of the Zionists, Marxists, Christians and communists
and other irreligious groups. These mischief-mongers initiate by calling women to liberty and
vulgarity. Woman is by nature sentimental and soft-hearted. She is easily netted by their
propaganda. Then, she is used to seduce others. Here is a report on some of their
conspiracies.

1. The Communist Scheme.

The communists prepared a document in Moscow and sent it to their henchmen in a Muslim
country in eastern Arabia.

They wailed that, while communism was in force in the Soviet Union for fifty years, it was
ineffective on the Muslims who lived there. Muslims had not succumbed to Leninist ideas.
Rather, hundreds of thousands of youth turned to Islam. Islam is an inflexible religion
opposed to progress and culture. It is an open enemy of socialism and grapples with free-
thinking groups. To uproot the religion of Islam, we must use Islam itself. We strike a
compromise with Islam to overcome it and attract Arabs towards socialism. We must
smear the reputation of religious personalities and religious minded leaders. They may be
accused of being agents of colonial powers and Zionists. Schools, colleges and universities
may be used to teach socialism and Islam may be weakened and opposed until it is no
more a threat to socialism. Religious parties must not be allowed to crop up, howsoever
weak they may be. Religious consciousness must be dampened. Those engaged in the
propagation of Islam must be tortured severely. Religion plays a positive role in the
building up of society, so we must counter it from all sides. It must be weakened and
people must be induced to despise it. Writers with an atheistic bent of mind must be
encouraged. They must be given full freedom to play down religion, religious awareness
and religious leadership. People must be made to feel that the time of Islam is over. The

181[12] ¶Tªa ¶Hªa, 20:132, at-Ta¶hrªim, 66:6, al-¶Hijr, 15:92, 93, as-¶Sªaffªat, 37:24, Bukhªarªi and
Muslim, Abdur Razzªaq, Sa‘ªid b. Mansªur, Tirmizªi, ibn ¶Hibbªan.



Islamic forms of worship like ritual prayers, fasting and ¶Hajj will soon give way to the
socialist system.

The religious link that exists among the people may be broken. A socialist link may replace
it. Religion cannot be outdated by demolishing mosques and churches because it is found
in the hearts of men. Our aim is to destroy religious consciousness. Now that we have
succeeded in giving socialism an upper hand and popularising atheism and making fun of
religion, we do not find it any more difficult to outlaw religion from the hearts of
Muslims. Religious awareness must be contested. Religious awakening may be set off
balance by intellectual awakening. People may be duped by claiming that (¶Hazrat) ªIsªa
(may peace be on him) was socialistic minded, that he was the father of socialism. He was from a
poor family. The poor and needy were his followers. He had called upon the people to
wage a war on the wealthy. We will say the same thing about (Prophet) Mu¶hammad (may

blessings of Allah and peace be on him). We must draw a similar picture of other Prophets so that all of
them are presented as ordinary men. The anecdotes and narratives of the Qur`ªan, Torªah
and Injeel must be explained from materialistic and historical points of view. Scholars of
religion must be made to submit to the socialistic system. People must be kept involved in
raising socialistic slogans; they must not be spared time to ponder. The responsibility for
economical backwardness, hunger and poverty must be put on the conservatives and the
religious authorities. Religious and spiritual values must be belittled by pointing out
imaginary defects that hamper progress.

The slogan of revolution must be raised morning and evening. It must be emphasised that
only revolution can rid the masses of the retrogressive forces and socialism alone can lead
them to the promised garden and paradise. All ideologies including atheism must be
publicised to undermine religious ideas. For this purpose, religion itself may be used. It
must be made known that socialists follow true religion and true religion intoxicates in
the manner drugs do. Religion is another name of myth or nonsense. The religion of
(¶Hazrat) Mu¶hammad (may blessings of Allah and peace be on him) must be pared of its peculiarities
and prominent points. Such a Islam should be spoken of as is suggested by socialism so
that Muslims have only their names to identify them.

We have drawn upon Lenin’s teachings that a socialist party is extremely opposed to 
religion. The Paradise of Islam must be countered by practical socialism. This calls for
establishing justice in the society and this may be termed Paradise. We may employ Islam
to mingle with the Muslims. Islam may be mauled on the pretext of correction or
modernisation.

In all Arab surroundings our associates are zealously engaged. They are occupying key
positions in government institutions and organisations and have an upper hand. This is a
sign of our success. The strength of our associates goes on multiplying. These people serve
as a camouflage for us behind which we use our ploys. Our workers behind this
masquerade will be free to do as they like without raising any doubts about their
behaviour. No one will so much as think that they are scheming behind the responsible
people in the first line.



These are the dangerous ploys that communism has spread among Muslims to mislead them.

2. Christian schemes.

In the first crusade wars over a period of two centuries, the Christians were unsuccessful in
uprooting Islam. Then they devised a very cunning conspiracy to undermine the values of
Islam. Their gradual considerations are discussed here.

First, they aimed at harming the Islamic state by removing the Khilªafat Islamiyyah that
existed as the state of Usmªaniyyah. They took advantage of the weakness of the
Usmªaniyyah State and attacked it conquering Turkey and dictated the terms of peace. They
placed these conditions before Kamªal Attªaturk, the betrayer of Turkey: that they will not
hand over Turkey to the Turks until

The Khilªafat Islamiyyah is eliminated.

The Khalifah is exiled from Turkey and his wealth and assets are confiscated.

Every party must be wound up that is attached to the Khalifah or is under his leadership.

Turkey severe its ties with Islam and replace the Islamic constitution.

Those laws must be abrogated that allow for Shari‘ah courts, madrasah, auqªaf and
legacy.

Azªan must be read in the Turkish language.

Arabic be written in Latin script.

The weekly holiday must be on Sunday instead of Friday.

This was in 1928.

Attªaturk abided by these terms. Britain and the priests recognised the independence of
Turkey. They lauded Attªaturk’s efforts to end the Khilªafat Islamiyyah and to secularise the 
state and his support in their warfare against Islam. When the British foreign minister was
criticised on the independence of Turkey, he retorted that in fact they had eliminated Turkey.
"The Turks will no more be able to stand on their feet because we have wiped out their real
strength, Islam and Khilªafat."182[13]

Second, they aimed at dislodging the Qur`ªan. The Christians believed that the Qur`ªan alone
was the source of strength of the Muslims, of their honour and prestige, their power and
culture. Goldstone stated in the British parliament that as long as the Muslims have the
Qur`ªan with them, Europe may not hope to conquer the East or to rest in peace.183[14] Their

182[13] al-ard wa sh‘ab(1, 46). Kaif huddimat at Khilªafah.

183[14] al-Islam ‘alªa muftariq at-Turooq.



priest, William G. Ford Balgraf had boasted that once the Qur`ªan, Makkah and Madinah are
eliminated from Arab memory, it would be easy for them to push forward the Western
culture.184[15] Another priest had said, “We must use the Qur`ªan. It is the most effective
weapon that we may use against Islam. We must tell the Muslims that what truth there is in
the Qur`ªan is not a new thing and what novel idea or statement is found in it is not
true”.185[16]

On the hundredth anniversary of its annexation, the French ruler over Algeria made the
following comments. He said, “It is our duty to remove the Arabic Qur̀ªan from them and 
cause the Arabic language to be removed from their languages so that we gain advantage
over them”.186[17]

This outburst was prompted by an unforeseen event. Ten Algerian girls were admitted to
French schools and colleges. They were encouraged to don the French dress. The French
culture was highlighted before them and they were taught the French language too. For
eleven years these girls were subjected to French influence. On the conclusion of their
training, a function was organised and the elite were invited. These included the Ministers,
intelligentsia and journalists. When it was their turn to be introduced and they were called
out, the girls had dressed themselves in Islamic Algerian attire. The French newspapers raised
a lot of hue and cry over this matter and wondered what the French had done in Algeria over
a hundred and twenty-eight years. Their Minister for colonies lamented, “What can I do? 
Qur̀ªan is more powerful than France is”.187[18]

Third, they aimed at stamping out from Muslim minds the Islamic approach, and at severing
their links with Allah to turn them into freethinking unIslamic people. Speaking at a
conference at Jerusalem, Samuel Zwemer said, “The task that is assigned to you is not to 
convert Muslims to Christianity. This would be an honour for them. Your duty is to dissociate
them from Islam and distance them from Allah. The Islamic countries will be won over then
by the imperialists. You have helped raise a generation of Muslims who are unaware of the
values of relation with Allah. They will be engaged in pursuing sexual desires. Everything they
do will be sensual. They will forgo everything to attain sensual pleasure”.188[19]

184[15] Juzoor ul Bala` (pp. 201).

185[16] at-Tabsheer wal Isti‘mªar(pp. 40).
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Zwemer writes further that Christianity has two-fold superiority over western culture,
destructive and constructive. Constructive in the sense of converting Muslims to Christianity
so that they aid western culture against their own people.189[20]

One of their priests advocates the opening of western style schools unconcerned with
religion. When numerous Muslims attend these schools, read their books and learn foreign
languages, their faith in Islam and Qur`ªan will falter.190[21]

Fourth, they aimed at disuniting the Muslims to weaken and degrade and dishonour them
and to render them helpless. The priest Simon, opines the Arab Islamic unity has gathered
together Islamic countries and raised the hopes of Muslims preventing them from being
overwhelmed by Europe. The Christian missionary effort has been instrumental in rending
asunder this Muslim unity and defiling Islamic splendour. It is, therefore, imperative that we
turn away the attention of Muslims from Islamic unity through Christianity. 191[22]

Lawrence Brown argues if Muslims collect together then they could be, at once, a danger and
a blessing for the world; but if they are split and separated then they will be impotent and
ineffective.192[23]

In 1907, in a conference of European Foreign Ministers, one of them lamented that their
culture was on a downward trend. He urged the conference to probe ways to arrest the
downward trend. All the participants felt that the gravest danger to Europe was from the
Muslims. They were unanimous in their opinion that the efforts of the Middle East countries
to unite must be stalled so that they do not become a threat to Europe. They conspired to
carve to the east of Suez a state of western Jews. This state would be ever an enemy of the
Arabs and keep the Muslims divided and distracted.193[24]

Fifth, they aimed at corrupting the Muslim women. This could be achieved by lending support
to the organisations calling for the liberty of women. Women may be given equal status with
men. A Muslim man’s right to marry more than one woman at a time may be questioned. The
virus of women’s liberty may be used to drain dry the Islamic society of its values. Nuns may 
train Muslim girls with the ultimate aim to underrate Islamic values. Evangelist Anne Meligan
boasts that they had admitted to their colleges in Cairo girls of elite parents or those holding
key positions. She found no place other than Cairo where they could collect girls in large
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numbers under Christian influence. She says, “There is no way other than schools todemolish
Islam quickly”.194[25]

These are the abhorrent conspiracies of Christians by which they aim to mar the creed, unity
and social life of Muslims. They hope to turn Muslim children into unchaste and licentious
youth.

3. Jewish and Masonic conspiracies.

The Jewish conspiracies are evolved to achieve two goals.

a) To divide nations into small groups, to incite them against each other and cause them to
quarrel.

b) To pollute their creed, manners and religious feelings. This, so that they are turned away
from the path of Allah and subdued so that they surrender their strength, determination
and peculiarities subordinating themselves to Jews for ever.

To attain their aims, the Jews promote secret societies. The largest of these is the Freemason
society. Its ambitions are highly confidential. It is the most dreaded of the underground
organisations. It has influenced the politics of many countries in such a manner that their
governments could not realise that they were being netted in by them.

Researchers were surprised when they learnt that the world wars were fought because of the
Jews. They had flamed the fire through the Masonic societies. It is very sad for us that the
Freemason societies have been planted and encouraged in our Arab and Islamic societies. Our
wealthy people and the elite and the bureaucrats have adopted its fundamental principles.
They advocate recognition of Israel. History will never forgive those who work for them. The
book, Makªaid-us-¶Sahuniyah by ¶Habnakah tells us more about the Masonic societies, their
foundations and history. Their principal views are reproduced below.

In their Protocol, the Jews discuss how they hope to smear the creed, conscience and
intelligence of their victims. To achieve this, they have selected Jews and non-Jews. It is based
on

the doctrine of Freud that holds that man is inclined to swim in sentiment and sensuality.

 the views of Karl Marx who smothered the sentiments and senses of people, declared
religion to be fantasy, rejected the idea of divinity and advocated tourism instead.

the ideas of Nietzsche who exiled manners and etiquette and allowed all enjoyment.

194[25] al-ghªaratul ‘alam al Islamiyyi(pp 47).



the theories of Darwin that do not hold against common sense.

To this end, the Jews employed the information and communication media. They hired
traitors, spies and writers. They destroyed nations on the pretext of promoting culture,
civilisation, arts, and sports. They encouraged places of shame. At the same time, they
wrestled control of universities in Europe, America and the East, taking over particularly the
seats of sociology and psychology. Thus, they gained inroads to ruin the character and creed
of people.

In their ninth Protocol, they boast that they have attained ability to mislead others through
means that they themselves regard as unethical. In the thirteenth Protocol, they resolve to
withhold from non-Jews knowledge of new projects by diverting them to different games,
sports and pastimes. This will render them unable to think for themselves and cause them to
second Jewish slogans. Only we will guide them. We must persevere in perverting people
everywhere. Freud is our man.

The resolutions of the Masonic conference convened in 1923 in Belgrade reminded the
Masons that they were the foes of religion. It called upon them to leave no stone unturned in
eradicating the influence of religion. The resolution of their 1913 great Eastern conference
brags very soon God will be forsaken and humanity will be the ideal.

The international Masonic conference of 1900 had resolved that their aim was not to humble
religious minded people and overrun places of worship but to annihilate them. Their
magazine Akªasiªa wrote in 1903 that their war against religion will triumph when religion is
separated from state and Masonic ideas replace religion and its assemblies and places of
worship.

These are those crafty conspiracies that aim at installing Jewish supremacy over the world. It
is, therefore, necessary for us to counter these knave designs. We must engage ourselves in
the upbringing of our children paying particular attention to their faith, manners and mental
training ensuring that they do not fall prey to Jewish conspiracies.

4. The colonial confederacy.

The colonial powers combine to make warfare with Islam, divert Muslims from their religious
obligation of Jihªad and push them towards lewdness and sensuality. These plots have a
deep connection with Christianity. These conspiracies are devised to push Muslims in worldly
affairs and isolate them from their religious obligations. Then they submit themselves to their
animal instincts.

A prominent person among the imperialists writes, Wine and a female singer are more
effective in shattering the Ummah of Mu¶hammad than a thousand cannons are. Therefore,
sink them in materialism and sensuality. Zwemer says, You have prepared a breed among
Muslims that is bereft of its relationship with Allah. You have distanced them from Islam.



They are now sunk in carnal desires. After the fall of Jerusalem in 1967, Randolph Churchill
had said, The Christians shared the dream of the Jews to evict Muslim from Jerusalem and are
no less happier on the achievement. Jerusalem is now out of Muslim hands. The colonialists
are one with the Christians and Jews in their desire to destroy Islamic doctrines and sacred
places.

Muslims must be cautious of the infiltrators working for communists, Christians, Masons and
misleading imperialist schools of thought. They spread libertine ideas and infidel beliefs
among Muslims. These brainwashed slaves are ever engaged in diverting Muslim boys and
girls from Islamic dogmas. They aid one another in their nefarious designs. They have
infiltrated into government services, communication media, educational sector and
commercial organisations— in short, every conceivable place. They are well equipped. They
project their wicked ideas through different channels, newspapers and magazines, radio and
television and cultural centres.

Their weapons include provision of lucrative employment to fresh graduates. They lure them
with places of position. They mislead in the name of western culture and progress. They
cause the youth to doubt about God and the religion of Islam.

They create in the minds of Muslim women the impression that the veil is an imprisonment
and it takes them back in time. They promote vulgarity and lewdness pushing youth away
from Islam. They strive to corrupt the leadership of Muslims by planting leaders who are not
Islamic in approach and who look askance at evil and shameful and unlawful behaviour.

If we do not counter this, and guide fellow Muslims to the right path, then they will eschew
vile characteristics and be sympathetic to communism or capitalism. They will be debased,
disgraced and downtrodden. We, on our part, will invite on ourselves curse of Allah until the
Last Day. It is thus our duty to work hard to train our children and thus fulfil our obligation to
them and obtain the pleasure of Allah and be worthy of Paradise. The righteous and truthful
will be our companions. We will not be subject to searching questions in the Hereafter.195[26]

Two basic rules of upbringing: First, Link

It is inevitable that when a child turns of understanding age and his elders fortify his religious
vision, historical and mystic links, he grows up strong in faith. He shrinks away from ignorant
ways and debauchery. He will take a bold stand against one who is hostile to Islamic values.
His link with Islam and worship will be deep rooted. His manners will be dictated by Islam. He
submits himself to Shari‘ah. He is Islam personified, in actions and outlook. His jihªad is for
Islam. His invitation is to Islam. He follows the Qur`ªan and fights for Islam and his culture
and thinking are dyed in Islam.

195[26] a¶s-¶Sªaffªat, 37:24, al-¶Hijr, 15:92, 93.



Religious Link: We have learnt while viewing responsibilities for religious training that the
moment the child turns of an understanding age, he must be connected to subjects of belief
and heavenly knowledge that have come to us through the Messenger of Allah may blessings of

Allah and peace be on him. He must be taught to believe in Allah and the existence of angels, the
heavenly Books, the Messengers, predestination, the questions the angels will put to the
dead and the torment of the grave, the hereafter and resurrection, the process of accounting
on resurrection, Paradise and Hell, and other unseen matters. This subject has been discussed
in some detail in Chapter 5 and need not be repeated here.

Spiritual Link: We must rear a child in a manner that leaves him spiritually pure and chaste.
This will ensure that his heart houses faith and his soul shines and attains heights of purity.
Islam suggests a programme to this end; we discuss it in the next few lines.

Engage the child in worship. In the preceding pages, we have seen a ¶hadªith that directs
us to command our child to offer ritual prayers when he is seven years old and to give him
a beating when he is derelict in this regard at ten years age196[27] At the same time,
parents must accustom the child to fasting, ¶Hajj and other forms of worship. They must
impress upon him that worship encompasses every act of piety whereby a Muslim
submits himself to the will of Allah and seeks His pleasure. They must teach him to
distinguish between virtue and evil, lawful and unlawful and truth and falsehood.197[28]

 Keep the child attached to the Qur`ªan. Such people will be in the shade of the Throne,
with the prophets and the favourites.198[29] Have them memorise the Qur`ªan. This is one
of the peculiarities of Islam. It is a sign that strengthens belief and makes it firm and
unwavering. The education of a child must begin with the teaching of the Qur`ªan so as to
perfect him in Arabic and the words of Allah. It was the practice of the earlier Muslims.

 Bind the child to the House of Allah. According to a Tradition, when you find a person
accustomed to visit the mosque bear witness that he is a believer.199[30] The mosque is the
most significant of the pillars of Islam. If a child does not form the habit of visiting the
mosque, we cannot train him spiritually or religiously, and morally or socially. He will be
deprived of the opportunity of listening to sermons and truth. He will be unaware of the
plight of the Muslims, their problems and difficulties. Mosque is the garden of Paradise.
Devotional gatherings are held here. We are encouraged to frequent these.200[31] The
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Noble Qur`ªan is taught here, lesson by lesson.201[32] When we offer congregational
prayers we gain pardon for our sins and our ranks are elevated.202[33] Those who patronise
the mosque glow with shining faces.203[34] Therefore, children must be encouraged to visit
the mosque often.

Engage the child in the remembrance of Allah. This is what Allah has commanded us.204[35]

The person engaged in the remembrance of Allah and the one who refrains from it are
likened to a living entity and a dead body, respectively.205[36] Those who are regular in the
remembrance of Allah will be seated on glittering pulpits on the Day of Resurrection.206[37]

Those who are occupied in remembering Allah, may know that Allah remembers them in
the assembly of the angels.207[38] The remembrance of Allah is not restricted to any place
or time, and it may be silent in one’s heart or by speech.208[39] We find in the Qur`ªan
mention of zikr (remembrance of Allah) in deeds, and generally.209[40] Recital of the Noble
Qur`ªan is one of the methods of remembrance of Allah.210[41] The obtaining of knowledge
is another form of zikr.211[42] The aim of remembrance is worship of Allah.212[43] It is a
condition that keeps the believer always alive to the majesty of Allah. Whether in
company or alone, he stands in awe of Him. It makes to difference to him whether he is
stationary or on the move, on a journey or at home, at war or during peace, in private or
in public. He is one of those described in the Noble Qur`ªan in sªurah al-Anfªal, 8:2.
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 Keep him engaged in optional prayers. The Qur`ªan and the A¶hªadªith command us to
offer voluntary prayers.213[44] Optional or voluntary worship is every worship that is not
compulsory or mandatory. There are many opportunities and occasions for doing this.
Some significant optional prayers and fasts are described below:

Optional Prayers:

Chªast: Two raka‘ªat of chªast are said to be sadaqah of the bones of the person.214[45] The
Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him would offer four or eight raka’ªat chªast
prayers.215[46] Two or more raka’ªat may be offered at the discretion of the person. The time 
commences half an hour after sunrise and ends an hour before zuhr prayers.

Awwªabeen:Six raka’ªat after maghrib are termed equal to worship for twelve years.216[47]

Ta¶hiyatul Masjid:A person entering the mosque may offer two optional raka’ªat before he 
sits down provided it is not a time when prayers may not be offered.217[48]

Two raka’ªat after ablution are a means to securing entry into Paradise.218[49]

Tahajjud: This prayer is the most superior optional prayer after far¶d (compulsory or
obligatory) prayers.219[50] There is a moment in the last part of the night when a person’s 
supplication is answered.220[51] It is considered incumbent on a Muslim to offer Tahajjud
prayers regularly. It is described as the habit of the righteous. It atones for lapses, stops the
person engaged in it from sins and causes him to be near Allah.221[52] The minimum number is
two raka’ªat and is open to the person to offer asmany more as he likes. It is highly
meritorious.

213[44] al-Isrªa`, 17: 79 Bukhªarªi and Muslim.
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Tarªaweeh: During Ramadªan, twenty raka’ªat are offered, two at a time, after Ishªà 
prayers. These were offered in the times of ¶Hazrat Umar may Allah be pleased with him. In the time of
¶Hazrat Usmªan may Allah be pleased with him the prayers were lengthened.222[53]

Istikhªarah: When a person is confronted with a situation where he has to decide one way or
the other, he may offer two raka’ªat optional prayers. He may then present a petition before 
Allah in the following words which, in fact, amounts to seeking guidance from Allah.

O Allah, I seek Your guidance through Your knowledge, and ask for ability through Your
Power. I seek from Your infinite bounty because You are Powerful while I am not. You know
while I do not know. You know that which is concealed. O Allah, if in Your knowledge this
affair is to my advantage where my religion, livelihood and results are concerned, then let it
be my portion, make it easy for me and bless it for me. However, if You know that it is to my
disadvantage as regards my religion, sustenance and outcome, then turn it away from me and
turn me away from it. Ordain for me what is good wherever it is and cause me to be content
with it.

When he utters the words hªazal amr (this affair), the need, intention or the matter for
which guidance is sought may be concentrated upon. Afterwards, he may act on the course
that is nearest to his heart.

Salªat-ul-Hªajat: When a person has a particular need, he may pray two raka’ªat optional
prayer and beseech Allah in these words:

There is no deity besides Allah the Gracious, the Noble. Glory be to Allah, the Lord of the
great throne. Praise be to Allah, the Lord of the worlds. I ask You for the excuses that entitle
me to Your mercy and that ensure Your pardon. I ask You for a share in every piety and
preservation from every sinful act. Do not let any of my sins go unpardoned. Leave none of
my worries unremoved. Let not any of my desires that meet your approval go unrealised. O
More Merciful that all who are merciful!223[54] O Allah, I turn towards You and I petition You
through Your Prophet Mu¶hammad, the Prophet of Mercy. O Mu¶hammad, I have turned
towards my Lord through you for my wishes that they may be granted to me. O Allah, accept
his intercession for me.

Optional Fasts.

The person who fasts for His pleasure, Allah distances him from Hell, a distance of seventy
years,224[55]
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The different types of fast are:

Arafªat, 9th Zil-¶Hajjah: The person who fasts on this day is forgiven his sins of the year
previous and the year hence.225[56]

ªAshurah, 10th Mu¶hurrum: The fasts on Mu¶hurrum 9 and 10 gain for their observer a
pardon of his sins committed over two years.226[57] A person who fasts on Mu¶hurrum 10
must keep a fast on the 9th or 11th also to distinguish himself from the Jews who observed
fast on the 10th of Mu¶hurrum.227[58]

The six fasts of Shawwªal: To observe the six fasts in the month of Shawwªal, after observing
the month long fasts of Ramadªan, is as though one has observed fasts throughout the
year.228[59]

The fasts of ayyªam-e-beed: We are urged to fast on the 13th, 14th and 15th of the Islamic
month.229[60]

Fasting on Monday and Thursday: The Holy Prophet observed fast on these two days. He
would say on these two days deeds of the servants of Allah are presented before Him and I
prefer that while my deeds are presented I should be in a state of fasting.230[61]

Fast every alternate day, saum Dªawoodi: This is the most meritorious of fasts.231[62]

There are other fasts too. If, we are compelled by circumstances, we my break an optional
fast before time, but we must redeem it subsequently.

Engage the child in divine contemplation. Allah sees all.232[63] He is with us all the time.233[64]

Not a thing is hidden from Him.234[65] It is fidelity to perform every act with the realisation
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that Allah is ever present.235[66] Adopt taqwªa, that is, abstinence and piety.236[67] You
must prepare for your life after death while there is yet time. It is futile to build your life
on hopes alone.237[68] The verses of the Qur`ªan, and the A¶hªadªith, highlight the
teachings of Islam that an individual must contemplate the majesty of Allah in his public
dealings and in his private life. Islam extols an individual to keep an eye on himself during
every movement and idleness and to remain in awe of Allah while on a journey or at
home. He must be sincere to Allah in every occupation. He must keep away from every
evil, malice and backbiting. He must turn towards Allah whenever satanic impulses and
base desires menace him.238[69] The righteous people of earlier times put their offspring on
the habit of meditation at very youngage. Allªama A¶hmad Rafªa‘ee may Allah have mercy on him

writes: “A person takes account of himself because he develops fear of Allah. Then, he is 
engaged in divine contemplation because of his habit of analysis. Thus, he is always with
Allah.”239[70]

Given this kind of upbringing, a child turns out clean hearted with a clear conscience. He is
strong in faith and possesses excellent character. He is God-fearing and abstinent, and
distinguished with humility.

It is essential for guardians, therefore, to enforce the Islamic spiritual training method.

Intellectual Link: When the child is intellectually conscious, we must impart to him religious
and political teachings. Let the Qur`ªan be his manifesto and guideline andShari‘ahthe basis
of his set of rules and system of knowledge. He may learn Islamic history and study Islamic
culture and his duties include propagation of Islam. Earlier in this book, while discussing
intellectual upbringing, we had pointed out some goals that guardians must adopt. Here, we
briefly speak of some of their other duties.

 Islam is a religion for all times and universal. Its principles are everlasting and are
applicable anywhere and anytime.

 Our predecessors had attained highest honour and achieved progress because of Islam.
They had fashioned their lives according to the dictates of the Qur`ªan.

234[65] ªAl Imrªan, 3:5.
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The light of Islam must be shown to the world. In spite of centuries having elapsed, it is yet
a fountainhead of beneficence.

The conspiracies of the enemies of Islam must be exposed. These include the intrigues of
the crafty Jews, the treacherous imperialists, the heretical communists and the spiteful
Christians. They wish to scratch out Islamic values, sow the seeds of atheism in Muslims
and to engage them in debauchery. They hope thereby to subjugate the Muslims and take
advantage of their lands and wealth.

Muslims should know that they can regain their lost glory and honour by following Islamic
principles. It was the means of honour in the past and it can be the means of honour
again.

The Muslims having distanced themselves from Allah and His Shari‘ahfind themselves left
behind, divided into groups and play to the tune of the Imperialists.

No matter how much the enemy may conspire, Islam alone will enjoy a bright future. A
time will come when Khilªafat will again pursue the precepts of the Prophet and people
will follow the teachings of Islam.240[71]

 We must counter the despondency that leads us to think what had to happen, has
happened; effort is of no consequence now. It is forbidden to despair. Those who adopt
such an attitude commit a sin.241[72] He who says that Muslims have perished is the one
who will perish utterly. Study history. You will find that after they had suffered a set-back,
Allah brought them out triumphant. The Christians ruled over Muslim lands and the
Masjid Aqsªa for a century. However, they were driven out in the battle of ¶Ha¶t¶tªin by
Sultan ¶Sala¶huddªin Ayyubªi. Muslims regained honour and respect. Then, we know
that the Mughuls and the Tartars overwhelmed Muslims. Who could imagine that
Muslims will regain honour? Who expected the brave Qa¶tz would be instrumental in the
battle of ain jªalªut to pave the way for freedom for Islamic lands and honour for
Muslims?

Educate your children by providing them reliable books. Do not give them books by non-
Muslims. Another way to spur them towards Islam is to let them listen to sermons and
lectures. Take them for Friday prayers to mosques where learned and righteous orators
deliver sermons and pious Ulamªa lead the prayers seating them in a suitable place. Do not
let them near vulgar people or visit theatres.

Social link: While discussing Responsibility for community training, we have mentioned that it
is the duty of the guardian to mould his wards on the Islamic social etiquette. An excellent

240[71] A¶hmad, Bazzªar, ¶Tayªalisªi.

241[72] al-A¶hzªab, 33:18-19.



social upbringing rests on four factors— psychological principles, respect for rights of others,
attending to overall social etiquette, and fulfilling duties towards the community that include
a fair criticism.

This will help develop the manners of the child. He will be inclined to fulfil his social duties.
He will be psychologically perfected. He will assist in the building of a superior society and an
ideal nation.

The guardian must keep his ward in a clean and sound social surrounding. He must teach him
to keep himself in constant examination, to purify himself and strengthen his faith.

What society is best for a child to develop excellent qualities and be pious and exemplary? I
think three things must be kept in mind to produce the desired result: (i) Place him under a
saint or mentor, (ii) Give him good company, (iii) Busy him in missionary work and admit him
with those whose task is the propagation of Islam.

(i) Place the child under a spiritual mentor or saint.

Doubtless, if a child is under the influence of a pious, righteous, learned and sincere saint, he
will become perfect in faith and conduct. He will be knowledgeable and intellectual. He will
be thorough in his endeavour for religion and its propagation. However, we must beware of
false mentors and saints whose living is contrary toShari‘ah. They present a wrong picture of
Islam. They involve their followers in activities that are against the teachings of Shari‘ah.
Sometimes, they stress on any one point only of Islam or they emphasise on purity of soul
alone while they ignore other obligations. Sometimes, they present an outward picture of
piety but they are no where near piety inwardly. Then, there are those who do not put in any
effort for religious propagation. We must keep away from such people. Islam is a complete
religion; it does not recognise piecemeal efforts. It requires outright, full-fledged
participation.242[73]

A true mentor and perfect scholar is one who presents a complete picture of Islam in every
field of his life. He is not the one who will conceal anything. He will not refrain from revealing
the truth and will not shut his eyes on seeing evil. He will not lag behind in doing his duty. He
will not bow down before a ruler or someone in position. He will not tow the line of an
influential person. Such acts conflict with his disposition. He knows that a person who acts in
this manner deserves the curse of Allah and the people.243[74] The Holy Prophet may blessings of

Allah and peace be on him has warned him who conceals religious teachings to beware of the fire of
Hell.244[75]

242[73] al-Baqarah, 2:85.
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Ulamªa hold on Qur`ªan and sunnah. Shaikh Abdul Qªadir Jilªanªi may Allah be merciful to him has said
that An attitude that is not corroborated by Shari‘ah is hypocrisy. Attain nearness to Allah 
through His Book and the Sunnah. Present yourself before Allah in such a manner that your
hand is in the blessed hands of His messenger may blessings of Allah and peace be on him. It is an act of
hypocrisy and veering off the course to forgo worship. It is an act of sin and disobedience to
do that which is forbidden. A person does not absolve himself of his obligations at any
time.245[76]

¶Hazrat Sahl Tastarªi may Allah be merciful to him has said: Ulamªa base their procedure on seven
principles. These are to strictly abide by the Qur`ªan, pursue the sunnah of the Prophet,
consume lawful food, refrain from causing pain to others, avoid acts of sin, persist in
repenting, and give others their rights.246[77]

Imªam Abul ¶Hasan Shªazlªi may Allah be merciful to him has said: Give up your devotional practices if
they run against the teachings of the Book of Allah and the sunnah of the Prophet. Hold on to
the Book and sunnah unceasingly and convince yourself that Allah has provided you security
in the Qur`ªan and the sunnah and not in divination or inspiration.247[78]

Imam abªu Sa‘ªid Khazzªar may Allah be merciful to him has said: Every unseen that is not compatible
with its visible deed is fake.248[79]

Shaikh Mu¶hiuddªin Arabªi may Allah have mercy on him has said: All followers of Tasawwuf are one
in their belief that nothing may be termed lawful or unlawful apart from the rulings of
Shari‘ah. Allah does grant deep understanding of religion to His chosen slaves.249[80]

The learned men of divine law ask us to beware of the pretenders. These cheats lay false
claims to exemption from obeying Allah’s commands and Shari‘ahand interpret the Qur`ªan
and A¶hªadªith incorrectly. Ulamªa prohibit us to attend the assemblies of these impostors.

¶Hazrat Abu Yazªid Bas¶tªamªi may Allah be merciful to him visited a person who had impersonated a
wali but when he saw him spitting while yet facing the Qiblah, he withdrew from his
company. Abu Yazªid said: When this man does not adhere to one of the etiquette prescribed
by the Messenger of Allah, how do we expect him to be true to his claim? When you find
someone performing miracles (even if he floats in air) do not be deceived unless you are
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convinced that he obeys the injunctions, refrains from the prohibited, upholds the limits
prescribed by Allah and follows the Shari‘ah.250[81]

¶Hazrat Sahl may Allah be merciful to him advises us to shun the company of three types of persons.
They are the unmindful tyrants, deceiving Qªarªis and ignorant Sªufªis.251[82]

¶Hazrat Junaid may Allah be merciful to him has asserted that our religion is tied to Qur`ªan and
sunnah. The entire creation has no choice but to follow the teachings of the Messenger of
Allah may Allah bless him and give him peace.252[83]

Imªam Sha‘rªanªimay Allah be merciful to him has written:he is ruined who ignores Shari‘ah even for a 
moment.253[84]

We now broach the subjects that call upon us to raise our voice for truth, to fight falsehood,
to participate in Jihªad, to propagate Islam, and to reform and teach.

When he took up the reformation of Muslims, Imªam Sanosªi Kabªir may Allah be merciful to him

pursued the method of Tasawwuf. It implies the highlighting of a factor of Shari‘ah, being
kind and purifying the inner self. He enrolled people as his disciples. He prepared them. He
set up khancahs254[85]. He imparted to them training on warfare. The result was that for over
twenty years he bothered the Italians and vanquished them.255[86]

Ustªaz ¶Subrªi has written in Liwªa-ul-Islam: The Sªufªis spread Islam to the different areas of
the world.

Shaikh Bakrªi may Allah be merciful to him had quoted the religious workers as saying that when they
travelled to remote places in Africa they found that Sªufªis had arrived there before them and
done much work. They were so thorough in their work that a Swedish Christian missionary
team could not gain footing in Ethiopia, Sudan and Eriteria for forty years.

Shaikh Abul ¶Hasan Nadvªi writes about Shaikh Abdul Qªadir Jilªanªi may Allah be merciful to them,

that about seventy thousand people used to attend his assembly. More than five thousand
Jews and Christians embraced Islam at his hands. His disciples numbered over a thousand.
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Actually, he had kept his doors open for those wishing to become his disciples and to repent
before Allah for their past doings. Thus, no one, besides Allah, knows the number of these
people. He took care to appoint capable disciples to assist him. They were the people who
were instrumental in disseminating Islam across the globe.256[87]

Shaikh Mu¶hammad Rªaghib at-Tibakh writes that among the remarkable achievements of
Sªufªis is that when Jihªad is declared, they propel their disciples to participate in it. The
response of the disciples is spontaneous and remarkable. Often the Sªufªis too take part in
Jihªad.257[88]

Shakib Arsalªan writes: the adherents of the Qªadri silsalah are brave preachers of Islam in
West Africa. They propagate Islam by imparting education and by the means of trade.
Through education and training, they let the children realise the salient features of Islam.
Thereafter, they send the bright pupils for higher education to religious universities in Tripoli,
Qairwªan,258[89] Fez and Egypt. Upon graduation, the students are able to tackle the mischief of
the Christian missionaries.

Shaikh Abdul Qªadir Jilªanªi may Allah be merciful to him was a prominent Sufi. He has a plethora of
disciples and adherents. He was the one to eradicateBid‘ahamong the Berbers.

Shaikh Abul ¶Hasan Shªazlªi may Allah be merciful to him brought Sufªism to western Africa. Syed Dar
Qªa¶dªi is also from the Shªazlªi silsalah. He created in his disciples a sense of honour and
courage so that they spread his teachings to central western nations. The disciples of this
silsalah were responsible for thwarting the French advance.

These, then, are the true, sincere, hard-working Ulamªa and Sªufªis. They supported worship
with effort and jihªad. They emphasised the rights of Allah and of fellow beings and saw to it
that these rights were respected. They raised their voices, the voices of truth, against tyrants
and oppressors. They stood up against the cunning colonists. They showed that Truth was
linked toShari‘ah, not to themselves, making it clear that they were, after all, mortal beings.
They gave predominance to the injunctions of Shari‘ahand considered themselves to be
human beings. It is a fact, too, that none, apart from the Prophets, is sinless or innocent.

When they sensed that their students exceeded the limit of respect and honour being
awarded them, they reproved them and guided them towards the correct path. They
explained to them that no individual is innocent besides the Holy Prophets may blessings of Allah and

peace be on them.
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¶Hazrat Fazªil had secluded himself to be able to devote to worship. ¶Hazrat Abdullªah bin
Mubªarak, who was then in Syria making preparations for jihªad, composed a poem and sent
it to the former. He wrote words to this effect:

O secluded one in the ¶Harmain! We’re engaged in jihªad while you belittle worship. Our 
horses tire out in the field of warfare and our chests bleed. Fragrance of musk is for you; dust
and mud for us!

On receiving this message, ¶Hazrat Fazªil said that his friend had spoken the truth and had
favoured him thereby.

Therefore, connect your wards to righteous mentors who pay attention to deeds too. They
will guide the children correctly. Do remember to avoid pretenders and fake spiritualists who
are irreligious and covet worldly gains.

(ii) Provide him good company.

To give the child the benefit of good company of righteous people is a step towards imparting
him sound training. It aids in perfecting him religiously and psychologically. It leaves him
flawless in his social life and he is morally impeccable. Guardians must ensure that while he is
in the guidance of a mentor, he is afforded too the company of pious and righteous people. If
there is discordance in the two relationships, it would be harmful to the child in two ways.
There will be disparity in training and guidance and blemish in his character and morals.

When, at the same time as being under the care of a pious mentor, the child is allowed to be
with people who are not careful in observing Islamic values, he might fall in with them as he
may not have developed a sound comprehension. He may follow in their footsteps and adopt
their ideas. He will be in a difficult situation having to pick one of the two conflicting
companies and approaches.

His character and moral upbringing will suffer. While his mentor and a righteous group of
people impart to him a teaching and guidance that is quite in conflict with what his other
companions advocate. He will tend to tread the easier path and shun the body of the correct
people.

Therefore, we must select for our wards such companions who are themselves obedient to
pious elders. Attention need be paid to four types of associations. These include the company
at home, in the neighbourhood, in the mosque, and at school or place of work.

Obviously, at home one enjoys the company of relatives. This is the first relationship for a
child. He imitates them. Youngsters in the house will follow the eldest child; if he is on the
right path, he will lead his younger siblings along. He is an example for others. Keep the child
away from disobedient brothers. If there are no children in the house, choose obedient
children from outside the family to give company to your child.



Keep a watch on the places your child frequents in the neighbourhood. Do not let him move
with ill-mannered boys. Find for him an ideal company that leads him to piety and
righteousness.

Make him friendly with boys of his age and who are regular at their prayers and offer them in
congregation at the mosque. A child who frequents the mosque will obey the commands of
Allah. He may be counted upon to do good.

Some school teachers hold offensive ideologies. Protect your child from them and from
misleading atheistic student unions. Pay particular attention to the surroundings of your
daughters. Women are sentimental and easily misled. See that they are in the company of
pious women.

Likewise, protect your child from irreligious people in factories and work places. Put them in
the company of well mannered workers who are religious and noble.

The Qur`ªan and the Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him have given us detailed
instructions on this subject.259[90]

(iii) Busy him in missionary work and admit him with those whose task is the propagation of
Islam

When we keep the child in the company of people who have taken upon themselves the task
of religious propagation, he too is kept busy and works for religious awareness. He will learn
to be patient. He will tolerate those who pick fault with him in religious work.

How may this be done?

Psychological preparation: Point out to him the sad state of affairs in which we find Islam
today. This is the result of bickering on fundamental principles and ideas. Political and
economical differences are also its causes. Other causes are the malady of free thinking, the
conspiracies of Christians, Jews, communists, colonists and the desperation that has
overtaken Muslims. Explain to him this situation. Prepare him for religious work and jihªad.

Cite examples. There are two types of examples from which you may quote.

One, such examples as remove depression and pessimism and give rise to optimism. Second,
such examples as extol Muslims to be firm footed in spite of barriers that discourage them
from religious activities.

259[90] al-Furqªan, 25:27-29, Qªaf, 50:27, az-Zukhruf, 43:67, Tirmizªi, Bukhªarªi, Muslim, ibn Asªakir.



We quote some historical examples of the first type.

When the Messenger of Allah died, there was confusion all over for some time. Some people
renounced their Islam. Others repudiated some of its injunctions. On observing this, some
people were depressed. However, ¶Hazrat Abu Bakr may Allah be pleased with him took a strong
stand. He said: whoever disputes about ritual prayers and zakªat, I will wage a war against
him. O Umar, is it that while you were brave in the Days of Ignorance, you have turned into a
coward on affirming Islam? ¶Hazrat Umar may Allah be pleased with him affirmed that Allah had
opened up Abu Bakr’s heart for him. He was thus able to provide stability to Islam.

Again, who had thought that Muslims would recapture the territories they had lost during the
Crusades? Allah gave them victory.

Who had imagined that Muslims will regain power once the Mughuls and Tartars had
vanquished them? Allah gave them supremacy again.

Here are some examples of the second type.

While engaged in the propagation of Islam, the Messenger of Allah tolerated torture of
varying degrees. He bore hardship but did not desert his companions. It is the same with
people who are engaged in propagation of Islam throughout history that we may be proud of
their sacrifices. It is for the guardians to teach their children to emulate them.

Point out the superiority of missionary work: It is the duty of the guardians to tell their wards
that an immense reward awaits those who devote themselves to religious preaching. Those
who invite others towards religious activity are the most excellent of all people. It is for this
reason that they are termed the best of peoples ever raised up for mankind.260[91] They will be
successful in this world and the next.261[92] There is none to compare with them in rank and
station, honour and nobility, and moral rectitude.262[93] They are entitled to a further reward
when those whom they had invited or reformed perform a noble deed; but, the reward of
those who do the good act is not diminished.263[94] The reward on missionary work surpasses
everything in this world.264[95]
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Principles of missionary work: Guardians must explain to their wards the principles of
missionary work. We reproduce them here.

a) He must be conversant with the injunctions on what he bids and forbids. His act of
enjoining an action or baring it must be in consonance with the basic principles of Islam
and the laws ofShari‘ah.265[96]

b) His actions must be in conformity with his preaching. People will then heed him and
respond to his call. It is very senseless of a person to preach to others but fail himself to
observe the advice.266[97]

c) Our preacher must be careful in forbidding only such actions on which the Ulamªa are of
one opinion as to its interdiction. If there is not an unanimity on the subject, people will
be in doubt concerning it and a confusing situation may arise. It is more marked when the
validity, or otherwise, of an affair has been decided by ijtihªad.267[98]

d) Where it is necessary to prevent children doing evil, it must be done gradually so that the
guardian may not have to face unpleasant and unforeseen results. He may advise and be
solicitous. He may instil in them the fear of Allah. He may resort to oral strictness. When
these steps fail, he may use the rod. This is the correct procedure. It is wisdom.268[99]

e) He must be mild-tempered and well-mannered. He will then rule over hearts and his
listeners will heed him.269[100]

f) The missionary worker must tolerate hardships. He must not waiver or feel depressed
when proud people are cruel to him or when the ignorant resort to tomfoolery.270[101]

Give practical shape to the guidance: The responsibilities of the guardian now shift. He
oversees the child‘s social life and urges him to actively participate in propagation of Islam. It
is his duty to link the child with a sincere and adept person engaged in this work. If the child is
accustomed to this task at a very early age, as he grows up he will turn into an unblemished
propagator. He will not miss any opportunity to give his call. If he errs at any time, the
guardian may correct him tactfully.

265[96] az-Zumar, 39:9.
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Physical exercise

Islam prescribes certain beneficial means to keep individuals physically fit and healthy. These
include participation in jihªad, military exercises and physical training. Islam brackets
together practicability and clean sports. It conjoins the working of soul and body. It calls for
the reformation of the soul and the training of the body.

When the child attains the age of understanding, it is the correct time to pay attention to his
health and physique. He must use his spare time to such activities as keep him bodily fit,
strengthen his limbs and leave him alert and agile. This is essential for these reasons:

 He has plenty of time on hand to devote to these activities.

 Engagement in these activities will protect him from many illnesses.

 At an early age he will be habituated to physical training and military duty pertaining to
jihªad.

Islam has laid stress on physical training and military exercises. The Qur`ªan commands us to
be prepared for jihªad against the enemy.271[102] It tells us that a believer who is strong is
better than the one who is weak.272[103] It scoffs at everything apart from zikr, preparation for
jihªadand a man’s amusing his wife.273[104] It says that archery strengthens.274[105]

¶Hazrat Umar had commanded that people learn archery, swimming and horsemanship. The
Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him had permitted jousting or tilting with
lances.275[106]

Once, when the Prophet passed by the archers of the tribe of Aslam, he said: O Children of
Ismªa‘ªil, practice archery. Your grandfather was an archer. You take up archery, while I 
team-up with the other side. This group suspended its activity. He asked them the reason for
their suspension of sports. They pleaded how could they continue in the game when he was
on the other side. Our beloved Prophet replied:

You too carry on with your bowmanship. I am will you, all!276[107]

271[102] al-Anfªal, 8:60.
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Once, the Holy Prophet had competed with Aishah in a race.277[108] He had wrestled too with
¶Hazrat Rukªana and thrown him down.278[109] He termed archery better than swimming. He
is known to have arranged a race of she-camels.279[110]

We know, then, that Islam permits sports that are based on exercise and training that aid in
jihªad so that Muslims adopt means to victory and predominance over their enemies and
gain individual and collective strength according to the dictates of Allah. On observing this
state of preparedness, the enemy will foresee his fate even before he contemplates a
venture.

However, the child will benefit from physical training only when he pursues the procedure
prescribed by Islam. Some of them are given here.

Create an equipoise. It is improper that a child devote himself to exercises and physical
training but ignore his duties and liabilities. It is wrong that while he apportion all his time
to physical training and sports, he omit his obligatory worship, education, duty to parents
and religious assignments. Therefore, let him observe a balance between different sectors
demanded of him.

Similarly, the limits set by Allah must not be bypassed during physical and military exercises.
The dress must cover the portion of the body from the navel to the knees. The uncovering of
this portion of the body is sinful.280[111] Thus, if a guardian asks the child to don on shorts
that uncover his knees or thighs or a portion over it, both of them commit a sin. Besides, the
place selected for this purpose must not be such as to raise eye-brows. There may no
possibility of sin being committed there.281[112] Males and females must not swim or engage
in boating at one place, or where intoxicants are served. Further, betting and other unlawful
means must not be employed to promote interest in exercises.282[113] However, we may
encourage the competitors in two ways. (i) The competition may be a means to mock
warfare or jihªad. (ii) Prizes offered should not originate from the competitors. A non-
competitor may offer prizes but if it is understood by the competitors that the prizes

276[107] A¶hmad, Bukhªarªi.
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assigned to each of them will go to the winner then it is a form of gambling and thus
unlawful.283[114]

Generate pure intention and sincerity. Let the child know that the training and drilling will
strengthen him and make him healthy and it is expected of him to discharge his duties, on
attaining maturity, faithfully and sincerely for the sake of Allah. He may reveal his strength
to the enemy in pursuance of the directives of the Prophet. He will thus fulfil the command
of Allah.284[115] He will be a loyal soldier of Islam. Guardians must train their wards to spend
their entire life sincerely aiming to seek the pleasure of Allah.

Second basic rule: How to warn and alert?

This is one of the rules that aim at cleansing the child’s mind of repugnant thoughts and at 
strengthening his faith and mental outlook. He is placed in a position from where he can
recognise misleading concepts and the people behind such ideas. He then avoids them. When
the guardian constantly reminds his ward of the pitfalls, it creates in him an utter dislike for
obnoxious notions. He keeps aloof of wayward people. He is protected from mischief and
disbelief.

The Noble Qur`ªan abounds with verses calling upon believers to shun mischief and offensive
behaviour. Numerous A¶hªadªith also accentuate this aspect. Here, we pointed out some of
the detestable conduct:

~ stinginess, ~ killing children from fear of poverty,

~ adultery and fornication, ~ murder,

~ usurpation of the property of an orphan,

~ dishonouring a covenant,

~ arrogance, ~ committing perjury,

~ administering or extracting oath during business dealings,

~ distrust, ~ prying,

~ trying to outdo one another, ~ malice,

~ severing of relations, ~ laughing too much,

~ bad company, ~ forgery,

283[114] A¶hmad.
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~ cruelty, ~ shamelessness.285[116]

This method of alerting the children is not novel, or discovered by later day guardians; it is
suggested in the Noble Qur`ªan and the A¶hªadªith.286[117] Some of the significant ones are
discussed here.

Warn against apostasy.

Ruddat (apostasy) is the term applied to a Muslim giving up his faith and adopting another
religion. There are various forms of apostasy. These include the slogans that call upon a
Muslim to desist from regarding Allah as worthy of worship or adopting Islam as his religion.
There are different situations:

It is narrow-minded to adopt a nationalist approach. A severe warning is given to a person
who takes up a nationalist approach.287[118] It is mean to promote nationalist views and to
make nationalism one’s goal,288[119] to work for the supremacy of the nation and to
venerate it in preference to belief in Allah and adherence toShari‘ah. However, if one aims
to seek the pleasure of Allah and impose His commands, and defend the lands of Islam and
its honour and wealth, then his approach is regarded as a form of worship. A person who
practices these principles is a mujªahid and the one who is martyred in this cause is a
shaheed.289[120]

It is apostasy, too, to work for humanity alone not seeking the pleasure of Allah. It is a
Masonic approach and is fanned by Jews. Thus, any idea put forward by a Muslim, not
motivated by a desire to seek the pleasure of Allah and supremacy of Islam, smacks of
ignorance. The one who advocates this idea is an apostate and outside the folds of Islam no
matter how high claims he may lay to belief and Islam.

Again, it is apostasy to befriend, love and obey anyone besides Allah.290[121]

285[116] al-Isrªa`, 17:22, 29, 31, 32, 34, 36 to 38, A¶hmad, Tirmizªi, Nasªaªi, ibn Mªajah, abªu
Dªawood, Muslim, Bukhªarªi, ibn ¶Hibbªan, ¶Hªakim.
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A dislike for any command of Islam is also apostasy. Examples of this are aversion to the
veil of women, to fasting or to any other feature of Islam.291[122]

The playing down or making fun of any of the features of Islam is also an act of
apostasy.292[123]

Other acts of apostasy are to declare lawful what Allah has forbidden,293[124] affirm some
dogmas of Islam and reject others. For example, one may obey its commands of worship
but deny its administrative laws294[125] or submit to the rules of the Qur`ªan but reject the
Sunnah and the A¶hªadªith.295[126] It is not possible to obey the Qur`ªan and at the same
time to disobey the Sunnah or obey Allah and not His Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on

him.296[127] Obedience to the Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him is essential.297[128]

Clearly, it is defection to rebuff an instruction of the beloved Prophet or make fun of
it.298[129]

Likewise, it is to apostate to rebuff a manifest deed and take up a symbolic action that is
contradictory to the manifest deed.299[130] It is to stray off the right path to pursue the
verses of the Qur`ªan that are allegorical and overlook the verses that are basic aiming
thereby to promote strife.300[131]

Again, it is an apostate whose concept of Allah is vague. For instance, it is wrong to imagine
transmigration of Allah in any one of His creation or to advocate trinity or to impute

291[122] Mu¶hammad, 47:8, 9.

292[123] at-Tawbah, 9:64-66,
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children to Him or to describe Him with qualities that are not worthy of Him because He is
Pure and free from all defects.301[132]

The Holy Prophet has cautioned us of a time when apostasy will be very common—a person,
who is a believer in the morning, will turn a non-believer in the evening; a believer in the
evening will become an infidel in the morning.302[133]

Then, warn against atheism.

Il¶hªad or atheism is denial of the existence of Allah, of theShari‘ahof the Prophets and of
divine revelation. Il¶hªad is not only a kind of apostasy but it is worse than that. It is a full-
fledged system forming the base of many a government. The stooges of such governments
are dispersed over different places and openly preach their doctrine. They are not ashamed
to reject religion and the Prophets. They follow the teachings of Marx and Lenin. Their
methods of dispensing atheistic teachings are varied. Sometimes they don Marxist clothing
and claim that the Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him advanced socialism, placed the
rich and the poor on one platform and abolished monarchy. Sometimes, they argue that
communism is not different from the fundamental principles of Islam. At times, they ask,
“How does adoption of communism preclude us from being Muslims?” Among their 
arguments is that religion does not concern with politics and economics so these must not be
grouped together. There are times, too, when they reject outright the existence of God and
describe life as a materialistic affair and religion an intoxicant for nations.

Marxism varies according to situation and state of every society shifting from ideology to
ideology, pursuing the theory of Darwin or Freud. Once a person falls prey to them, he cannot
extricate himself again. He becomes irreligious and does not believe in Allah or the
Messenger. He becomes one of whom the Qur`ªan has called a cursed people.303[134]

Although Il¶hªad is classified as apostasy, it is more damaging to an individual than any other
type of apostasy. It blots out the sense of responsibility in an apostate who no longer enjoys
faith in the unseen or spirit of superior moral deeds. He lives like an animal without sense of
purpose. We find mention of such sinful and evil persons in the Noble Qur`ªan304[135] as living
a blind, savage and unrestricted life.305[136]

301[132] al-An‘ªam, 6:103, ash-Shªurªa, 42:11, az-Zukhruf, 43:15. Al-Mªa`idah, 5:17, 64, 73, 180,
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Islam has taken a very severe and final stand on the issues of apostasy and atheism. It has
prescribed the punishment of murder for him who deserts his religion.306[137] However, he
should be allowed three days during which the Ulamªa may convince him of the truth of
Islam and the fallacy of his doubts; if he remains unmoved, he may be beheaded. Further, if
the apostates join together into a force, then the Muslim state must wage war on them.
¶Hazrat Abu Bakr did so against the apostates of his time and Khalifah Abbªasi had tackled
Maqna‘ the claimant to divine powers.

The reasons for subjugating them to this punishment are given below:

It will deter weak-minded people from toeing their line.

It will dissuade hypocrites from embracing Islam aiming to reject it later so that they may
attract others to apostasy and cause confusion within Islam.

Infidels may not gain strength and threat Muslims.

I present to you some examples from history that you may realise the gravity of apostasy and
the conspiracies of apostates and the damage they may cause to the Muslims.

Communist China and Russia wiped out sixteen million Muslims at the rate of a million a
year.

In Muslim Turkistan, within China, the Chinese surpassed the Tartars in acts of cruelty and
barbarism. They cast a Muslim leader into a pit along the main thoroughfare. Then, they
compelled the Muslim subjects to defile him. This continued for three days during which he
expired.

Communist Yugoslavia has been torturous to its Muslims. A million Muslims have been killed.
The annihilation continues to this day. They thrust Muslims, men and women, through meat
mincers leaving no trace of them.

Violence is seen in every communist country. The Qur`ªan has spoken of these evil
people.307[138]

Guardians must adopt means to prevent their children from falling into the trap of apostates
and atheists.

Preserve the child from unlawful pastime and sports. In the lines that follow we identify some
of the sports and pastimes that are unlawful. The underlying principle behind outlawing them

306[137] Bukhªarªi and Muslim, A¶hmad.
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is their evil effect on an individual’s character, on the economy of the society, on the 
distribution of wealth and power, on the nobility of the Ummah, and on the life and status of
the family.

Checkers or draughts. This game was patronised by the Shah of Iran, Ardeshir bin Bªabuk. It
is unlawful to play it irrespective of whether there is a bet behind it or it is played merely to
enjoy and while away time. The player of this game is said to be disobedient and is as if he
has dipped his hands in the blood of swine.308[139] Even if there is no impetus of a wager
behind it, time, nevertheless, is frittered away and this may have prevented the player from
meeting his religious obligations. If a bet is placed, then the whole affair is gambling. A
Muslim does not squander his time. He takes advantage of his worldly life and puts in
purposeful effort and fulfils his duties. On the Day of Resurrection, one of the questions that
will be asked will concern the use to which time was put.309[140]

Songs and Music. It is also unlawful to listen to songs accompanied by music even if the
song itself may be permissible. Songs are unlawful, too, when they are vulgar or excite
sexual desire, describe any particular woman, or invite to the custom of the unbelievers and
misleading acts and beliefs. On the Day of Judgement, molten lead will be poured into the
ears of the listeners of songs.310[141] The act of listening to songs opens the door to trials for
the listener311[142] that might include the disfiguring of faces.312[143] It is permissible to listen
to such verses or poetry as are read by a male and are meaningful, knowledgeable or
reforming and are not accompanied by music. We may read poetry or lullabies to speed up
camels and lull children to sleep. We may recite and hear verses that describe nature, its
trees, gardens and rivers provided music is not played along and a beardless boy or a
woman does not recite these to strangers. It is unlawful to use musical instruments and to
listen to them. The Holy Prophet was commanded to disband flute and musical
instruments.313[144] He has foreseen already that people of his Ummah will drink wine and
alcohol and sing and listen to songs.314[145] The wisdom behind this prohibition is to protect a
person from turning forgetful of his obligations, becoming lethargic and evil. Indeed this will
be his fate if he persists in listening to obscene songs, attending indecent gatherings and
sees vulgar women and intoxicated men dancing there. When a Muslim is secure from these
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evils, he attains heights of honour and glory. However, when he takes up these vile habits,
he traps himself into the quicksand of shame and dishonour.

Cinema and theatre. Radio, television, cinema and related evils are significant achievements
of the twentieth century materialistic progress. Some of them may be used for the benefit
of mankind. These are those two-edged weapons that may be employed for the good or bad
of humanity. However, we observe that they are invariably put to evil use to spread
vulgarity and debauchery. Rather, the cinema and television have been in the forefront in
promoting evil, lewdness, adultery and unrestricted life.

The edict on frequenting cinema, night clubs, etc.

We must remember that Shari‘ahaims at protecting honour, respect and lineage. Cinemas
and other places or pastime of the same category have an opposite influence and play havoc
with character and manners of people. These activities incite sexual desires and lure towards
unlawful actions. At such places, people sing vulgar songs and dance in a near naked state. It
is unlawful and very sinful to go to these places or engage in such activities. It invites the
displeasure of Allah and His Messenger. We learn from a ¶hadªith: Do not harm others and
do not let harm befall you.315[146]

If we ponder over it, we will see that this is a conspiracy of the Jews to corrupt the character
of the Muslims and overwhelm them. Freud’s scheme has been narrated earlier. The Jews use
the communication media to damage character. The thirteenth Protocol calls upon Jews to
promote sports and pastimes among their enemies so that they do not discover any new
method against Jews. They may be kept unmindful through physical training or exercises.
Their strength and power of concentration may be damaged. They will then toe the Jewish
line and Jews may then dictate to them. Jews will employ agents to achieve this objective and
these agents will be from the very people who are targeted.

Guardians must keep their wards away from the places and activities that destroy character
and manner.

How is wrong to watch religious and corrective programmes on the television?

It is wrong to watch television or go to a cinema house even if the movies are corrective in
nature. The reasons are explained in the following lines.

In these programmes men and women work together. Islam has forbidden this.

While depicting historical events, women are shown in inciting dresses. They re-enact
provocative dances with enticing songs of the Days of Ignorance. Islam has declared them

315[146] Mªalik, ibn Mªajah, Dªar Qu¶tnªi.



unlawful. Normally, obscene and unmannerly behaviour is witnessed at such places. It is
unlawful for a Muslim to visit doubtful and blameworthy places. They have a gradual pull on
a man. He may feel shy when going there the first few times but soon the shyness wears out
and he becomes immodestly bold.

As far as the recital of the Qur`ªan is concerned —or the presentation of news and
advantageous scholarly subjects—, this is only an eyewash hiding behind it the obscene
subjects. Besides, who benefits from them? Who is it that will bind himself to viewing limited
programmes and shun the obscene ones? Suppose he is of this type, can he assure that his
children will not misuse the appliance behind his back? He is responsible for the behaviour of
his household folk and answerable for them. Often the head of the family shuts off the
television when an undesirable programme is shown, but his wife or children demur. There is
friction. Then they quarrel. It may lead to divorce. Therefore, it is impossible to pick out
corrective programmes from the television or any other media and restrict oneself to that.

Thus, where it is necessary for a Muslim to preserve the honour and glory of his religion, it is
binding on him to save his family and home from an unhealthy atmosphere. He must disallow
the Satanic devices from his home. There is nothing more damaging to the honour, morals
and nobility of a people than going to the cinema house or watching television.

Some people acquire a television set that their family members may not go to the cinema
house or other disagreeable places. This is a very feeble argument. An evil cannot be
removed by another evil. The harm that a television set causes is greater than the harm that
one suffers on visiting disagreeable places. The latter is limited in time and restricted to a few
people, the former causes a continuous damage to every member of the household. Young or
old, good or bad, man or woman —all are victims in their own homes. It gives rise to grave
social evils and is very damaging to the morals. People keep awake late in the night. Men and
women, boys and girls sit together to watch and enjoy it. Often the results are regrettable
and lead to bloodshed. The argument to procure a television set is rejected. Further,
watching the television is harmful to the health. Eyesight weakens. There are instances of a
man being infatuated with girls on the screen. Senses turn obscure. Children do not take
interest in studies and their ability to memorise is lessened. They are not quick to understand
and think. Those who buy these appliances feel no compunction how they have acquired the
money to buy them.

Gambling.

Islam brackets all forms of gambling with unlawful sports and pastimes. Betting includes
every such game that involves two groups of players, one of them is a loser and the other is
lucky to win. The Noble Qur`ªan has declared it unlawful.316[147] The wisdom behind the ban
on gambling is brought about in this argument. Slowly gambling grows into a habit so that the
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habitual gambler gives up manual effort to earn his livelihood. He lives on hope and fancy.
Many a happy household is destroyed because of this attitude. Well-to-do people tumble to
poverty. The honourable suffer debasement. It causes envy and jealousy among close people.
A gambler is unmindful of his ritual prayers, remembrance of Allah and other pious deeds. He
develops evil habits. The Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him said on seeing people
play checkers or draughts, “Their hearts are inattentive and their tongues are occupied in 
lewd jabber and speaking lies”.317[148]

Gambling and playing games of chance are the worst forms of sin. They eat away intoone’s 
time and labour. A gambler becomes lazy and obscure. He shuns lawful occupation. He is
prone towards criminal activity. He turns restless and suffers from many illnesses. His nerves
are wrecked and he may become mad or commit suicide. Often, he imperils his honour and
the honour of his country.

Prize bonds and prize tickets are a form of gambling and, therefore, unlawful. This
pronouncement does not change even if a scheme of the prizes is promoted by a welfare
organisation or an individual. It is essential that we follow a lawful course even to achieve a
pious ambition. It is a Jewish mentality to overlook the need of legality in welfare cases. Just
as we may not steal or plunder to attain a pious ambition, we cannot condone the prize
schemes to promote this purpose.

To wager a bet in sports —no matter what game it be— is the same thing as to gamble.
However, those games are exceptions that are played as a part of military exercises to keep
the forces prepared and alert. Shari‘ahpermits betting in the use of modern weaponry
provided the prize is offered by a non-participant, or by one of the players, not both.318[149]

However, if it is pre-arranged that both prizes will go to the winner, then the whole thing is
understood to be a bet and becomes unlawful. Horses in a racing organised on these terms
are said to be the horses of the devil. But, it is lawful if a third party offers the prizes and the
aim is to boost the moral of the participants and prepare them for warfare. Such a third party
may be the government itself, any of its ministries or any other patron.319[150]

Islam has declared some sports as illicit because they have an injurious influence on the
spiritual, moral or social life of an individual or a society. Some other sports, it has declared
lawful allowing for the needs of Muslims to enjoy themselves and keep alert and strong. They
may put in some practice for jihªad. We have the permission of the Holy Prophet may blessings of
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Allah and peace be on him to take part in such sports that we may amuse ourselves and enjoy a
delightful disposition.320[151]

Sports that are Permitted.

Competitive racing.

The companions may Allah be pleased with them vied with each other in racing events. The Prophet did
not object to this activity. In fact, he too competed with ¶Hazrat Aishah in this sports.321[152]

Wrestling.

The Prophet wrestled with ¶Hazrat Rukªana and knocked him down many times.322[153]

Archery.

When the Prophet observed people engaged in archery, he encouraged them. “Carry on,” he 
would say, “I am with you!” However, we may not aim at animals as part of practice of this 
sports. A curse descends on the persons who do so.323[154] Also, we may not make animals
fight each other.324[155]

Lancing and Javelin Throwing.

The Prophet may Allah bless him and give him peace allowed some people from Ethiopia to play javelin
throwing in a portion of the Masjid Nabavi. He let Aishah may Allah be pleased with her see the game.

Horse riding.

Equestrian competition and training horses are not disallowed sports and do not fall under
the category of carelessness.325[156]
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Hunting.

It is lawful to hunt flying birds and land animals.326[157] However, we may hunt with a sword, a
spear or an arrow — a weapon that inflicts injury327[158] — or by trained beasts or hunting
birds.328[159] We must not hunt an animal merely for enjoyment and no other reason
whatever. The purpose of the hunt must be to eat the meat or to derive a benefit
therefrom.329[160] We may not hunt, too, when we are in the state of a muhrim, having tied
the ihrªam of ¶Hajj or Umrah.330[161] The weapon used for hunting must be one that
penetrates or injures. It is illicit to hunt by applying pressure or by jerking. Thus an animal
killed by a gun, pistol or rifle will be unlawful.331[162] The hunter must pronounce the name of
Allah when releasing the weapon or the hounds or birds of prey332[163] otherwise, according to
the ¶Hanafªis, the animal is not lawful. If the animal falls down into a pool of water and it is
retrieved unalive, it is unlawful to eat it because it may have died of suffocation in the
water.333[164]

Desist from blind imitation.

Blind imitation, or copying others without understanding, is not correct. It is a sign of spiritual
and psychological bankruptcy and lack of confidence in oneself. An individual who apes
others blindly disappears into the personality of his idol and yields to the trials of the
temporal life. He lives an arrogant life. He pays too much attention to his get up—dress and
personal cosmetic. He takes on libertarian ideas practised around him. When this malady
takes over a nation as a whole, destruction and annihilation become their destiny. They lose
the basic factors of existence because they are an ungrateful and a disobedient people.

When General de Gaulle became the head of his government, he asked the chief his police
force to forthwith disband centres of sinful activity. The engagement of the French in evil
habits was cited among the reasons of the debacle of France in the second world war.
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Those who heedlessly imitate the lives of others are unable to meet their obligations and
duties or to participate in economical and cultural progress. They suffer from a weakening
memory. They wreck their personality and conduct. They forfeit their identity. There are
other side effects of this tendency like rise of different illnesses and degradation of honour
and morality.

Islam rejects outright blind imitation of other people. A ¶hadªith declares that such people
are outside the fold of Islam334[165] and that they are with those whom they emulate.335[166] A
curse is declared on women who take up the appearance and style of men and on men who
adopt feminine behaviour.336[167] The command is to distinguish our behaviour and living from
other people.337[168] It is wrong to be a truckler, a yes-man or a servile follower.338[169] Muslims
must not adopt, without deliberation, the character, manners, habits and dress of other
people. However, the Ulamªa are unanimous in declaring lawful the pursuance of studies in
modern sciences, medicine, engineering and physics, and current atomic and warfare
techniques and means.339[170]

Behaviour that women take after insensibly.

In their imitation of alien behaviour, many women emerge in public in revealing dresses;
their physical features are very obvious. Such women will not go to Heaven or catch a whiff
of its fragrance.340[171]

They don black dress on a death or at times of distress mirroring the Christians or the Shia`.

On occasions of marriage and festivity, they sing songs and dance copying non-Muslims.

They take oath on others beside Allah.

They meet their brothers-in-law or cousins unveiled with their heads uncovered.
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Boys take a fancy to the guise of girls and copy their gait too. They wear long hair in the
feminine manner.

Guardians must not let their children do so.

Warn against wicked companions.

One of the main causes of deviation among children is an evil company. If the child is slow to
pick up and lacks proper moral upbringing, the effect of an immoral company is more
pronounced.

Therefore, keep your children away from wicked and evil friends so that they remain upright.

Warn against immodesty and bad manners.

As parents and guardians, it is your duty to tell your children of the damaging results of these
habits. Some of these are:

? lying ? tale bearing ? abusing ? licentiousness ? cigarette smoking ? masturbation ? taking
narcotics ? using intoxicants ? adultery and sodomy.

If guardians are lax in supervision, the children will be ruined and there will be no hope of
reforming them.

Warn against unlawful acts.

Restrain your wards from pursuing the forbidden and unlawful. The Ulamªa define ¶harªam
(unlawful) as an act which Shari‘ahhas commanded us in strict terms to reject and has
described the doer of it as liable to punishment in this world or the next. Examples of
unlawful acts are murder, adultery, drinking wine, gambling, seizing the property of an
orphan or giving less measure while weighing. Guardians must accustom their children at an
early stage to fulfil their duties and to stay away from the unlawful. Teach them the
injunctions of the lawful and the unlawful so that they take these things in their stride and be
safe from Hell-Fire.341[172] Remember, only that is lawful what Allah has allowed and all that is
unlawful that He has forbidden. A ruling by man cannot turn the lawful into unlawful or the
other way about; a person who holds a contrary opinion is irreligious and an atheist. He who
obeys such a person is also a criminal.342[173] The Jews and Christians delegated power and
authority to their monks and popes to declare the unlawful as lawful and the lawful as
forbidden. The Noble Qur`ªan has censured these people.343[174] They hold obedience to these
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religious men as a form of worship but what they hold is an unlawful belief.344[175] Those
polytheists, who overrule the injunctions of Allah and declare a thing lawful and another
unlawful to suit their whims, are looked down upon.345[176] Therefore, make it very clear to
him that only Allah does decree what is lawful and what is unlawful.346[177] We list below the
forbidden food and deeds.

The unlawful food and drink.

? These foods are unlawful:

A dead animal,
Blood,
Pork or the flesh of swine,
An animal on which a name of other than Allah is called at the time of sacrifice,
An unslaughtered animal,
An animal that is killed by jerking or strangling,
An animal that has fallen from a height,
An animal that is gored to death,
An animal that another wild animal has eaten,
An animal that is sacrificed in the name of idols.347[178]

(i) A dead animal or bird is one that has died its natural death. It may have been suffering
from a chronic disease for a long time or may have acquired it recently or may have
consumed some poisonous substance. Therefore, its meat may be harmful to eat.

(ii) By instinct, blood is repulsive. It houses germs. Like the dead animal, it is also harmful and
injurious to health.

(iii) The flesh of swine is inherently unclean and unhealthy. A peculiar worm that infects the
stomach of the eater disturbs the digestive system; swine flesh is slow to digest. It has a side-
effect too on its users and people who eat swine flesh become shameless and dishonourable.

(iv) An animal that is slaughtered at the altar, or on which a name is invoked beside that of
Allah, is unlawful.
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(v) Carrion, or dead animals, include an animal that:

Has been strangled to death or has strangled itself to death,

Is killed by jerking or twitching,

Is killed by continuous beating by stick,

Has died from a headlong fall,

Is killed by the horns of another animal,

Has died because a wild beast had eaten it partially.

(vi) However, any of these animals is lawful if it is found alive and sacrificed in a legal way.

(vii)Shari‘ahhas excluded a dead fish and a dead locust from the list of unlawful animals. It
has also excluded liver or animal's vitals and spleen from unlawful blood.348[179]

(viii) If a person has nothing else to eat and he is under constraint and in a helpless situation,
faced with the prospect of having to eat a dead animal then he may do so subject to two
conditions. He must remember that this exemption is allowed to save a human life.

There must not be an element of enjoyment and tastefulness in this exercise

He may eat only that much as is barely necessary for survival.349[180]

? These are also unlawful to eat:

Donkeys
Savage beasts
Lions, leopards, panthers and wolf, etc.
Birds that tear up with their claws
Vultures, hawks, falcons and eagles.350[181]

However, if the animal or bird is sacrificed according toShari‘ah, its hide is regarded as pure
and may be put to beneficial use without tanning it.

? An animal that is not sacrificed in an Islamic way is also unlawful. The examples under this
category are an animal that is slaughtered
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 By electric shock

 By an atheist

 By a fire-worshipper

 By an idolater

The correct method of sacrifice is to lay down the animal, or keep it standing, and use a sharp
edged weapon in such a way that blood flows out and the veins are cut. The cut is applied on
the throat so that the two thick veins around the alimentary canal and the trachea in the neck
are severed but if it is difficult to apply a cut at this particular place, then the rule is relaxed. It
is seen in this peculiar case where an animal has fallen down in a well, or the owner finds it
difficult to control his camel, or a wild beast has attacked it and it is necessary to shoot it with
an arrow. Under such circumstances, the owner may follow the procedure of hunting. It will
be enough for him to inflict a wound on any part of the animal with a sharp edged weapon. It
will be lawful then to partake of it. However, if it is found out, later on, that the animal had
died even before it was injured, then it is unlawful to eat it.

When sacrificing an animal, invoke the name of Allah over it.351[182] The person who sacrifices
the animal must be a Muslim or one from the people of the Book, that is, a Jew or a Christian
because they are closer to the Muslims. The animal is unlawful if the person who sacrifices it
is an atheist, not a follower of any religion, Zoroastrian, idolater, or a follower of an evil
creed. However, if the Jew or Christian calls upon the name of ¶Hazrat Uzair or ¶Hazrat ªIsªa
may peace be on them then the animal is unlawful.

An animal that is sacrificed by jerk or twisting or strangulation is unlawful. So is the one
sacrificed by a person who does not profess any religion. In the same category is a sacrifice in
an unIslamic way and packed in tins by the atheist countries.

Ghee derived from fat or milk of swine is illicit.

However, in the opinion of all the Ulamªa, imported fish is lawful because if a fish has not
died a natural death it is lawful.352[183]

Use of wine and narcotics.

Ulamªa agree that wine and narcotics are illicit. We have mentioned this before while
discussing the responsibility of physical training. Let us now look at the ruling for a beverage
that is prepared from substances other than grapes or dates. We deduce from the traditions
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the same edict that this kind of wine is also unlawful.353[184] Thus, any drink that intoxicates
and benumbs the senses whether it is prepared from fruit, barley or any other ingredient or
substance, is unlawful like wine.354[185] An intoxicant is unlawful irrespective of its quantity—
be it less or more.355[186] The Prophet has prohibited the sale or purchase of wine and the
trading in it in any form even the dealing with a non-Muslim. In the same vein, the import
and export of wine, or its transfer from one place to another, is unlawful.356[187]

It is even unlawful to sell grapes to the producer of wine.357[188] It is disallowed to go to a
gathering where wine is served and to sit with the people who consume it.358[189] It is not
correct either to use wine as medicine,359[190] however, those medicines may be used that
contain a small percentage of alcohol as a preservative on the conditions that:

 If he does not take the medicine, the health of the patient might deteriorate

 A substitute medicine free from the unlawful ingredient is not available at the time and

 The medicine is prescribed by an expert and experienced physician.

Islam does not create hardship but it promotes convenience for its adherents..360[191]

The unlawful in dress and get-up.

Islam permits a Muslim to keep himself in a reasonable style and fashion. Clothes and dress
are created for human beings361[192] who must exercise moderation in their use.362[193] Islam
commands us to keep ourselves neat and clean363[194] and to be careful of outward
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appearances. It urges us to be clean and in a presentable outfit when attending gatherings
that include Friday and Eid prayers.364[195] An affluent person must reflect Allah’s bounty to 
him in his dress.365[196] The hair of the head and beard must be combed and groomed.366[197]

We must not disfigure our face but must use lawful things.367[198]

Islam has forbidden certain modes of make-up of the facial features and dress for certain
significant reasons. Some of these unlawful dressings up are:

It is unlawful for men to use gold and silver.368[199]

It is unlawful to eat in silver utensils.369[200]

Pure silk that is produced from silk worm is unlawful for men. They may don

(i) Artificial silk,

(ii) A cloth made up partially of silk and another material both being of equal weight,

(iii) A cloth on which only the flowers and patterns are made of silk,

(iv) A dress that is stitched with thread of silk,

(v) A dress that has on it patches of silk cloth,

(vi) Or, the cloth has silk filled in it.

As long as silk is not the same weight as the other material, men may wear the dress.370[201]

Men may wear silk under special circumstances, when, for example, it becomes necessary
owing to a skin ailment, unbearable winter, or when he has no other dress to don.371[202]
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While men may not wear gold or silver, women may wear these articles. Men, however,
may wear a ring of less than 3.25 gram silver.372[203]

It is unlawful for men and women to adopt appearance and style of each other. A curse is
declared on men who impersonate women and on women who assume the style of
men.373[204]

It is unlawful to don clothes in a hypocritical, arrogant or exhibitionist manner.374[205] Allah
will not look with a merciful sight at the person who dresses arrogantly and walks in
overflowing dresses that drag along.375[206]

It is unlawful to alter what Allah has created. A curse alights on the doer of such acts376[207]

whether this is tattooing, thinning of the teeth, or tattooing head and face with blue
pattern, or applying plastic surgery. However, surgery may be done to remove painful
excess growth like a sixth finger. Similarly, we may do something to achieve cleanliness,
like clipping the nails or shaving the hair under the navel.

It is unlawful to shave off the beard. We are commanded to clip the moustaches and grow
the beard.377[208] All the four Imams agree that it is obligatory to grow the beard and
unlawful to shave it. However, a beard must not be grown so much beyond the length of a
fist that it looks unseemly.

 It is unlawful for men and women to use utensils made of gold or silver. The person who
eats or drinks in these vessels fills the fire in his stomach.378[209]

 Pictures and idols are strictly disallowed. The person who makes these will be severely
punished on the Day of Resurrection.379[210] He will be asked to give them life.380[211] The
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angels of mercy do not visit the place where there is a picture, a photograph or a pet
dog.381[212] We are commanded to erase pictures.382[213] Pictures and idols are unlawful
whether they are in the form of statutes or photographs. When he liberated Makkah from
the idol-worshippers, the Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him entered the House of
Allah only after all the idols there were removed.383[214] He had deputed ¶Hazrat Umar may

Allah be pleased with him to remove them.384[215] The pictures of inanimate objects385[216] and toys
for children that are not actual images or idols are outside the purview of this restriction.
Dolls of cloth that are not true images are exceptions, too.386[217] We may use a cloth that
has a picture on it by spreading it on the floor, or as a curtain after cutting out the portion
that has the head drawn on it.387[218]

 Photographs are unlawful but we are allowed to photograph ourselves for passports or
identity cards. It is a sin to keep in the house pictures of parents, grandparents or children.

The unlawful beliefs of the Days of Ignorance.

No one knows the unseen except Allah. He may let whomsoever He wishes know from
it.388[219] The person who lays a claim on knowledge of the unseen is a liar389[220] because
such knowledge is neither with men nor with jinn.390[221] To seek the opinion of soothsayers
and astrologers is unlawful391[222] and the person who patronises them is as if he has denied
the religion of the Prophet.392[223]
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It is not lawful to divine or to look into the future by casting arrows.393[224] In the Days of
Ignorance, Arabs sought an opinion or the wishes of the gods or hoped to foretell the future
by divining-arrows. This practice is offensive and disliked.394[225] Shari‘ahhas shown the
method to seek guidance through Istikhªarah.

Magic and sorcery are unlawful. These are destructive.395[226] A sorcerer and he who obtains
his services are outside the fold of the Muslim community and deprived of Paradise.396[227]

Islam recommends Muslims the recital of the last two sªurah of the Qur`ªan, known as the
ma‘ozatainwhen they face a difficult situation.397[228]

The use of amulets or charms is unlawful if they bear a name other than Allah’s, or if they 
are inscribed with idolatrous or polytheist formulas, or if therewith help of any besides
Allah is sought. An amulet is also unlawful if its words are ambiguous. It is also unlawful to
cast spells or set aside shells as part of this work to seek cure for an ailing person, to ward
off an evil eye, or to repel a misfortune. However, a person may wear an amulet round his
neck or tie it on his armpit if its inscriptions are words of the Qur`ªan, the recommended
supplications or the names of Allah. He may even recite such words, supplications or the
names of Allah and puff on his subject.

However, when he intones he must ensure that

(i) The words he recites are from the Qur`ªan or the names or attributes of Allah

(ii) The meanings of the words are clear whether the language is Arabic or any other

(iii) This behaviour is not the means to obtain his desire but Allah alone answers his prayers.

The Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him recited the following prayer for the safe-
keeping for ¶Hazrat ¶Hasan and ¶Hazrat ¶Husain may Allah be pleased with them.

I seek refuge of Allah for the two of you through His perfect words from every devil, every
vicious creature and every eye that casts evil.
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It is taboo to ascribe an ill omen to anything. The Prophet had said: A person who attaches
evil omen (to an event or thing) is not of us.398[229] In the Days of Ignorance, the Arabs were
quick to attribute ill omen to the crowing of a crow and the hooting of an owl and the flying
of a bird from right to left. The Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him explained the
absurdity of this superstition. He said that such things have no say in conferring benefits or
in fending off destructive forces or their harmful effects. He said: Everything is in the hands
of Allah.399[230] Thus, it is unlawful to give credence to an evil omen. The Final Doer of
everything and the True Executor is Allah alone.

The unlawful ways in the means of livelihood.

There were various types of trade and financial practices in vogue when our master,
Mu¶hammad may Allah bless him and give him peace was bestowed with prophethood. Islam let some of
them stand while some others it rejected because they were unjust and violated the
principles ofShari‘ah. Some of the outlawed practices are:

It is forbidden to buy or sell an unlawful thing. The earnings thereof are unlawful too.400[231]

The contrabands include wine, images and statutes of animate objects, pigs, musical
instruments, lottery tickets and model of a cross. These are prohibited because the Muslim
community may remain free of harm psychologically, economically and morally.

 It is unlawful to engage in uncertain transactions of merchandise.401[232] This means a
transaction in which the seller has no power over his wares. We have the example of fish
that are in a stream or in an ocean; we do not know if any fish will be collected or not. A
similar example is of the birds. Such transactions give rise to disputes. One of the parties
may cheat and there may arise a lack of confidence in the traders.

 It is illegal to sell on the expectation of increase in prices.402[233] Islam lets traders fix the
prices of their commodities and does not interfere in their affairs.403[234] However, prices
may be pre-determined in peculiar situations, when traders exploit the buyers by creating
artificial shortages.
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 It is unlawful, again, to hoard merchandise. An hoarder sins and is described as a cursed
person with whom Allah has nothing to do.404[235] Hoarding is to retain merchandise that
consumers need most in order to dispose of it later at a discretionary price. When a local
trader sells for a visiting seller from another city so that he may sell at a price that is higher
than the visiting seller would otherwise fetch, he is said to have indulged in a form of
hoarding.

 It is unlawful to sell fraudulently. A ¶hadªith says about a fraudulent seller that such a
person is not from us.405[236] Fraudulent buying and selling is forbidden.406[237] Those who
take false oaths deprive themselves of blessings (of Allah) in their dealings.407[238] It is a
grave sin to knowingly take a false oath. We must know that, even when we speak the
truth, it is disagreeable to swear. To give short measure or weight is to be
fraudulent.408[239] ¶Hazrat Shu‘aib may peace be on him had asked his people to desist from this
evil practice.409[240]

It is a sin to buy or sell stolen or plundered merchandise. If the buyer or seller is aware of
this fact, he also is sinning.410[241]

It is unlawful for a person to earn his livelihood from interest or gambling.411[242] A curse is
announced on every person involved in an interest dealing—whether he receives interest
or gives it, whether he writes down the deal or stands witness over it.412[243] Every form of
interest is prohibited.413[244] Dependence on income from interest upsets the balance
between effort and profit ratio. The person who lives on interest income loses all initiative
to work so that he does not put up an effort. He lives a life of leisure and has only his
personal benefit in mind. The morals of the society tend to decline. There is a lack of co-
operation among various members of the society. Egoism and selfishness replace the
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virtues of sacrifice and love for others. An interest oriented society is divided into two sets
of people. While one of them imposes its demands on the other, the result is that the
other weakens and becomes poorer. The hard earned wealth of the second set is devoured
by the first type. Atheism gains ground in Islamic societies because they publicise the high
degree of gain accruing from the unlawful interest business. On the other hand, Islam
disallows interest earnings and classifies it as a grave sin.

 Islam sanctions other ways of earning to keep its members safe from dealing in interest.
For instance, modªarabah is one of them. It is based on the principle that if one person
invests his capital the other puts in his labour; profit is divided between them in a manner
determined beforehand. If they suffer a loss, the investor bears it. Bay‘ Sallam is another
example whereby a person demands a fair price and full cash payment against a promise
to deliver his produce in the season. It is lawful to sell on credit at a price higher than the
cash price. Qarz-e-¶Hasanah is a loan without interest. Institutions may be set up that
offer this. Then, centres are established that disburse zakªat and charity to the destitute,
the poor, and the wayfarer. Their immediate needs are met thereby. In this way Islam
enables each individual to live honourably and keep away from the unlawful.

The unlawful habits of the Age of Ignorance.

Many of the habits and distasteful customs of the Days of Ignorance prevail today among
Muslims. They take them to be noble and pursue them with dedication. Some of these
obnoxious customs are:

Extend support on basis of relation, tribal or party loyalty. This custom is prominent among
people who are religiously backward. They support their own people whether they are on
the right or wrong. This behaviour is against Islamic beliefs. We are told that a man is not
any more in the Muslim fold if he invites others to a narrow brotherhood based on kinship
or tribal and party loyalty, fights for it, or dies for this cause.414[245] Islam teaches us if your
brother is a tyrant, help him by preventing him from being cruel to others. If he is a victim
of cruelty, hold the hands of the tyrant and thus help the victim.415[246] The Noble Qur`ªan
has asked us to be just under all circumstances.416[247]

 Pride on lineage. People who pride themselves on their lineage generally do not do
benevolent and virtuous deeds. The Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him has
sounded a serious warning to such people. He has described them as most
dishonourable.417[248] He has said that all people are equal. If any one enjoys superiority, it
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is on the basis of his superior devotion and abstinence but never because of pedigree or
(higher) birth.418[249]

Lament over the dead. One of the residual customs of the Days of Ignorance is to mourn
the dead by beating oneself on the face and all over the body and recite elegiac poetry.
The Prophet has said about the person who upholds these practices that he is outside the
fold of the Muslim community.419[250] However, when he is mournful, a person may shed
tears without the accompanying wailing and noisy lamentation. We know the Prophet to
have wept; may Allah bless him and give him peace.420[251] We must not dress in black or don mournful
clothes or signify sorrow by a symbol of some kind or discard new clothes and normal
habits. We must not resemble non-Muslims in our way of living.421[252]

To lay a wreath of flowers on the dead or over his grave is the custom of non-Muslims. It
adds an unnecessary expenditure to a budget. However, we may plant a flower bearing
tree or a sapling at the grave provided in so doing we do not imitate the customs of non-
Muslims.422[253] To place a photograph of a dead man in his house or at any place is an
unIslamic custom, it being sinful to keep it anyway without a valid reason.

 It is sinful to play a sad music or chant requiem on a bereavement. Not only does it
resemble the non-Muslims it is also unlawful because of the music. When the Qur`ªan is
being recited, it is most disrespectful to smoke cigarettes.

 It is unlawful to reinforce the grave or to build a tomb or an edifice over it.423[254] A
tombstone may be placed over the grave to identify it. Heirs of a dead person may build a
mosque, a madrasah, a hospital or an inn to accumulate virtue for him and convey its
reward to him. This deed will fetch virtue perpetually for the dead.424[255]

Another remnant of the Days of Ignorance is to play music, sing songs or dance and serve
wine. It is a grave sin and an unlawful act.
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 In some societies, a child is imputed to a man other than his father. This is a sinful
practice.425[256] Those who do so will not enter Paradise.426[257]

 It is also unlawful to conceive babies by induced fertilisation. Children born through
artificial insemination are known as ‘test tube’ babies. However, one may rear and 
educate an orphan child provided it is attributed to its father. The person who adopts an
orphan child and looks after him will earn a reward for his deed. However, an adopted
child is not entitled to inherit from his foster family. As long as he lives, a person may give
his adopted child whatever he chooses but he cannot leave behind for him more than one-
third in his will.

Another custom of the Days of Ignorance is to dispossess girls of their dower and deprive
them of their share of inheritance. Dower is the rightful property of women. It is not legal
for a father, brother, husband or another relative to deny a woman of her share of
inheritance.427[258] The person who does so commits a sin. It is a grave sin to seize the
unlawful. Only the pure and lawful is acceptable with Allah.428[259] The prayers of the
person who gobbles unlawful property are denied acceptance. A body that is fed the
unlawful will be burnt in Hell.429[260]
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Chapter 14
Some Important Proposals

These are some important proposals to rear your children:

1. Cultivate in the child a desire to pursue a proper means of livelihood,

2. Keep in mind his natural aptitude,

3. Provide him opportunity to play,

4. Co-ordinate his activities at home and his studies at the mosque and madrasah,

5. Strengthen his link with his guardian,

6. Regulate his life at every step according to the training he goes through,

7. Let him enjoy beneficial cultural opportunities,

8. Inculcate in him the habit of reading and study,

9. Make him realise his responsibilities under Islam,

10. Instil in him the spirit of jihªad.



Interest the child to seek a suitable mode of living.

A duty rests on the guardian that he create in the child an interest to seek an independent
source of sustenance. He may opt for a line in industry, profession, agriculture or trade in
keeping with his aptitude. The lives of the Holy Prophets may peace be on them provide us with
excellent examples in lawful effort for bread. They worked in the fields of their choice. Thus,
¶Hazrat Nªuh may peace be on him learnt the art of boat-making and Allah ordered him to construct
a boat.430[1] ¶Hazrat Dªawood was adept in casting armours.431[2] ¶Hazrat Mªusªa may peace be on

him tended sheep for his father-in-law under the terms of his marriage.432[3] Even Prophet
Mu¶hammad may blessings of Allah and peace be on him cared for sheep and engaged in trading.433[4] To
earn one’s livelihood through labour is the bestform of worship. Islam regards labour as
sacred and respects the labourer and commands that we must journey about to procure
provision.434[5]

Islam looks down on a person who shrinks away from labour or sits idle. It cautions against
such attitude435[6] and calls its shameful. Therefore, side by side with his education, let the
child develop technical skill so that he may earn with his hands lawfully. Ibn Sªinªa writes
that when a child has read the Qur`ªan, we must probe his capabilities and guide him
accordingly. If he yearns for more knowledge, then let him learn; otherwise perfect him in the
arts for which he has a passion. Our ancestors were very eager to pursue studies. When a girl
is of age, teach her such skills as will help her in future life. She will soon be a wife and
mother. She must be able to bring up children, to care for the household, to stitch and sew
and to cook. Islam has relieved her of strenuous responsibilities not keeping with her
physique and feminine nature. She is not expected to engage in warfare, to toil in house-
building or to employ in iron-works. She is not liable to put in effort against her innate
nature, in factories or in offices. She must not work in the same place as men because it may
corrupt manners and Islam frowns at it. Islam exempts her from such tasks and gives her
respect and protection. Her rank and station stand elevated.
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Keep in mind the natural aptitude of the child.

A guardian must observe the inclination of his ward and investigate what work will suit him
in future life. All children are not alike. They all have a different level of intelligence, strength
and temperament. If an intelligent child is disposed to pursue higher studies, provide him
opportunities and means to do so. Give assignments appropriate to a child of average mind
and body. If he is thick-skilled and stupid, then let him do chores that he understands and
does easily.436[7] The Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him has rewarded such doting
parents with his prayers.437[8]

Provide him with an opportunity to play.

Islam respects the sentiments and innate nature of human beings. It has never commanded
its adherents to abandon worldly life and devote themselves exclusively to communion with
Allah or worship. It takes cognisance of the innate desires and needs of men when he is
happy, at play and in a light mood, provided he stays within limits set by Allah. Some of the
companions may Allah be pleased with them thought of relinquishing temporal joys and binding
themselves to worship and they gave up day to day amusement. The Prophet guided them in
this matter and explained to them that everything has to be done at its proper time.438[9]

Islam calls upon its adherents to rehearse archery, horsemanship and swimming as part of
jihªad exercise.439[10] Thus, when an adult Muslim enjoys these exemptions to fight boredom
and monotony, it stands to reason that a child must enjoy similar — nay, greater —
permission to participate in these activities. There are reasons for this.

a. A child is more receptive to training than a grown up person is; in fact, childhood
education is compared to etching on stone.440[11]

b. A young child is very interested in play and amusement; his alertness and involvement in
play are signs of his intelligence.441[12] The Holy Prophet may Allah bless him and give him peace played
with children. He provided them with opportunities to play, made them happy and
encouraged them to participate in clean and commendable sports. He is known to have
played with ¶Hazrat Abdullªah, Ubaidullªah and Kathªir bin Abbªas. He asked them to
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stand in a row and then offered a prize to the one who raced up to him before the
rest.442[13]

Once, on seeing ¶Hazrat ¶Hasan and ¶Husain poised on the shoulders of the Prophet,
¶Hazrat Umar remarked, “What an excellent transport they are mounted on!” The Prophet 
replied, “The two riders too are very worthy!”443[14]

¶Hazrat Jªabir recounted the time when he visited the Prophet and was invited to partake of
food. On their way they saw ¶Hazrat ¶Hasan and ¶Husain playing with other children. The
Prophet outpaced the others and approached the children but the two dodged him. The
Prophet chased them until he caught hold of them and embraced and kissed them.444[15]

The Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him crept on all fours with ¶Hazrat ¶Hasan and
¶Husain balanced on his back saying the while: The best camel is your camel and you are the
best pair!445[16]

Once, he sent ¶Hazrat Anas on an errand. On his way there he came across children playing
so paused to watch them. The Holy Prophet soon arrived there and observing him held him
by the nape of his neck. He asked him if he had attended the task assigned to him. He replied
that he would do it shortly. The Prophet did not reprimand him. ¶Hazrat Anas served the
Prophet for nine years during which period the Prophet never uttered a harsh word to
him.446[17]

The instructions of ¶Hazrat Umar were to teach children archery, swimming and horse-riding.

When children return home from the madrasah, they must be allowed to play so that they
may shed off their tiredness. However, make it sure that they do not occupy themselves to
such an extent that they overlook any of their obligations and submerge in play alone.447[18]

Co-ordinate the child’s activities at home and mosque andmadrasah.

This is an influencing factor on the practical, spiritual and physical personality of the child.
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The responsibility at home is focused first on his physical training. The person, who does not
meet the rights of his children and overlooks their feeding, sins gravely.448[19]

Islam’s stress on the mosque focuses on the spiritual upbringing of the child. Offering 
congregational prayers and reciting the Qur`ªan are a source of an unending spiritual benefit
and mercy of Allah. A reward, twenty-five times over, awaits the person who prays with the
congregation. With every step towards the mosque, he benefits from elevation of a rank and
exoneration from a sin. Besides, as long as he remains at the place of prayer in the mosque,
the angels pray for him.449[20] Peace descends on those who recite the Qur`ªan. The angels
surround them and Allah speaks of them in the assembly of angels.450[21]

The foremost responsibility of the madrasah is to imparts scholarly training. Knowledge plays
a great role in building the personality and nobility of a person.

Islam attaches great importance to the sciences. The person who leaves home in pursuit of
knowledge is as though he has gone out in the cause of Allah Who then makes his path to
Heaven easy for him.451[22] The angels spread their wings for him.452[23] The superiority of a
scholar over a worshipper is like that of the moon over the stars.453[24]

The bond between the life of a student at home and at the mosque and madrasah depends
on two conditions. First, the priorities and guidance at the two places must be identical and
must not clash with each other. Second, the co-operation must be to create a balanced and
perfect Muslim personality. If this is so, then the child will attain spiritual, physical,
intellectual and psychological perfection.

Some facts the guardians must know

· Most of the teachers of our schools and colleges take training to mean the assuming of
manners and customs of non-Muslims and Europeans and an observation of their basic
concepts and thinking. They teach the Muslim students atheistic concepts. They do so
because they are trapped in a shameless and irreligious mire. They are attracted by the
outward glitter of the life those people.
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· The books that are prescribed for students of schools and colleges are full of deceptive and
doubtful matter. They cast aspersion on religion. They advocate Darwin’s faulty theory and 
make fun of the veil and the Islamic history.

· Among the subjects taught there, religion is paid a mere lip service. The result is that a
Muslim who gets through these institutions knows nothing of Shari‘ah, biography of the
Prophet and Islamic history. He cannot recite the Qur`ªan correctly. Then, if the guardian too
is heedless in providing this education at home, often the faith of the child is corrupted and
his manners deteriorate so that there is no room for reform. A stage is arrived when
corrective measures bring no results.

Strengthen the child’s link with his guardian.

The link between a guardian and his ward must be strong. This will ensure excellent results
and not only will the child be scholarly but he will also be psychologically and morally sound.
If the relations between a child and his guardian or a student and his teacher are strained,
then education and training will not bear worthwhile results. It is the duty of the guardian to
create in children a sense of being loved and cared for.

He must meet his wards smilingly and happily. When you greet a fellow Muslim with a smile,
you earn the reward of a sadaqah.454[25] When a child does something praiseworthy or is
outstanding in his studies, then encourage him and give him a prize.455[26] Make him feel that
you love him and give him proper attention.456[27] Be well disposed to him and deal with him
in a mild manner. A person who is well-mannered and soft spoken to his family is said to be
of perfect faith.457[28]

The guardian must attend to the reasonable demands of his ward who will then respond
positively. The Holy Prophet may Allah bless him and give him peace prayed for the person who obeys this
dictate.458[29] The guardian must associate himself with his ward and play and cheer him. In
order to keep them happy, the Prophet crawled on all fours and let ¶Hazrat ¶Hasan and
¶Husain ride on his back.459[30]
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We have the best of examples of a guardian in the life of the Holy Prophet who is the leader
for us all. Therefore, all guardians must emulate him. He spoke with a smile.460[31] He would
accept a gift and reciprocate too. He loved children and cared for them very much. He stroked
their heads and kissed them.461[32] Whenever he received a gift of fruit, he offered it to
whichever child was there in the assembly.462[33] When he lead ritual prayers and heard a
child cry, he shortened them — even if he intended to prolong them — lest its mother felt
uneasy.463[34]

The Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on himwas polite and mild. ¶Hazrat Anas has said, “I 
served him for about ten years but he never even raised an eyebrow at me. He never asked
me, ‘Why have you done it? Why not?’464[35] He did never reprimand me or scold me. He did
not ever beat me or express displeasure. Even when I was slow to work, he did not punish
me. If anyone in the house complained about me, he said, ‘Let him alone. Whatever has 
passed was the will of Allah.’465[36] With his household members too he was of a pleasant
disposition, well mannered and smiling. He did not stretch his feet before his
companions.”466[37]

The Prophet gave permission in a very pleasant manner to anyone who came to see
him.467[38] Whenever he met anyone, he enquired about his health and prayed for him.468[39]

Whenever the chief of a tribe visited him, he accorded him respect in keeping with his
station.469[40] He was not aloof with his Companions but joined in their conversation and
jokes; he smiled when a humorous thing was said.470[41] He always entertained children.471[42]
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It was because of his sincerity, love and friendly behaviour that the companions placed
themselves at his disposal and offered their lives in the way of Allah.472[43]

To his companions, the Prophet was dearer than their property, children and parents. Rather,
he was dearer to them than all else. In the Battle of Uhud, the anxiety of an Ansªar woman
who learnt of the martyrdom of her father, brother and husband was about the well-being of
the Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him. When she knew that he was safe, she came to him
and said, “When you are there, all misfortune is easily borne”.473[44]

May Allah be pleased with them the companions of the Prophet were unwilling to face
separation from him in the next world. Consequently, ¶Hazrat Thaubªan pleaded with him,
“O Messenger of Allah! When we do go to Paradise, how will we attain your rank that we 
may be with you?” Allah, the High, announced the glad tidings that those people will enjoy
his company in Heaven who obey Him and His messenger (in this world).474[45] When they
spoke of him, tears rolled down the eyes of the companions.475[46] ¶Hazrat Bilªal may Allah be

pleased with him received the command of the Prophet, in his dream, that he visit him. Very
fearful, deeply sad, he arrived at Madinah and presented himself at the Prophet’s shrine and 
wept bitterly. He came across ¶Hazrat ¶Hasan and ¶Husain who requested him to say the
azªan. When he began Allah-u-akbar, Allah-u-akbar Madinah shook with a wave of nostalgia.
On the next words, there was excitement in the city. As he recited further, women came out
of their houses. People asked, “Is the Messenger of Allah sent again?” They had heard the 
azªan of the era of the Prophet and they wept much and recalled the event of his death.476[47]

When the Prophet had died, the companions wept loudly. At the sound of the digging of the
grave, they could not restrain themselves from screaming. People of Madinah began to yell
and there was a simultaneous shriek all over Madinah.477[48] Thereafter, whenever a
misfortune befell them, they remembered this sad event and the effects of their predicament
became soft on them.

Therefore, guardians must follow in the footsteps of the Holy Prophet may Allah bless him and give him

peace. They must adopt the same methods that he had chosen in dealing with his companions.
When you observe these methods, you will give correct training to your child and will win
over his heart. He will receive your love, adore you and follow your advice.
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Regulate his life at every step.

It is necessary for the guardian to regulate the child’s twenty-four hours according to the set
programme of training. When the child adheres to it now, he will enforce it upon himself in
the future. The schedule prepared according to the dictates of Islam is presented here:

On arising in the morning, recite these prayers:

All praise is for Allah who has given us life after death. To Him is our return.478[49] There is no
deity beside Allah. O Allah You are free from all blemish. Praise is for You. I seek Your
forgiveness for my sins. I look forward to Your mercy. O Allah, increase my knowledge. Do not
divert my heart after the guidance that You have given me. And grant me mercy from
Yourself. Indeed, You are the One to bestow.479[50]

Then teach him the manners of entering the latrine and obtaining cleanliness. When going in,
move the left foot first and when emerging out of it, place the right foot out first. Recite this
prayer while entering the latrine.

O Allah, I seek Your protection from the male and the female devils.

Tell the child that when he goes to such places, he must remove anything on him that bears
the name of Allah. The Prophet used to remove his ring on which these words were inscribed,
Mu¶hammad, Messenger of Allah.480[51] Tell him also that when he goes out to relieve
himself, he must go far enough not to be seen by men. This was the practice of the Prophet
may blessings of Allah and peace be on him.481[52]

It is forbidden to face the qiblah or turn one’s back to it while urinating or easing the 
bowels.482[53] For this purpose, he may not sit in a shady place, a thoroughfare, or a place
where people normally gather; otherwise, he will draw a curse upon himself.483[54] He must
not speak when so occupied.484[55] He may neither salute nor respond to a salutation. He
must purify himself thoroughly and guard himself from impurity and splash of urine
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otherwise he invites punishment.485[56] The right hand must not be used to remove
impurity.486[57] He must use a lump of earth or toilet paper, and water to clean himself.487[58]

When he comes out of the latrine, he must place the right foot forward and pray: O Allah,
grant me your forgiveness.488[59] All praise is for Allah who rid me of the troublesome and
granted me peace.489[60] All praise is for Allah who let me taste (my food), retained its potency
in me, and rid me of its foulness. On coming out of the toilet, he must clean both hands with
soap and water. If soap is not to be had, he may rub his hands over earth and then wash
them up.490[61]

Then teach the child how to perform ablution. Tell him that sins are forgiven thereby.491[62]

Teach the supplications that are recommended after ablution. I bear witness that there is no
one worthy of worship beside Allah, the One, Who has no partner. And I bear witness that
Mu¶hammad is His slave and His messenger.492[63] O Allah, cause me to be among those who
repent much and cause me to be among the pure.493[64] O Allah, You are free from all blemish
and to You is all praise. I bear witness that there is no deity other than You. I seek Your
pardon and I repent to You.494[65]

Advise him to offer tworaka‘ªatoptional prayers after ablution. This practice paves for him a
path to Paradise.495[66] Recommend to him the habit of offering as many raka‘ªatoptional
prayers as he can at night. Before he offers the tahajjud prayers, he must recite the suggested
supplication. It was the habit of the Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him to supplicate
in these words: O Allah, our Lord, praise is for You; You are the Sustainer of the heavens and
the earth and whatever they contain. Praise is for You; You are the Light of the heavens and
the earth and whatever is in them. Praise is for You; You are the Ruler of the heavens and the
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earth and whatever is in them. Praise is for You; You are the Truth. Your promise is true and
our meeting You is determined. Your speech is true. Hell is a reality. The Prophets are true
and Mu¶hammad is true. The time (of Resurrection) will transpire. O Allah, I have bowed
before You in obedience and have believed in You and have relied in You. I have diverted my
attention solely towards You. Whenever I have engaged in an altercation (for a rightful cause)
it was with Your help and to You I have turned for judgement. So forgive me the sins that I
have committed and that I may commit henceforth, in secret or openly. You are the One to
give progress and You are the One to push behind. There is no one worthy of worship except
You and there is no one worthy of worship apart from You.496[67]

No number ofraka‘ªat are limited for the tahajjud prayers. He may offer as many as he can.
He may choose to offer in two’s or four’s at his option. The tahajjud prayers are a means to
entry into Paradise.497[68] The person who offers prayers at night is with Allah among those
who remember Him or chant His praises.498[69] Tahajjud prayers draw a person nearer Allah
and serve as an expiation of his sins.499[70]

Spur him to offer his Fajr prayers in the mosque. Teach him the supplication recited after
azªan. We have the instructions of our Prophet, “When the muazzin recites the azªan, let the
listener repeat his words except at the sayings hayya ala¶s ¶salªah and hayya alal falªa¶h
where the listener may say lªa haw la wa lªa qªuwata illªa billªah.500[71] Then send durood on
me. On the person who sends durood on me once Allah bestows mercy ten times. Then pray
for wasilah for me. This wasilah is a rank reserved for a special slave of Allah alone. I am
hopeful that I am the one. I have bound myself to intercede for the person who seeks wasilah
for me.501[72] The intercession of the Prophet becomes obligatory for a person who recites
these words after azªan: O Allah, Lord of the perfect invitation and the established prayer,
grant Mu¶hammad the wasilah and the high rank and cause him to arrive at the
praiseworthy station of which You had promised him.502[73]

Explain to him the benefit of congregational prayers. Those who go to the mosque will earn a
perfect light on the Day of Resurrection.503[74] The man who performs ablution at home and
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goes towards the mosque earns pardon of one sin against every step he takes towards the
mosque and elevation of rank over the other (who performs ablution at the mosque).504[75]

The reward on participation in congregational prayers is twenty-five times more than on
offering individual prayer.505[76]

Let the child know that he must glorify Allah and supplicate to Him. All the sins of a person
are forgiven, their magnitude notwithstanding, when he glorifies Allah after ritual prayers in
the following manner.506[77]

Say (sub¶hªan Allah) 33 times, (al-¶hamdu lillªah) 33 times, (Allah u akbar) 33 times, and
(Lªa ilªaha ill Allahu wa¶h dahu lªa sharika lahu lahulmulku wa la hul ¶hamdu wa huwa ‘alªa 
kulli shai`in qadeer) once.

It is proper to petition Allah in these words after Fajr and Maghrib prayers:

10 times: There is no deity except Allah, the One. He has no partner. To Him belongs the
entire universe. All praise is for Him. He gives life and He causes one to die. And He has power
over everything.507[78]

7 times: O Allah, preserve me from the fire of hell.508[79]

8 times: O Allah, I ask for Paradise.

The following supplications may be recited after every ritual prayer:

O Allah, You are the One to give peace. Peace comes from You alone. You are Blessed, O Full
of Majesty and Benevolence.509[80] O Allah, help me to keep up Your remembrance, to be
thankful to You and to offer the best form of worship to You.510[81] O my Lord, protect me from
Your punishment on the day when You will raise Your slaves.511[82]
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Other recitals include the recital of ªayat-ul-kursªi, sªurah al-Ikhlªas, al-Falaq, and an-Nªas.
These words are recited too: (sub¶hªan Allah), (al-¶Hamdu lillªah), (Allah u akbar) 33 times
each, and (Lªa ilªaha ill Allahu wa¶h dahu lªa sharika lahu lahul mulku wa la hul ¶hamdu wa
huwa ‘alªa kulli shaìin qadeer) once.512[83] There are other recommended supplications, too.

Acquaint the child with the times of ritual prayers and tell him that optional prayers are not
offered after Fajr and A¶sr.513[84] Also, ritual prayer may not be offered at the time of sunrise,
declension of the sun and sunset.514[85]

Familiarise him with the forms of glorification and remembrance of Allah, and the
supplications to Him. The Qur`ªan has commanded us to observe this practice.515[86] We learn
from a ¶hadªith that there are two sets of words that are light on the tongue, but heavy (in
fetching virtuous reward) on the weighing scale. These words are: sub¶hªan Allahi wa be
¶hamdihi sub¶hªan Allah il ‘azeem. The meaning is: Allah is free from blemish of any kind
and praise is for Him. Allah, the Great, is free from all blemish.516[87] The examples of the
person who remembers Allah and of him who neglects to remember Him are like the living
and the dead respectively.517[88]

A man once complained to the beloved Prophet may Allah bless him and give him peace that a scorpion
had bit him. He told him that if he had taken care to recite the following words at night he
would not have suffered any loss whatever:518[89] I seek refuge in the perfect words of Allah
from the evil of everything that He has created.

The supplication of ¶Hazrat abªu Hurairah may Allah be pleased with him was made up of these words:
O Allah, our mornings are spent remembering You, our evenings go in Your remembrance, we
live remembering You, will die at Your will and our return is to You. O Allah, our evenings our
filled with Your remembrance, we live at Your will, and will die at Your will, and our return is
to You.519[90]
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See that the child recites the Qur`ªan. The words of a Tradition are to the effect: Go on
reciting the Qur`ªan. It will intercede for you on the Day of Resurrection.520[91]

The Prophet has said: The best of you is he who studies the Qur`ªan and teaches it (to
others).521[92] He has said too: Each letter fetches a piety and the reward of each piety is equal
to ten pious deeds. I do not say that alif, lªam, meem is one letter, but I stress that alif is one
letter, lªam is another and meem is the third.522[93]

Inure him to devote some time to physical exercise. This will conform to the command of
Allah and keep him prepared to meet the enemy in an eventuality.523[94] Also, we have seen a
¶hadªith tell us that a strong believer is better than a weaker one and dearer to Allah.
However, both are valuable and admirable. Let the child take part in sports like running,
swimming, jumping, boating, weight lifting and so on so that he is geared for jihªad.

Make him realise the importance of knowledge and train him to draw benefit from it.524[95]

See that he learns his lessons and completes the tasks assigned to him at the madrasah and
school. Impress upon him the significance of technical studies.

Habituate him to offer the prayers of Ishrªaq and Chªast. The Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and

peace be on him advised ¶Hazrat abªu Hurairah to be mindful of three things: fast three days each
month, offer two raka‘ªatchªast prayers and witr prayers before sleeping.525[96] Normally,
the Prophet offered fourraka‘ªatchªast prayers but sometimes he increased the number of
raka‘ªat.526[97] Therefore, offer as many as you may — two to eight. This prayer may be
offered any time fifteen minutes after sunrise to forty-five minutes before Zuhr.

Earlier in this book we have discussed in detail manners and etiquette on different
occasions.527[98] He must observe certain manners during breakfast, while going out of the
house and while dressing up and putting on shoes. He should dress up, or put on his shoes,
right side first and undress left side first. When going out of the house he must supplicate in
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these words: In the name of Allah, I trust in Allah, there is no power and strength except with
Allah (who alone can prevent evil and promote virtue).

It is said to the person who utters the foregoing supplication, “These words are enough for 
you. You are provided guidance. You are looked after and are protected from Satan.” As a 
result, Satan, the devil, withdraws from this person.528[99]

The words of the Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him when he emerged from his
house were: In the name of Allah, I place my trust in Allah. We seek refuge in Allah lest we
swerve from the right path, go astray, agonise anyone, be tortured by anyone, act ignorantly,
or someone else commits an excess over us.

Teach him how he may behave on the thoroughfare. He must walk steadily and in a dignified
manner. This is a command of Allah.529[100] He must not stare at passing women but keep his
gaze low.530[101] He must salute whomever he meets and must respond to the greeting of
others and must use the proper words of salutation. The salutation must be addressed to
everyone he comes across whether known or stranger.531[102] The handshake earns pardon for
both the people.532[103] While imparting him training on manners to be observed at different
occasions, teach him the proper way to walk and cross the road to prevent accidents.533[104]

He must not throw anything on the road lest others are put to inconvenience; rather, he must
remove any obstacle he finds on the thoroughfare; and this, of course, is a sign of faith.534[105]

Instruct him too that he must not linger idly on passageways. If it becomes necessary to wait
there, he must lower his gaze and not ogle at women nor bother pedestrians. He must
respond to their greetings, enjoin virtuous deeds and forbid others from being wicked.535[106]

The child must learn to give the rights of his companions. When he meets them, he must
salute them and when any of them is unwell, he must visit him. He must pray for a
companion who sneezes and when any is distressed, he must console him and work to help
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him out. When they extend him an invitation, he must accept it. At the same time, he must
respect his teachers and give them their rights. When a teacher is angry and scolds him, he
must keep quiet and remain respectful to him. He must pay full attention to what the teacher
says.

Inspire the child with fear of Allah and advise him to be regular in his prayers and to frequent
the company of pious people.

In the evening, this is the programme to follow:

Instruct the child to offer the Maghrib and Ishªa prayers with the congregation. He must
wear clean apparel while going to the mosque.536[107] Before going to the mosque, he must
not eat any thing that is foul smelling.537[108] He must enter the mosque in a dignified
manner.538[109] When leaving his house for the mosque, he must say this prayer: O Allah, I
pray to You, on the plea that a petitioner has a right over You and on the basis of my
approach towards You. And You know that this approach towards You is not motivated by
ingratitude, discourtesy, pretence or hypocrisy. In fact, I have come out fleeing from my sins. I
have come to You craving Your mercy and fearful of Your punishment. I have come
apprehensive of Your displeasure, aspiring for Your pleasure. I beseech You to protect me
from the Fire simply by Your mercy.539[110] O Allah, let light brighten my heart, my tongue, my
hearing and my eye-sight. Let it brighten me from my back, from my front, from above me
and from below me. O Allah, grant me light.540[111]

Enter the mosque, place the right foot first and pray in these words: I seek refuge in Allah, the
Sublime, and in His grand Self, and His established sovereignty from the accursed Satan. O
Allah, bestow blessings, peace and favours on our master Mu¶hammad. O Lord, forgive me
and open for me the doors of Your mercy.541[112]

Before sitting down in the mosque, offer tworaka’ªat optional prayer. This prayer is know as
tahiyat-ul-masjid..542[113] After the guardian and his children have offered the congregational
prayers, they may pray to Allah. Earlier in this book, we have given the recommended
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prayers. When leaving the mosque, place out the left foot first and pray in these words: O
Allah, shower blessings, peace and favours on our master, Mu¶hammad. O Lord, forgive me
my sins and open for me the doors of Your favour.

Guardians must ensure that their wards complete the assignments of the madrasah and learn
the lessons. Point out to them the verses of the Qur`ªan that urge Muslims to obtain
knowledge. Allah has said that men of knowledge enjoy high ranks. He has referred to them
as men who fear Allah.543[114] A saying is ascribed to our beloved Prophet that everything in
this temporal life is cursed except the remembrance of Allah, the one who remembers Him, a
scholar and a student.

The person who goes out of his house in search of knowledge is regarded as going out in the
way of Allah until he returns home.

A scholar is superior to a worshipper in the same way as the Prophet is superior to his typical
companion.

Everything prays for a scholar.544[115]

A guardian must go on referring to words of wisdom while advising his wards. He may say: It
is from knowledge that the rank of a person grows.

Knowledge makes a man sublime.

People honour and respect a scholar.

Ignorance wipes out honour.

An ignorant person has no standing with the Ulamªa.

Imam Shªafa‘ªi says that it is imperative for every person to seek knowledge whether he is
engaged in worldly affairs or religious matters.

In the final sitting at night the guardian must choose a topic for discussion. He may select for
example the importance of manners, social life, miracles of the prophet or historical events.

On the day when an important event in Islamic history had taken place, let him collect
together his family and throw light on the event. For instance, on the commemoration of
Night Journey or the Ascension to Heaven, he must narrate the following facts.
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The Isrªa` or the Night Journey is an event to remember. When the infidels intensified
their torment of the Prophet and their opposition to Islam, Allah bestowed honour on the
Prophet. This event had taken place one year before the Hijrah (migration of the Prophet
to Madinah). Isrªa` is the journey from the mosque at Makkah to the mosque in
Jerusalem, that is, from Masjid ul-¶Harªam to Bait-ul-Muqdas, in a few moments.Mi‘rªaj
is his journey to the seventh heaven, also in a few moments’ time. These were journeys of 
soul and body. There our beloved Prophet saw the participants of jihªad engaged in
harvesting. When they had harvested it, the field returned to its original form. On his
enquiry, ¶Hazrat Jibrªil said, “These are the people who participate in jihªad for the sake
of Allah. An act of piety by them is increased seven hundred fold”.545[116]

He also passed by the people whose heads were smashed with rocks but no sooner were
they smashed they returned to their original shape. The Prophet learnt that they were the
people who abstained from obligatory prayers.

He then came across people who had patch marks on either side of their bodies. They
grazed, as animals do, and ate thorny bushes and zuqqªum and hot stones. These were
the people who never paid their zakªat.

Then he saw men who had before them fresh cooked meat side by side with raw, stale
meat; they preferred the latter and did not touch the former. They were the men who
forsook their legal wives and went after women who were forbidden them.

The Prophet then passed by a people whose lips and tongues were cut off with scissors
only to return to the normal frame. These were the people who incited their fellow-men
to violence and mischief.

He also saw people whose lips resembled the lips of camels. They ate balls of fire that
ejected from their posteriors. The Prophet learnt that these people wickedly devoured
the wealth of orphans in the ephemeral world.

Then the Prophet witnessed people who were fed meat cut out from their own body. He
asked what it was that they had done and was told that they were in the habit of making
fun of others and of picking out their faults.

The Holy Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him saw other things too on the night of
ascension. He met the other Prophets and Messengers preceding him may Allah bless them and give

them peace. They all greeted him and welcomed him. He also offered with them prayers in
the mosque al-Aqsªa.
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A guardian must narrate these facts to his wards and stress upon the importance of ritual
prayers. He must tell them that to procrastinate in this matter is to invite punishment and
indignity. The purport of decreeing ritual prayer on the night of ascension is to arouse in the
person who offers the ritual prayers a sense of humbleness and concentration. While he
offers the prayers his soul travels to the heavens and attends the audience before Allah and
he reaffirms his resolve to devotion and jihªad. He undertakes to shun vice and the fleeting
pleasures of this life. The guardian must make his wards realise the futility of pursuing sinful
acts be they adultery, usurpation of property of other people, backbiting or other evils. The
damaging repercussions must be brought to the notice of the children.

The inviolable mosque at Makkah and the Masjid al-Aqsªa are venerable places. Makkans are
more honoured and respected than any other people of the world. They are the guardians of
the Ka’bah from the times of ¶Hazrat Ibrªahªim may peace be on him. Likewise, Masjid al-Aqsªa was
for a long period of time the centre of Messengers and Prophets of Allah may peace be on them. This
provides guidance to the lost peoples of the world and a light of faith to the worried
humanity all over.

A few years after this event, Muslims knocked at the door of Jerusalem. Victors there, they
then spread to the four corners gaining sovereignty over Syria, Iraq, Egypt and other
countries.

After some time, the crusaders overran Jerusalem letting loose a blood path in their wake.
These wicked people had this city as their capital for a hundred years until Sultan Salahuddªin
Ayyubªi retook it from them. There was no bloodshed, no one was dishonoured and no
covenant was broken, yet all Jerusalem and Palestine were under Muslim rule. Then, during
the first World War, the Allied forces entered the city and the Christians harboured the
illusion that they had captured it never to lose it again. Subsequently, they helped the Jews to
take over the city in 1967.

It is the duty of the Muslims to drive out the Jews from the Masjid al-Aqsªa and its
surroundings. They must protect Palestine lands. They must not compromise on the issue but
reject all efforts to put the matter aside. They must gather under the banner of Islam to wage
jihªad.

Israel will be wiped out by the people who are mindful of ritual prayer, careful of the limits
set by Allah and enjoin virtuous deeds and forbid evil. These very people will liberate
Palestine. They do not turn to anyone for assistance. They have the help of Allah with them
and, as true believers, they will triumph.546[117]

546[117] Bukhªarªi and Muslim.



We have faith in Allah that He will inspire people to accomplish this. It is incumbent upon
guardians to hammer into their wards the significance of jihªad for the liberation of the holy
lands.

As the head of a family you are its guardian. Create a pleasant and cheerful atmosphere in
the home. Arrange competition among children and narrate to them stories and jokes. Permit
them to play useful games and to exercise. Engage them in fruitful discussions on different
topics. See that they sleep early at night. Our beloved Prophet has disallowed us to engage in
unnecessary talk after the Ishªa prayers547[118] but we may hold urgent talk and study or
impart religious knowledge.548[119] After Ishªa prayers, members of a household may speak to
one another.549[120] However, unnecessary chatter, vain gossip and backbiting should be
avoided. It is forbidden to sleep long in the morning and it is a source of blessing to go to
sleep early at night.550[121]

See that your children get a full sleep and look after their health. They must sleep at least
eight hours during day and night. Let them sleep in the afternoon so that they may wake up
at night for tahajjud prayers. Accustom them to greet their parents before they go to sleep
and to resolve to wake up for tahajjud and Fajr prayers. It is sunnah to dust the bed before
lying down on it, to perform ablution, to lie down on one’s right side and to supplicate in 
these words:

Praise is for Allah alone Who has nourished us with food and drink and looked after our
needs and sheltered us. How many are there who have none to care for them and give them
shelter.551[122]

Then recite the ªayat-ul-kursªi, sªurah al-Ikhlªas, al-Falaq and an-Nªas. Then blow over the
palms and move them over your body. Repeat this recitation three times.552[123] Then recite
thirty-three times each sub¶hªan Allah, al-¶hamdu lillªah, Allah u akbar.553[124] Then, with
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the right palm below your cheek, pray in these words three times: O Allah protect me from
Your punishment on the day You revive Your slaves.554[125]

Then say this prayer: With Your name, O Allah, I live and I die.555[126] With Your name, my Lord,
I rest my body and with it again I will raise it. If You retain my soul, have mercy on it and if
You return it, protect it in the manner You protect Your virtuous slaves.556[127] O Allah, Lord of
the skies, Lord of the earth, Lord of the Great Throne and Lord of everything. O You Who
splits up the seed grain and cracks open the seed stones, You Who have revealed the Torah,
the Injeel and the Qur`ªan. I seek Your refuge from the mischief of every beast. Only You
have full control over them.557[128] O Allah, You are the First, none was there before You. You
are the Last, none will be there beside You. You are the Apparent— none is above You. You
are the Hidden— none is there besides You. Cause our debts to be paid and protect us from
poverty.558[129] O Allah, I bow myself before You and turn my countenance towards You. I
place my affair in Your hands. I bow before You in reverence and in awe. There is none other
than You in whom I may place my hopes and who could rescue me. I believe in the Book that
You have revealed and in the Prophet whom You have sent.559[130]

Then sleep with the intention to awake for tahajjud and Fajr. Inshªa Allah, you will wake up
on time. If you suffer from insomnia, recite this prayer: O Allah, Lord of the heavens and
everything on which they cast their shadow, Lord of the lands and all that they carry, Lord of
the satans and everyone they have misguided, be my succour against the mischief of all Your
creatures lest they overstep my rights. Your neighbour is indeed honourable. You are indeed
Most Praiseworthy. And there is no deity other than You. There is none worthy of worship
except You.560[131]

Matters that deserve the attention of the guardian.

Guardians are recommended the foregoing programme for their children who have attained
the age of maturity or are past this age. However, a different procedure is to be pursued for
children who are ten years old or younger. They must be taught the elements of Islam and
the articles of worship particularly ritual prayers and basic codes of manners. They must be
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taught to be truthful and trustworthy; they must be kind to parents. They must be brought up
to be polite, to shun falsehood, disobedience and abusive language. They must not be
deceitful.

It is upon the guardians that they devote some time every day to review their training and
education. They must make sure that the training is imparted according to Islamic beliefs. If
they find that the training is in conflict with Islamic standards, they must take corrective steps
immediately and protect their wards from tutors who mislead. The upbringing programme
must inculcate in the children the spirit of co-operation and selflessness prompting them to
develop love and compassion for one another and obedience to parents. It must include
opportunities for recreation aiming to keep them alert and active.

Guardians must keep optional fasts on the days these are recommended and encourage their
children to fast with them. They must remember to give them gifts when they do something
extraordinary. They must see to the needs of their wards. Guardians and parents who
observe these guidelines are promised of a suitable recompense.

Let the child have cultural opportunities

It is the responsibility of a guardian to provide means of higher education to his wards. For
instance, the children must have access to a small library housing reliable books on different
topics. Besides the Noble Qur`ªan, commentary on the small chapters of the Qur`ªan, and
A¶hªadªith, there may be books on jurisprudence, pillars of faith, biography of the Prophet
and history. Books on general topics may be stocked too. The language must be within the
grasp of the youngsters. The library must receive periodicals covering Islamic subjects. A
careful choice must be made so that distasteful material is not made available to the young
minds. An experienced scholar must be consulted to select the books and periodicals.

Other means of education include the maps of the world. The guardian must make these
available to his children. He should include in the collection maps that contain information on
population of Islamic countries, data on their geography and economy and social
environment and history. There may be historical maps that provide insight of Islamic lands
of centuries gone by, their culture and living conditions and the means of progress.

Sometimes a guardian must take his wards to museums and archaeological sites. He must
take them to libraries and create in them an interest for study. Let them read books that
make them realise the respect and high esteem that Muslims had attained in earlier times.

The guardian may furnish them books that speak of the ideological onslaught and uncover
the intrigues of the enemies of Islam. The books may tell the children of the achievements of
our ancestors. Our forefathers were very careful to provide their children with knowledge of
history and culture.



Inculcate in children the habit of reading

Children must be encouraged to develop an ability to ponder and comprehend, and to read
and peruse. They must distinguish between knowledge and ignorance and realise the
superiority of a scholar over an ignorant person. They must recognise the respect the former
commands. Their guardian must tell them what the Qur`ªan says on this subject.561[132]

When a child observes the esteem and high rank enjoyed by the scholars and men of wisdom,
and the bereavement of the ignorant person, he is motivated to learn and study deeply.
When he sees the high rewards that await the scholar, he values learning and study.
Knowledge revives hearts and brightens souls. It gives strength to the body, fights fear and
shows men the right path. It is a means to attain high ranks in this world as well as the next.
A scholar is compassionate. He distinguishes between the lawful and the unlawful.
Knowledge is the leader and action is its follower. It is the portion of the fortunate. The
unfortunate are bereft of it. Knowledge is peculiar to human beings. It was because of
knowledge that ¶Hazrat Adam may peace be on him enjoyed superiority over the angels. It is the
prerogative of men to put knowledge to use. ¶Hazrat ¶Hasan Ba¶srªi may Allah be merciful to him is
known to have said that if it was given a form, knowledge would be more beautiful than the
sun, the moon and the stars.

Among the other modes of arousing interest in advanced learning is to organise competition
among the children. The competitions may be for speed reading, number of books read
during a certain period and the examination held on the books consulted or read. The
children who do well must be rewarded and encouraged. This could also take the form of
putting in a nice word about them in the presence of people. This is what we are told to
do.562[133]

The children must be advised that to read for the sake of Allah is to worship Him.563[134] The
guardian must create for them an ideal atmosphere congenial to studies. They must be
allowed peace and comfort in a well-lit, clean and ventilated place that protects from heat
and cold. They must have their material close on hand. The material includes religious books.
The children must realise that time is like a sword. Their duties and responsibilities exceed
the time available to them. There is always more to learn because the unknown exceeds the
known. Islam calls upon its adherents to put to proper use the time that is available to them.
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Islam expects us to covet for what is beneficial to us.564[135] Men must realise the importance
of time.565[136]

Parents and guardians must know, however, that it is essential to observe the following
measures for any programme of study to be successful.

· The child must resolve to use the knowledge he obtains to propagate Islam and benefit
fellow Muslims.

· He must concentrate while studying and be attentive fully to what he reads and hears.

· He must underline in pencil the main points that he comes across so that he sees them
during his second reading.

· He must jot down at the corner of the page the basic particulars that he finds on that page.

· In a separate note book, he must compile an index of the topics of interest to him.

Make the child realise his duties under Islam.

Explain to him these facts:

(a) It was a group of a few young Believers trained at Dªar Arqam, that was responsible for
the victories of Islam. The Prophet was forty years old when he was bestowed the
prophethood and ¶Hazrat Abu Bakr was three years his younger and ¶Hazrat Umar was
twenty-seven years old. ¶Hazrat Usmªan, ¶Hazrat Alªi and ¶Hazrat ibn Mas‘ªud were all 
younger than the Prophet. There were many other Companions who were young people.

(b) These were the young people who had taken upon themselves the task of propagation of
Islam. They suffered severe oppression at the hands of those very people to whom they gave
the message of Allah. They devoted their lives to the cause of Islam and were able to spread
its message across the continents in thirty-five years. Their realm had spread much in the era
of Banu Umayya. They delivered their message to Sindh and much of India and had Turkistan
under their influence. Their sphere extended to China in the East and to Andalusia (Spain) in
the West.

(c) After them, their successors continued to gain honour. They were triumphant because:

(i) Their adherence to Islam was very strong. In faith, thought, deeds, in every walk of life
they were Islam personified.

564[135] Muslim.
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(ii) They put in a lot of determined work, bravely and patiently, to acquaint their fellow
beings with Islam and its message.

(d) If Muslims, today, emulate their forefathers and do not hesitate to engage in jihªad, they
too will achieve for Islam what their ancestors were able to do. They will regain the status of
the best ummah that is sent for the good of mankind. Allah has praised the determination of
such men.566[137] In his public life, a Muslim is undaunted and bold; within himself, he is like a
mountain.

(e) Today, everyone is lost in the labyrinth of materialism. Libertine behaviour is witnessed
everywhere. Oppression and tyranny are rampant. The super powers continue to intimidate
the smaller and weaker nations. How may the Islamic world extricate itself from this cruel
situation? Can humanity discover an escape route from the idealistic chaos and moral
bankruptcy? How will peace and security be achieved?

I am convinced that chaos and disorder the world over can be arrested only by adopting the
Islamic spiritual, social and political system. Ilyªas abªu Shabkah says that the Arab decline
was a downward turning point for Spain and Europe. Andalusia had become famous and had
prospered under the Arabs. Bernard Shaw says “the religion of Mu¶hammad is worthy of
honour and esteem; it has astonishing power. This is the one religion that allows for the
different spheres of life. I concede that Mu¶hammad may blessings of Allah and peace be on him is the
saviour of mankind. If someone like him assumes the leadership of men today, then the
dilemma and worries of mankind will be taken care of”.

Therefore, we are responsible for freeing people from materialism, atheism and other evils. It
is our duty to transmit anew the message of Islam the world over. Then, peace, tranquillity
and happiness will prevail over the world. The Islamic Shari‘ahis universal in character and
provides guidance to all humanity for its needs. Allah has called Muslims the best of all
ummah.567[138]

Muslims must now undertake to fulfil their duties imposed on them by Allah and re-enact the
splendid achievements of their ancestors. Guardians must explain these facts to their wards
and make them realise their responsibilities in this regard so that they fulfil them. As
guardians, we must prepare our children to work for Islam, to spread its message and face
difficulties in the cause of Islam, willingly.
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Inspire in the child a desire for jihªad.

It is necessary to keep alive in the children the spirit of jihªad. They may be inspired to strive
for the restoration of the glory of Islam and Muslims. In this connection, it is necessary to
observe the following five points:

(a) We must explain to the children that supremacy of Islam can be restored only when a
concerted effort is made for it. This is what the Qur`ªan tells us.568[139]

(b) We must acquaint children with the different forms of jihªad. Jihªad in a monetary form,
or financially, involves spending money for the propagation of Islam. Indeed, financial
support is essential for any type of jihªad by Muslims be it jihªad to spread the message of
Islam, jihªad in the field of education or jihªad by warfare.569[140] The person who equips a
Mujªahid earns a reward against participation in jihªad.570[141]

Jihªad to spread the message of Islam is done orally, by word of mouth. Valid and forceful
arguments are presented to the unbelievers, the hypocrites, the atheists and misguided or
doubting people to convince them of the truth of Islam.571[142] The Holy Prophet has prayed
for the persons who convey to their fellow beings virtuous and meritorious words.572[143] Such
people earn a reward again when their listeners act on their advice.573[144]

Jihªad in the field of education is achieved by providing the Muslim society opportunities and
means to acquire knowledge. The ideas of Islam on the world, life and human beings must be
presented. There must be people who undertake this all the time.574[145] We are commanded
to convey knowledge to other people.575[146] A serious warning is given to those who conceal
knowledge.576[147]
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Jihªad in politics is to run the government according to the dictates of Islam. Sovereignty
belongs to Allah who has no partner.577[148] We have from a ¶hadªith that every prophet had
his helpers or companions who imitated his way of life and practices and obeyed his
commands. Then, such undutiful people followed them who preached what they did not
themselves practice. Thus, it is said that he who fights these derelict people with his hands is
a Believer. He who fights them with words is also a Believer. Then, he is also a Believer who
fights them within his thoughts alone because, although he disagrees with their attitude, he
cannot dissuade them. Beyond this last category, whatever opinion a person holds is not
worth the weight of an atom.578[149]

Jihªad by waging a war is when a tyrant is stopped from being oppressive. For instance, when
a tyrant places hurdles in fulfilling the commands of Allah or in propagating Islam, he must be
subdued whether he is in an Islamic land or in the area of the unbelievers or on a
battlefield.579[150] It is the duty of Muslims to divert people from worship of created things to
the worship of Allah alone.

(c) We must let children draw inspiration from the valiant deeds of the children of the noble
Companions of the beloved Prophet. Here, we present some examples.

· During the Battle of Uhud, two youngsters, bold the brothers, appealed to be allowed to
participate in jihªad. The Prophet permitted Rªafi‘ because he was an adept archer but 
withheld his permission from Samrah. The latter began to weep and asked his step-father to
complain to the Prophet that, although they were of about the same age and he could knock
down Rªafi‘, he was not allowed to participate. When the Prophet asked them to wrestle one 
another, indeed, Samrah downed Rªafi‘ and won the approval of the Prophet to join them.

· When our beloved Prophet may blessings of Allah and peace be on him was migrating to Madinah, he
stayed three days in a cave, Thaur, near Makkah, with ¶Hazrat Abu Bakr. The young
daughters of the latter had prepared for them the provisions of the journey. Young
Abdullªah, the son of Abu Bakr, visited them at night and brought them the news of Makkah.
He would remain there until dawn when he returned to Makkah. The Quraish never found
out that he had been out of the city.

· We find in the books of history that a Muslim young boy sought his father’s permission to 
travel the world over to attain the peak of fame and honour.580[151]
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(d) We must ask the child to memorise the chapters of the Qur`ªan, al-Anfªal, at-Tawbah, al-
A¶hzªab, and its different verses that speak of jihªad. We must explain to them the
background against which these verses were revealed. We must narrate to them the deeds of
bravery and valour of the Prophet and his companions during the Battles of Badr, Khandaq
and Hunain. They will gain inspiration from these accounts and yearn to take part in jihªad
and to communicate the word of Allah to their fellow beings. They will not defer even in the
face of strong criticism.

(e) We must inspire our children to submit to the will of Allah and understand that whatever
happens is just as He ordains. They may thus realise at times of distress that they could not
have avoided the misfortune. When they fail to procure what they most desired they may
realise that it was the will of Allah and by their own efforts they would never have gained
anything whatever. They may know that if the entire creation joined forces to their
advantage, they could benefit them only to the extent Allah willed. Thus, when the time of
death arrives, it may not be advanced a moment or prolonged a bit. It is only Allah Who gives
life and causes death. It is He Who provides benefit or loss and bestows honour and disgrace.
Only He has power over all things and is able to do what He wills. There are many poems on
this topic.581[152]

These are the significant points on the spirit of jihªad. Adopt them and create in your children
a longing for jihªad. As young men they may be alert and prepared to respond to the call of
jihªad spontaneously when the need arises. They may pour in courageously without
compunction or hesitation, fearing only Allah and none else. The intention once made, they
will be in a state of jihªad until they achieve for Islam its lost glory. Allah will help the
Believers. He helps whom He wills. He is All-Powerful, Most Merciful.

CONCLUSION

You have read in this book a detailed discussion on the upbringing of children as prescribed
by Islam. You have seen that Islam gives us a complete package that tells us how, when and
what to do in this regard.

If you follow the package carefully, your children will be brought up perfectly as well-
mannered religious people, sound in intellect, physique and social conduct. They will fulfil
their responsibilities willingly and will regulate their lives in a way that wins the pleasure of
Allah. They will aim at gaining entry into Heaven and skirting away from Hell.

581[152] Islam aur Tarbiyat-e-Aulºad vol. 2 page 419.



Your efforts as guardians of the youngsters will bear fruit and they will emerge strong in faith
and devotion, intelligent and refined.

Some guardians complain that their children are misled and disobedient. They forget that the
roots of this abhorrent behaviour lie in their own negligence towards their wards. How may
we expect children to be well behaved when their fathers permit them to be in wicked
company? When a father does not demur to his son’s ties with a communist group, how does 
he expect his faith and belief to remain intact? Can a guardian expect his ward to turn out
pious and religious when he has not given him proper guidance in Islamic values?

We remember reading earlier in this book how ¶Hazrat Umar placed the blame on a father’s 
inconsiderate attitude towards his son for the latter’s undisciplined life.

Often, it is the guardians or the parents who are to blame for the unruly and delinquent
behaviour of their children.

Those who disobey their parents often beget defiant children. A person faces the
consequences of his actions.582[153] There are exceptions, however. A guardian does all in his
power but his children revolt. We have the example of ¶Hazrat Nªuh may peace be on him; his son
did not respond to his call. In the circumstances where guardians have done all they could but
their efforts bear no positive response, they will be absolved of all responsibility with Allah.

Guardians! Let us pledge before Allah that we will pursue the recommended teachings in
rearing up of our children. Let us be brave at every step and fulfil our responsibilities. Our
children will be righteous and guided. They will be very well behaved. They will be examples
worth emulating.

If Muslims adhere to Islamic teachings and mould their lives accordingly, they will attain
honour and respect just as their ancestors did. Their nation and government will be looked
upon with respect and awe. Other nations will hold them in esteem and admiration. This is
within the powers of Allah.

The same means and methods need be applied for the reformation of the present day people
as were suitable for the earlier people of this Ummah. They were successful because they
adhered to Islamic values and put them into practice. The same formula holds good today.
Muslims, today, will be as successful, and, indeed, lead the world, if they obey the injunctions
of Islam and mould their lives in accordance with its dictates.

The words of ¶Hazrat Umar are to the effect that Muslims are a people whom Allah has made
honourable through (their adherence to) Islam; if they forsake it and, then, look for honour,
Allah will cause them dishonourable.583[154] As for those people who discard the Book of Allah

582[153]abªu Na‘eem, Daylamªi, ibn “Adªi, ¶Tabarªanªi, ¶Hªakim.

583[154] ¶Hªakim.



and the sunnah of His Messenger to seek guidance elsewhere, their enemies overwhelm
them. They are subjugated.584[155]

A person must reform himself first. Then he may turn to his family and adopt the teachings of
Islam on the upbringing of children. The reformation of an individual is a means of
reformation of the family. The family having set itself on course, the society reforms. A group
of sincere, dedicated Muslim workers will arise. They will establish a devoted leadership who
will raise the honour and respect of the Muslim people.

This then is the method shown by Islam for the upbringing of children and for directing them
on the right path. Therefore, as guardians it is on you to fulfil your duties and your obligations
so that your children and family are on the right path. The Ummah of Mu¶hammad may blessings

of Allah and peace be on him may have their armies ready for jihªad who do their task of eliminating
divergence, ignorance and materialism from the entire world. They will convey to the peoples
of the world the message of Islam.585[156]

Finally, we request our readers to pray for the author of this book and its translators. May
Allah have mercy on them and those who have assisted them in producing these works and
their parents. May He give them a spacious abode in Heaven. May He keep them with the
Prophets, the truthful, the martyrs and righteous—whose company is an excellent company,
indeed.

wa ªakhiru da‘wªanªa anil ¶hamdu lillªahi rabbil ‘ªalamªin. was ¶salªatu was salªamu ‘alªa 
khairi khalqihªi Mu¶hammadin wa ªalihªi wa ¶sahbihªi ajma‘een.

584[155] Bayhaqªi, ¶Hªakim.

585[156] at-Tawbah, 9:105.
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